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Inngangur
Tíðir jarðskjálftar á Norðurlandi eru áminning um að eitt mesta jarðskjálftasvæði á Íslandi,
Tjörnesbrotabeltið, liggur meðfram norðurströndinni. Það vill svo vel til að stór hluti svæðisins er
undir hafsbotni en í nokkrum samfélögum sem staðsett eru við ströndina hefur orðið umtalsverð
eyðilegging af völdum jarðskjálfta á undanförnum áratugum og öldum.
Töluvert tjón varð af völdum jarðskjálfta af stærðinni 6-7 sem áttu upptök sín við Kópasker 1976,
fyrir mynni Skagafjarðar 1963 og á Dalvík árið 1934. Heimildir um svipaða skjálfta á Skjálfanda
1755 og 1872, við Siglufjörð 1838 og í Kelduhverfi 1885 má finna í sögulegum gögnum þó
nákvæm staðsetning og stærð þeirra sé óljós. Þessi skjálftavirkni ætti ekki að koma á óvart.
Tjörnesbrotabeltið er eitt af virkustu þverbrotabeltum á Mið-Atlantshafshryggnum í NorðurAtlantshafi. Gliðnun á flekaskilum Norður-Ameríkuflekans og Evarasíufleikans við Ísland er um
það bil 20 mm á ári. Þverbrotabelti milli gliðnunarsvæða sem gliðna þetta hratt og er um 100 km
að lengd ætti að geta framkallað 2-3 jarðskjálfta af stærðinni 7 á hverri öld.
Skjálftahrinur á árunum 2012 og 2013 leiddu til þess að haldin var ráðstefna
jarðskjálftasérfræðinga á Húsavík árið 2013 til að ræða hættu á jarðskjálftum á Norðurlandi. Fyrri
rannsóknir voru rýndar, leiðir til að draga úr jarðskjálftaáhættu ásamt tillögum að nýjum
rannsóknum
og
viðbragðsáætlanir
voru
ræddar
(http://www.hac.is/wpcontent/uploads/2014/04/lokaskjal_prentun_netútgáfa.pdf)
Ráðstefnan var vel sótt, jók áhuga á efninu og leiddi til nýrra rannsókna. Ad hoc nefnd var skipuð
til að vinna með sveitarfélögum á svæðinu að ráðstöfunum til að draga úr áhættu vegna jarðskjálfta
á Norðurlandi. Nefndinni var ætlað að auðvelda samstarf um rannsóknir á svæðinu, vekja athygli
á bæði nýjum rannsóknarverkefnum og því sem þarft væri að kanna, vera til staðar til samráðs og
upplýsingar ásamt því að vera brú á milli vísindasamfélagsins og íbúa á Norðurlandi. Í framhaldi
af þessari vinnu var efnt til annarrar ráðstefnu á Húsavík dagana 31. maí–3. júní 2016.
Um ráðstefnuna 2016
Markmið ráðstefnunnar 2016 var að:
 Fara yfir stöðu þekkingar á jarðskjálftavirkni á Norðurlandi.
 Kynna nýjar niðurstöður jarðskjálftarannsókna frá 2013-2016.
 Endurskoða mat á jarðskjálftavá og jarðskjálftaáhættu á Norðurlandi.
 Ræða leiðir til að draga úr jarðskjálftaáhættu og um möguleika á að hagnýta
rannsóknaniðurstöður til að minnka áhættuna.
 Ræða hugmyndir og leggja fram áætlun um frekari jarðskjálftarannsóknir á svæðinu.
Alls sóttu 78 manns ráðstefnuna, þeirra á meðal vísindamenn sem hafa stundað rannsóknir tengdar
skjálftavirkni á Norðurlandi, fulltrúar sveitarfélaga, almannavarnanefnda, Almannavarnadeildar
Ríkislögreglustjóra Íslands, lögreglu, Viðlagatryggingar Íslands, auk verkfræðinga og annarra
sem starfa á vettvangi sem tengist efni ráðstefnunnar. Alls voru 27 rannsóknir kynntar á
ráðstefnunni.
Ráðstefnan skiptist í tvo hluta. Fyrri hlutinn fór fram á ensku vegna fjölda erlendra vísindamanna
sem sóttu ráðstefnuna. Hann samanstóð af kynningum á niðurstöðum rannsókna og yfirstandandi
rannsóknarverkefnum á jarðskjálftum og áhrifum þeirra og umræðum að loknum kynningunum.
Seinni hlutinn var opinn fundur þar sem útskýrðar voru niðurstöður rannsókna, eftirlit og
mótvægisaðgerðir og þetta rætt við almenning. Sá hluti ráðstefnunnar fór fram á íslensku. Á eftir
stuttum kynningum fóru fram líflegar pallborðsumræður með fulltrúum almannavarna,
sveitarfélaga, lögreglu, heilbrigðisþjónustu ásamt sérfræðingum á sviði jarðskjálfta og verkfræði
í pallborðinu.
Þetta vefrit, sem er samantekt á útdráttum og ágripum af þeim erindum sem flutt voru á
ráðstefnunni, er gefið út í þeim tilgangi að halda áfram umræðunni um viðfangsefni ráðstefnunnar.
Er það von okkar sem að ráðstefnunni stóðum að það verði dýrmætt innlegg í vísindalega umræðu
og frekari rannsóknir í framhaldi af ráðstefnunni.
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Undirbúningur og styrktaraðilar
Þekkingarnet Þingeyinga sá um skipulag og undirbúning ráðstefnunnar í samstarfi við
undirbúningnefnd sem skipuð er jarðvísindafólki og er það útgefandi vefritsins.
Ráðstefnan fór fram á Húsavík dagana 31. maí–3. júní 2016 í sal Framsýnar stéttarfélags á
Húsavík. Eins og áður kom fram sóttu 78 manns ráðstefnuna, þar af 34 erlendir vísindamenn eða
háskólanemar.
Háskólinn á Akureyri, Háskólasjóður KEA, Jarðvísindastofnun Háskóla Íslands, Veðurstofa
Íslands, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Rannsóknamiðstöð í
jarðskjálftaverkfræði við Háskóla Íslands, Almannavarnadeild ríkislögreglustjóra,
Viðlagatrygging Íslands, Íslenskar orkurannsóknir (ISOR), Þekkingarnet Þingeyinga,
Orkustofnun, innanríkisráðuneytið, umhverfisráðuneytið og forsætisráðuneytið veittu styrki til að
af ráðstefnunni mætti verða.
Þeir sem höfðu frumkvæði af því að halda ráðstefnurnar tvær og skipa undirbúningsnefndina eru:
 Ragnar Stefánsson, Professor Emeritus, Háskólinn á Akureyri (raha@simnet.is)
 Sigurjón Jónsson, Professor, KAUST (sigurjon.jonsson@kaust.edu.sa)
 Páll Einarsson, Professor, Háskóli Íslands, (palli@hi.is)
 Benedikt Halldórsson, Research Professor, Rannsóknamiðstöð í jarðskjálftaverkfræði við
Háskóla Íslands (skykkur@hi.is)
 Kristín Vogfjörð, Rannsóknastjóri, Veðurstofa Íslands (vogfjord@vedur.is)

Ef vitnað er til ágripa sem birt eru í þessu vefriti skal það gert með eftirfarandi hætti:
Nafn höfundar. Heiti erindis. Í heiti ráðstefnu/ráðstefnurits. Nafn ritstjóra (ritstj.). Útgefandi, bls., útgáfuár.
Dæmi:
Bryndís Brandsdóttir, Sigríður Magnúsdóttir, Driscoll, N., and Detrick, R. Episodic Rifting events within the Tjörnes
Fracture Zone). Í vefriti 2. ráðstefnu um jarðskjálfta á Norðurlandi, Húsvík 31. maí-3. júní. Húsavík Ragnar
Stefánsson o.fl. (ritstj). Þekkingarnet Þingeyinga, 20, 2016
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Introduction
Frequent felt earthquakes in North Iceland remind us that one of the most destructive earthquake
zones in Iceland, the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, is located just off Iceland’s north coast. While most
of the zone is offshore, several coastal towns and communities have suffered significant
earthquake damage in both recent decades and during past centuries. Damaging earthquakes in
the magnitude range 6-7 occurred near Kópasker in 1976, Skagafjörður in 1963, and Dalvík in
1934. Similar events are known from historical documents to have occurred in Skjálfandi Bay in
1755 and 1872, near Siglufjörður in 1838, and in Kelduhverfi in 1885, although both locations
and magnitudes of these earthquakes are uncertain. This activity is hardly surprising, as the
Tjörnes Fracture Zone is one of the most active transforms of the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
The North-American and Eurasian plates move apart in the Iceland area at a rate of about 20 mm
per year. At this rate a transform zone of 100 km in length should be capable of producing 2-3
earthquakes of magnitude 7 per century.
Several felt earthquakes in 2012 and 2013 led to a workshop of earthquake specialists in Húsavík
in 2013 to discuss the seismic activity and hazard in the region. Past research was reviewed, ways
to reduce earthquake risk, future research ideas, and response plans were discussed
(http://www.hac.is/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/lokaskjal_prentun_netútgáfa.pdf).
The workshop was well attended and boosted interest in the subject leading to new research
activities. An ad hoc committee was appointed to work with local authorities on measures to
reduce seismic risk in North Iceland. The committee was established to facilitate coordination of
research on seismic hazard in the area, to suggest new projects, be available for consultation and
information, and to act as a bridge between the scientific community and the local authorities and
population. Following these activities, a new workshop was announced and held in Húsavík in
2016.
About the 2016 workshop
The goals of the workshop were:
 To review the status of knowledge and document the progress from 2013.
 To report new results in earthquake-related research in North Iceland.
 To review earthquake hazard in the region and risk to the population.
 To discuss approaches to reduce the risk and possible use of new research results for risk
reduction.
 To lay out plans for further earthquake research in North Iceland.
The workshop was attended by 78 participants, including scientists who have been conducting
research in North Iceland, representatives from the local municipalities, the local civil protection
units, the Civil Protection Department of the National Commissioner of the Icelandic Police,
Iceland Catastrophe Insurance, as well as engineers, urban planners, and other people who are
working on relevant topics related to the workshop. 27 papers were presented on a wide range of
topics.
The workshop was divided in two parts. The first part consisted of formal presentations of research
results on earthquakes and their effects followed by discussions. This part was conducted in
English. The second part was an open meeting where research results, monitoring, and mitigation
measures were explained and discussed with the public. This part was conducted in Icelandic.
Short presentations were followed by a lively panel discussion with participants from civil
protection, municipalities, engineering, local technical staff, earthquake seismology, earthquake
engineering, local engineering projects, and the health and community sector.
The proceedings of the workshop are presented in this web-document for the benefit of continued
discussions and research. It contains abstracts and extended abstracts of most of the technical
presentations and an account of the discussions that followed. We hope that this publication will
be a valuable extension of the significant scientific discussion at the workshop.
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Organization and sponsors.
The Húsavík Academic Center, HAC, ran the workshop and together with the Scientific steering
committee took an active part in preparing it. The HAC is also the publisher of this progress report.
The workshop was held in the premises Framsýn Labour union in Húsavík on 31st of May – 3rd of
June. The number of participants was 78, as stated above, of which 34 were foreign scientists and
students. Financial support was provided by University of Akureyri, The KEA University Fund,
Institute of Earth Sciences of the University of Iceland, Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO),
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Earthquake Engineering
Research Centre of the University of Iceland, Civil Protection Department of the National
Commissioner of the Icelandic Police, Catastrophe Insurance Iceland, Iceland Geosurvey (ISOR),
Húsavík Academic Center, Iceland Energy Authority, Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of the
Environment, and the Prime Minister´s Office.
The initiators and the scientific steering committee of the workshop were:
 Ragnar Stefánsson, Professor Emeritus, University of Akureyri (raha@simnet.is),
 Sigurjón Jónsson, Professor, KAUST (sigurjon.jonsson@kaust.edu.sa),
 Páll Einarsson, Professor, University of Iceland (palli@hi.is),
 Benedikt Halldórsson, Research Professor, Earthquake Engineering Research Centre of
the University of Iceland (skykkur@hi.is),
 Kristín Vogfjörð, Director of Research, IMO (vogfjord@vedur.is).

Citations to abstracts published in this proceedings volume should be as follows:
Name of authors, contribution title. In proceedings of the 2nd workshop on Earthquakes in North Iceland, Húsavík,
31 May – 3 June 2016, Ed. R. Stefánsson et al., Husavík Academic Centre, pages, 2016.
Example:
Brandsdóttir, B., S. Magnúsdóttir, N. Driscoll and R. Detrick, Episodic rifting events within the Tjörnes Fracture
Zone during Holocene. In proceedings of the 2nd workshop on Earthquakes in North Iceland, Húsavík, 31 May – 3
June 2016, Ed. R. Stefánsson et al., Husavik Academic Centre, 20, 2016.
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Workshop program // Dagskrá ráðstefnunarinnar
May 31, 16:00
1. Welcoming remarks, pick-up of workshop documents, late registration.
- Ráðstefnan sett, skráning gesta og fundargögn afhent.
2. The 2014-2015 rifting event, slow caldera collapse and major effusive eruption in the
Bardarbunga volcanic system - Freysteinn Sigmundsson, University of Iceland
(Lecture in English)
- Gliðnunaratburðurinn 2014-2015, öskjusig og mikið hraungos í eldstöðvakerfi
Bárðarbungu - Freysteinn Sigmundsson, Háskóla Íslands. (Erindið er á ensku)

June 1, 09:00-18:00 (Session in English)
1. The seismogenic fracture systems of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone
- Páll Einarsson, Bryndís Brandsdóttir, Ásta Rut Hjartardóttir.
2. Consequences of Rift Propagation and Transform Fault Migration in Northern
Iceland
- Jeffrey Karson.
3. Rate of moment accumulation on the Húsavík Flatey Fault from GPS
- Sigurjón Jónsson, Sabrina Metzger, Benedikt Ófeigsson.
4. Episodic rifting events within the Tjörnes Fracture Zone during Holocene
- Bryndís Brandsdóttir, Sigríður Magnúsdóttir, Neal Driscoll and Robert S. Detrick.
5. A 2500 year paleoseismic record of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault inferred from the
sediments of Botnsvatn Lake (North Iceland)
- Ulaş Avşar, Sigurjón Jónsson, Áslaug Geirsdóttir and Thor Thordarson.
6. Fault trenching and geologic slip rates of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault, North Iceland
- Jonathan Harrington, Ulas Avsar, Yann Klinger, Esther Ruth Guðmundsdóttir, Sigurjón
Jónsson.
Coffee break 11:00 – 11:20

1. Mapping and monitoring the crustal stresses and fault stabilities north of Iceland by
use of QuakeLook's stress inversion algorithm
- Ragnar Slunga.
2. Full tectonic strain release by recurrent seismic swarms on the Husavík Flatey Fault,
North Iceland
- Eleonora Rivalta, Luigi Passarelli, Martin Hensch, Sabrina Metzger, Francesco
Maccaferri, Steinunn Jakobsdóttir, Fabio Corbi, Sigurjón Jónsson and Torsten Dahm.
3. Relocation of earthquakes in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone
- K.L. Li, O. Gudmundsson, C. Abril, IMO-SIL Monitoring Group.
4. Revisited Local Earthquake Tomography in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone
- C. Abril, A. Tryggvason, IMO-SIL Monitoring Group, NICE group.
5. Seismic activity offshore North Iceland since 2011 with a special focus on the past 3
years
- Martin Hensch, Gunnar B. Guðmundsson, et al.
Lunch break 13:00 - 14:30

1. Premonitory seismic activity before earthquakes in North Iceland based on historical
and instrumental information
- Ragnar Stefánsson, Gunnar B. Guðmundsson, and Þórunn Skaftadóttir.
7

2. Chemical changes in groundwater before and after earthquakes in northern Iceland
- Alasdair Skelton, Gabrielle Stockmann, Margareta Andrén, Elin Tollefsen, Erik Sturkell,
Carl-Magnus Mörth, Helga Rakel Guðrúnardóttir, Hrefna Kristmannsdóttir, , Árný
Sveinbjörnsdóttir, Sigurjón Jónsson , Tonci Balic-Zunic, Hreinn Hjartarson, Heike
Siegmund, Nicole Simone Keller, Nic Odling, Curt Broman, Börje Dahrén, and Ingrid
Kockum
3. Building a monitoring network for studying hydrological changes in relation to
earthquakes
- Helga Rakel Guðrúnardóttir.
4. Shear-wave splitting monitors changes of stress before 2010 Bárðarbunga seismic
crisis and dyke intrusion
- Qiyu Hong, Stuart Crampin & Yuan Gao.
5. Earthquake Swarms in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone in N-Iceland, 2012 and 2013

- Kristín Jónsdóttir, Gunnar B. Guðmundsson, Martin Hensch, and the SIL monitoring
group Icelandic Meteorological Office.
6. Seismic Underground Characteristics Beneath Izmir Geothermal Area.
- Caglar Ozer, and Orhan Polat.
Coffee break 16:00 - 16:20
1. The Earthquake Strong-motion and GPS array in Húsavík, North Iceland
- Benedikt Halldórsson and Sigurjón Jónsson.
2. The Geology, Geomorphology and Building Stock of Húsavík, North Iceland
- Peter Waltl, Benedikt Halldorsson, Halldór G. Pétursson, Markus Fiebig, and Sigurjón
Jónsson.
3. Spatial distribution model of earthquake strong-motion peak ground acceleration on
ICEARRAY using Bayesian hierarchical model
- Sahar Rahpeyma, Benedikt Halldorsson, Birgir Hrafnkelsson, Russell A. Green,
Apostolos S. Papageorgiou, Sigurjón Jónsson, Símon Ólafsson.
4. Towards a Hybrid Earthquake Strong-motion Simulation Model for South Iceland.
- Tim Sonnemann, Benedikt Halldorsson, Martin Mai, Sigurjón Jónsson, Apostolos S.
Papageorgiou and Símon Ólafsson.
5. Dynamic rupture earthquake simulations on complex fault zones with SeisSol at the
example of the HFF
- Mirjam Weingärtner, Martin Mai, Alice Gabriel.

June 2, 09:00-13:00 (Session in English)
1. Assessment of Earthquake Hazard and Seismic Risk in Iceland
- Júlíus Sólnes.
2. On the Sensitivity of Seismic Hazard Estimates for North Iceland on the basis of
Monte Carlo Methods
- Milad Kowsari, Milad Kowsari, Benedikt Halldorsson, Birgir Hrafnkelsson, Jónas Þór
Snæbjörnsson, Sigurjón Jónsson and Símon Ólafsson.
3. Treatment of Epistemic Uncertainty in Site Effects in Probabilistic Seismic Hazard
Analyses
- Russell A. Green, Emily Gibson, and Adrian Rodriguez-Marek.
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4. Húsavík Hospital: Structural Vibrations, System Identification and Response to
Earthquake Strong Ground Motion
- Höskuldur Goði Þorbjargarson, Benedikt Halldórsson and Jónas Þór Snæbjörnsson,
Símon Ólafsson.
5. Nonlinear Behaviour of Steel Braces Under Seismic Loading
- Arnar Björn Björnsson
Coffee break 11:00 – 11:20

1. The structural design of the buildings at PCC plant at Bakki
- Ríkharður Kristjánsson, Arnar Björnsson, Heiðrún Ösp Hauksdóttir, Ólafur Á. Ingason,
and Kári Sveinbjörn Gunnarsson.
2. The Socioeconomic Aspects of Earthquakes
- Grétar Þór Eyþórsson, Kjartan Ólafsson, and Hjalti Jóhannesson.
3. Kortlagningu upptakasvæða jarðskjálfta á Íslandi sem hluta af áhættumati
Viðlagatryggingar
- Jón Örvar Bjarnason
4. The civil protection system in Iceland and cooperation with the scientific community
- Ágúst Gunnar Gylfason.
Lunch at 13:00 at Fjaran Restaurant by the harbour (see map)

Open meeting June 2, 14:30 – 18:00 //Opinn fundur 2. júní kl. 14:30 – 18:00 (in
Icelandic)
Sérfræðingar í rannsóknum og jarðváreftirliti koma til opinnar samræðu við fólk í stjórnsýslu og
almenning. Í stuttum erindum verður sagt frá efni og markmiðum ráðstefnunnar. Síðan verður
opin umræða þar sem í pallborði verða almannavarnafólk, sveitastjórnafólk, verkfræðingar og
tæknifræðingar í héraði, sérfræðingar á sviði jarðvísinda og jarðskjálftaverkfræði, aðilar í
stórframkvæmdum á Norðurlandi sem og fulltrúar úr heilbrigðis- og samfélagsgeirum. (á
íslensku)

Stutt erindi:
1.0 Yfirlit um jarðskorpuhreyfingar á Norðurlandi
- Sigurjón Jónsson.
2.0 Jarðskjálftahætta á Norðurlandi
- Benedikt Halldórsson, Háskóli Íslands.
3.0 Skammtímaviðvaranir um jarðskjálfta
- Ragnar Stefánsson, Háskólinn á Akureyri.
4.0 Jarðváreftirlit Veðurstofunnar
- Kristín Jónsdóttir, Veðurstofa Íslands.
5.0 Viðbragðsáætlanir – til hvers?
- Kristján Kristjánsson, Lögreglan Norðurlandi eystra.
6.0 Viðlagatrygging
- Hulda Ragnheiður Árnadóttir.
Pallborð 90 mínútur: Ofannefndir sex framsögumenn og a.m.k. fjórir fundargestir til viðbótar úr hópi
sveitastjórnarfólks, tækni- og verkfræðinga, frá PCC og Háskólanum á Akureyri.
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June 3, 09:00-13:00
09:00-13:00 - Part A: Discussion, especially among Icelandic scientists and local participants on
future planning, information sharing and needed actions. (in Icelandic)
09:00 – 13:00 - Part B: Discussion among scientists on current and
future research projects in North Iceland. (in English)

June 2–3 – Excursions // Útsýnisferðir



Húsavík and surroundings (on 2 June, afternoon).
The Theistareykir volcanic system and geothermal area (on 3 June).

June 1, Posters // Veggspjöld
1. Deformation in the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland 2008-2014: an interplay of

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

tectonic, magmatic, and glacial isostatic deformation
- Vincent Drouin, Freysteinn Sigmundsson, Benedikt G. Ófeigsson, Sigrún Hreinsdóttir, Erik
Sturkell, Páll Einarsson.
Borehole Stress-Monitoring Sites (SMSs) for monitoring stress-accumulation and
predicting (stress-forecasting) impending earthquakes and eruptions
- Stuart Crampin, and Yuan Gao.
Estimates of Local Stress Drop of Strong Earthquakes in the South Iceland
Seismic Zone
- Tim Sonnemann, Benedikt Halldorsson, Birgir Hrafnkelsson, Apostolos S. Papageorgiou,
Símon Ólafsson and Sigurjón Jónsson.
On the Characterization of Strong-motion Site Effects in the Presence of Strong Velocity
Reversals
- Sahar Rahpeyma, Benedikt Halldorsson, Christian Olivera, Russell A. Green, and Sigurjón
Jónsson.
On the Sensitivity of Ground-Motion Prediction Equations for Earthquake Strongmotions in the South Iceland Seismic Zone
- Milad Kowsari, Benedikt Halldorsson, Birgir Hrafnkelsson, Jónas Þór Snæbjörnsson, Símon
Ólafsson and Sigurjón Jónsson.
Shake Mapping in Turkey
- Eren Tepeugur, Ulubey Ceken, Turgay Kuru, Aytac Apak, Derya Kokbudak, Selim Sezer,
Erkan Ates, Kudret Tekin, Teoman S. Koksal, Cuneyt Sahin, Elcin Gok, Caglar Ozer, Zehra
C. Ertugrul, Orhan Polat.
AnaNet: A New Weak/Strong-Motion Network for Metropolitan Eskisehir and Bursa,
West Anatolia, Turkey
- Muammar Tün, Emrah Pekkan, Suney Mutlu, and Yücel Güney.
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The Seismogenic Fracture Systems of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone
Páll Einarsson, Bryndís Brandsdóttir, Ásta Rut Hjartardóttir
Institute of Earth Sciences, University of Iceland (palli@hi.is; bryndis@hi.is; astahj@hi.is)

The Tjörnes Fracture Zone is a seismically active transform zone connecting the southern end of
the Kolbeinsey Ridge to the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland. This zone is comprised of a
series of interconnecting, tectonic and volcano-tectonic zones, or branches, that together take up
the transform motion between the two divergent segments of the mid-Atlantic plate boundary
(Fig. 1; Einarsson, 1991; 2008). Understanding the characteristic activity of each branch, and
how they interact, is essential for a meaningful estimate of seismic risk in this region. At its
southern end the submarine Kolbeinsey Ridge bifurcates into the Eyjafjarðaráll Rift that
continues southwards, and the Grímsey Oblique Rift that extends to the SE. The Eyjafjarðaráll
Rift is characterised by extensive normal faulting but no indications of Holocene volcanism can
be found. The Grímsey Oblique Rift, on the other hand, is composed of several active volcanic
systems with N-S trending fissure swarms. Evidence for Holocene volcanism is abundant. At its
SE end the GOR connects to the Krafla fissure swarm of the Northern Volcanic Zone
(Hjartardóttir et al., 2012). Large earthquakes along this branch are mostly caused by strike slip
faulting, often on transverse faults, by bookshelf-type kinematics (Rögnvaldsson et al., 1998).
The Húsavík-Flatey Zone, is about 40 km south of and sub- parallel to the GOR. It is well defined
by the distribution of seismicity from the southern end of the ER and can be traced on the ocean
bottom to the coast in the Húsavík town (Sæmundsson, 1974). It then continues on land into the
Northern Volcanic Zone, where it merges into the Theistareykir fissure swarm (e.g., Tibaldi et
al., 2016). The HFZ consists of several splay faults that are parallel to the zone itself, sometimes
arranged slightly en echelon. The type of faulting is strike-slip with a small component of normal
faulting. The HFZ is divided into two main branches where it crosses the Skjálfandi Bay,
separated by a 70 m high N-S aligned, normally magnetised hyaloclastic ridge. Several smaller
WNW-trending faults are located sub-parallel with the main HFZ within the bay. The main faults
have a vertical displacement of 0-15 m, increasing westwards. Four pull-apart basins occur along
the fault zone, the largest at the intersection with Eyjafjarðaráll Rift, the southward but magmastarved, continuation of the KR.
The HFZ is seismically active with significant earthquakes sequences in 1867–1868,
1872 and 1884-1885, causing considerable structural damage at Húsavík and surrounding farms
(Thoroddsen, 1905).
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Fig. 1. Overview map of the offshore Tjörnes Fracture Zone and the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland, showing the
different branches of the plate boundary, The Kolbeinsey Ridge (KR), Eyjafjarðaráll Rift (ER), the Grímsey Oblique
Rift (GOR), the Húsavík-Flatey Zone (HFZ), the Dalvík Zone (DZ) and the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ). GS
shows the Grímsey shoal. Inset map of Iceland shows the volcanic systems (Einarsson and Sæmundsson, 1987) and
the study area. Holocene fractures and faults are shown in red (from Hjartardóttir et al., 2015), earthquake epicenters
of the last 5 years with black dots (from the Icelandic Meteorological Office). The submarine topography is from
Magnúsdóttir et al. (2015).

The crustal block demarkated by the GOR, ER, HFZ, and NVZ, in some way acts
indipendently of the two major lithospheric plate, North America and Eurasia Plates. This Grímsey
Block may be too small to be a candidate for a microplate. There is a hint of a N-S trending zone
of seismicity connecting the GOR and the HFZ along the eastern edge of the Grímsey shoal and
dividing the Grímsey Block in two. This zone appears to consist of 3-4 NNE-striking faults. There
is indication of a third major shear zone about 30 km south of the HFZ, the enigmatic Dalvík Zone.
12

Large historic earthquakes have occurred in this zone, most recently in 1963 and 1934 (Einarsson,
1976; Halldórsson, 2005; Stefánsson et al., 2008), but recent GPS measurements have failed to
show significant movements along it (Metzger et al., 2013). Bookshelf-type tectonism has been
suggested and is supported by the distribution of epicenters in the last decades.
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Consequences of Rift Propagation and Transform Fault Migration in
Northern Iceland
Jeffrey A. Karson1
1
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Iceland has long been considered a natural laboratory for processes related to seafloor spreading. The
thick, hot, weak crust and subaerial processes of Iceland result in substantial differences from the style
of spreading along more typical parts of the global mid-ocean ridge (MOR) system. Compared to most
other parts of the MOR, Icelandic rift zones and transform faults are wider and more complex. Unlike
the narrow, linear arrangement of spreading segments linked end-to-end along MORs (Macdonald et al.,
1991), Icelandic rift zones consist of overlapping arrays of volcanic/tectonic spreading segments
(“volcanic systems”) that are collectively more than 50 km wide (Sæmundsson, 1979; Einarsson, 2008;
Hjartardóttir et al., 2015). Along the relatively well defined MOR plate boundaries, distinctive families
of structures have been described for rift propagation, transform migration and microplate kinematics.
(Fig. 1a; Hey, 1977, 2004). Along the wider, more diffuse plate boundary zone, variations on these
themes can account for the complex structure and kinematics of the plate boundary in Northern Iceland
(Karson, 2015, 2016b).

Figure 1. Features of propagating rifts and migrating transforms. a. Rift and transform propagation on a mid -ocean ridge.
Red stippled area has been transferred from the right plate to the left plate. Pseudofaults bound the area created by spreadi ng
at the propagating rift. Spreading-parallel lineaments (fine black lines) are rotated clockwise in this area. Black hatchured
area is a swath of transferred crust with sheared, rotated lineaments. (after Hey, 2005). b. Tectonic sketch map of Northern
Iceland interpreted in terms of northward propagation of the Northern Rift Zone (NRZ) that has truncated the Dalvik
Lineament (DL), Husavik-Flatey Fault (HFF) and Grimsey Fracture Zone (GFZ). Dashed lines- abandoned spreading
centers; blue half-arrows- strike-slip fault zones with sense of shear.
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The actively spreading northern rift zone (NRZ; Hjartardóttir et al., 2015) is propagating N, away
from the Iceland hot spot centered beneath the Vatnjölull Ice Cap (Fig. 1b). The rate of propagation ia
about twice the spreading rate judging by the geometry of pseudofaults that bound the crust formed at
the NRZ. Rift propagation results in the northward migration of the strands of the Tjörnes Transform
Fault. A trail of crust deformed by bookshelf faulting is left in its wake. The Dalvik Lineament (DL)
marks the southern limit of this deformation and has had little if any strike- slip displacement. Transform
strands such as the Húsavik-Flatey Fault (HFF) and Grimsey Fracture Zone (GFZ) are truncated to the
east by younger lavas along the western pseudofault of the NRZ. These transform strands are still linked
to active spreading segments in the NRZ, but are destined to be abandoned as propagation continues
northward. Inconsistent northward propagation of the NRZ (or spreading events on different spreading
segments arcoss the NRZ) can result in very complex structures (Fig. 2). For example, isolated segments
of abandoned spreading centers, transform faults and intra-plate contacts (analogous to non-transform
extensions of fracture zones).

Figure 2. Geometry of features formed by propagating and receding rifts and migrating transforms. a. Simple ridge transform offset. Red-active plate boundary; bold black dashed line- non-transform extension of fracture zone, intraplate contact. b. Increment of S propagation of N ridge and transform. Red dashed line -abandoned ridge; solid black
line-abandoned transform; c. N propagation of S ridge and transform. Abandoned ridges, transforms and non transform contacts occur on both sides of the plate boundary zone.

Subaerial spreading in the thick mafic crust of Iceland results in strucural feaures that may not
be present on MORs (Karson, 2016b). Pseudofaults are blurred by spreading across wide rift zones
and laterally extensive lava flows. Propagation, with decreasing spreading toward the propagator tips
causes rotation of crustal blocks on both sides of the active rift zones. Upper crustal blocks deform
internally (simillar to MOR microplates), probably by the reactivation of spreading- related faults and
zones of weakness along dike margins. The sense of slip on these rift-parallel strike-slip faults is
generally not consitent with nearby transform-fault deformation. Transform fault strands, bookshelf
faults between them, and strike-slip faults outside of transform zones may pose seismic risks.
The deformation features described above as well as structures produced by subaxial
subsidence that accommodates the thickening of the volcanic upper crustal units (Pálmason, 1986) are
probably confined to the brittle, seismogenic, upper 10 km of the crust (Stefánsson et al., 1993). At
least beneath the active rift zones, the upper crust is probably decoupled from hot, mechanically weak
middle to lower gabbroic crust (Jones and Maclennan, 2005). Similar processes may occur at MOR
spreading centers, volcanic rifted margins, and magmatic rifts where a thick mafic lower crust develops
fast enough to flow during spreading (Karson, 2016a).
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Rate of Moment Accumulation on the Húsavík-Flatey Fault from GPS
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Key information for assessing the earthquake hazard in North Iceland is to know how large and how
frequent major earthquakes on the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) likely are. Historical accounts provide
some information, but locations and sizes of the earthquakes in 1872, 1838 and 1755 on the HFF are
inaccurate (Thorgeirsson, 2011). Historical accounts from before 1700 are incomplete and provide
limited information. Therefore, it is important to estimate how fast moment is currently accumulating
on the fault and how the transform motion in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone is divided between the two
parallel transform structures, the HFF in the south and the Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR) to the north
(Einarsson, 2008).
To answer these questions, the North Iceland campaign GPS network was installed in 1995
around the HFF and it has been remeasured and improved several times during the following two
decades (Jouanne et al., 1999; 2006; Metzger et al. 2013). The last full occupations of the network were
in 2007, 2010, 2013, and 2016. In addition, ten continuous GPS stations (CGPS) were installed in North
Iceland in 2006-7 (Metzger et al., 2011) and added to the three CGPS stations that had been in operation
since 2000-2002 in Akureyri (AKUR), Árholt on Tjörnes (ARHO) and Raufarhöfn (RHOF). Several
more CGPS stations have been added in North Iceland since 2007, two in Húsavík (SJUK and BAUG),
in Eyjafjörður (HELC), in Theistareykir (THRC), and three stations near Lake Mývatn and Krafla. The
NICE GPS network now consists of 18 continuous GPS stations and over 80 survey sites (Fig. 1).
To determine the moment accumulation rate on the HFF we use elastic back-slip modelling of
the observed inter-seismic deformation. Our current best knowledge of these parameters is based on
measurements up to 2010 and reported in Metzger and Jónsson (2014). After testing a number of
models, a few different modelling assumptions, and using both GPS and InSAR data, the results indicate
that the slip rate of the HFF is 6-9 mm/year with a locking depth of 6-10 km, with the more likely
models showing slip rates of 6-7.5 mm/year and locking depths of 6-9 km. These rangers of model
parameters come from different modelling setups and by using different data, while the statistical error
of the modelling parameters was usually significantly smaller for each modelling setup. Together, the
modelling results indicate that about 1/3 of the transform motion in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone is focused
on the HFF, with the rest on the GOR. This means that the moment accumulated on the fault since the
last major earthquake in 1872 is equivalent to a magnitude 6.8-7.0 earthquake (Metzger and Jónsson,
2014).
While the results indicate that a significant moment is currently stored in the HFF system, it is
important to look into the assumptions on which these numbers are based. The model simplifies the
earth as an elastic halfspace and does not take into account variations of inter-seismic strain
accumulation during the earthquake cycle nor include possible influence from major geological events,
such as the Krafla rifting episode. Among other assumptions and simplifications are:
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 In our modelling and moment accumulation calculation the locking depth is assumed to be uniform
along the entire HFF. The GPS data primarily constrain the locking depth in the east, near the
volcanic zone, where thermal gradients are high. The locking depth along the central and western
sections of the HFF is likely higher due to lower thermal gradients (Flóvenz and Sæmundsson, 1993).
This appears to be supported by depth of earthquakes in the west, which have shown depths down to
roughly 15 km or more (Rivalta et al., 2016). Careful analysis of the 2013 earthquake swarm on the
western HFF resulted in a narrow depth range of 8.5-11 km (Jónsdóttir et al., 2016). An increasing
locking depth towards the west would tend to increase the moment accumulation rate on the HFF.
 We assume all moment was released in the last major events in 1872 and that the accumulation has
been steady since then. The accumulation appears to have been steady during the past 20 years at
least. However, the Krafla rifting episode caused major stress changes all over North Iceland. The
inferred stress changes put the eastern HFF under compression, shutting off its seismicity
(Maccaferri et al., 2013). While the estimated shear-stress change on the HFF by the Krafla episode
is small in comparison, this would tend to delay next major earthquakes, but also possibly lead to
larger moment release once they occur.
 Energetic seismic swarms have occurred on the western third of the HFF during the past 20 years.
Recent results indicate that a part of the accumulated moment on that part of the fault has been
released in these swarms (Rivalta et al., 2016). The swarms show migration with time and are likely
due to propagating slow slip on the fault system. Data of seismic swarms north of Iceland before
1995 are not accurate, but it is possible that swarms have been releasing a part of the moment on the
western third of the HFF before 1995 as well.

Figure 1. The current continuous and campaign GPS network in North Iceland after expansion of the network to the west in 2013
and after addition of a few CGPS stations.

Many questions remain unanswered about the rate of moment accumulation on faults in North
Iceland. In our modelling, we have simplified the HFF and the GOR as two long transform faults.
However, the structure of the GOR is more complex with large earthquakes probably occurring on
18

parallel and shorter north-south striking faults (Rögnvaldsson et al., 1998). Deformation and earthquake
occurrence between and away from the HFF and GOR are significant (Stefánsson et al., 2008),
manifested by the occurrence of the large earthquakes in 1910 (likely between HFF and GOR), 1934
(Dalvík), and 1963 (north of Skagafjörður). Some distributed deformation seems to be occurring on the
Tröllaskagi peninsula, as indicated by incoherent motion of the CGPS sites in Akureyri and
Siglufjörður. For this reason, we expanded the campaign GPS network in 2013 to the west to better
cover the Tröllaskagi peninsula and Skagafjörður (Fig. 1). In addition, we plan to add CGPS stations
on the north coast west of Skagafjörður and on Gjögurtá, as well as on Mánáreyjar islands.
In conclusion, the GPS data and modelling to date suggest that about a third of the transform
motion in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone is focused on the HFF with the other two thirds on the GOR. The
results also indicate that the accumulated moment on the HFF since the last earthquake in 1872 is
equivalent to a magnitude 6.8-7.0 earthquake, although many uncertainties remain. The GPS campaign
in August 2016 and future measurements in North Iceland will help reducing these uncertainties and
help constraining further the rate of moment accumulation on the HFF.
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The multi-branched plate boundary across Iceland is made up of divergent and oblique rifts, and
transform zones, characterized by entwined extensional and transform tectonics. The Tjörnes Fracture
Zone (TFZ) is a complex transform linking the northern rift zone (NVZ) on land with the Kolbeinsey
Ridge offshore. Extension across the TFZ is partitioned across three N-S trending rift basins;
Eyjafjarðaráll (EB), Skjálfandadjúp (SB) and Öxarfjörður and three WNW-NW oriented seismic
lineaments; the Grímsey Oblique Rift, Húsavík-Flatey Faults (HFFs) and Dalvík Lineament. The basins
are made up of normal faults with vertical displacements of up to 50-60 m, and post-glacial sediments
of variable thickness. The SB comprises N5°W obliquely trending, eastward dipping normal faults as
well as N10°E striking, westward dipping faults oriented roughly perpendicular to the N104°E spreading
direction, indicative of early stages of rifting. Correlation of Chirp reflection data and tephrachronology
from a sediment core within SB reveal major rifting episodes between 10-12.1 kyrs BP activating the
whole basin, followed by smaller-scale fault movements throughout Holocene (Magnúsdóttir et al.,
2015). Shearing is most prominent along the HFFs, a system of right-lateral strike-slip faults with
vertical displacement up to 15 m. Onshore faults have the same orientation as those mapped offshore
and provide a basis for regional modeling of fault kinematics, these include transform parallel rightlateral, strike-slip faults separating domains dominated by spreading parallel left-lateral bookshelf faults.
Vertical fault movements within the Eyjafjarðaráll and Skjálfandadjúp Basins reflect increased tectonic
activity during early postglacial time coinciding with isostatic rebound which enhanced volcanism
within Iceland.
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The Mid-Atlantic-Ridge formed by the divergent movement of the North American and Eurasian plates
is offset towards east in Iceland, which results in a dextral transform zone just north of the island. The
strain accommodated along this dextral transform zone is released mainly by the Húsavík-Flatey Fault
(HFF) and Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR) (Fig. 1a, inset) in magnitude 6-7 earthquakes. However,
historical accounts of past major earthquakes are inaccurate and incomplete and primarily provide
information for only the last 300 years. The GOR does not allow paleoseismological trenching since
it is completely offshore, but a ~20 km-long southeastern part of the HFF is onshore. Still, the number
of sites that are favorable for paleoseismic trenching is limited. We have therefore carried out lacustrine
paleoseismological investigations in Botnsvatn Lake, which is located in a pull-apart basin of the HFF
(Fig. 1a), that may provide crucial information about the past seismic activity of the HFF. We collected
five sediment cores from the lake to investigate possible sedimentary traces of past earthquakes of the
HFF.

Figure 1. (a) Topography around Botnsvatn Lake and main strands of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault. The inset (modified from
Metzger et al. (2013)): NA, North American Plate; EU, Eurasian Plate; RR, Reykjanes Ridge; KR, Kolbeinsey Ridge; GOR,
Grímsey Oblique Rift; HFF, Húsavík-Flatey Fault. Blue star stands for the location of Botnsvatn Lake. (b) Bathymetric
and slope maps in/around the lake. Maximum water depth reaches up to 19 m, and southwest-facing slopes are as steep as
50 degrees.
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We carried out a bathymetric survey in Botnsvatn Lake (125 m a.s.l.) in August 2012 and it
revealed that the lake has one basin with maximum water depth of 19 m (Fig. 1b). We collected five
sediment cores in February 2013, which were 10-30 m apart from each other, from the deepest part of
the basin, namely; 2F, 2E, 2D, 2C, and 2B (138, 401, 225, 267 and 182 cm-long, respectively). The
sediment chronology was constructed by tephrochemical analyses on 125 tephra layers and four
radiocarbon dates along the longest core (i.e., 2E). Accordingly, the bottom of 2E was dated to 430
BC. All cores were logged at 1 mm increments by Geotek-MSCL for magnetic susceptibility (MS) and
gamma-ray density profiles. High-resolution radiographic images of all cores were obtained by ITRAX
micro-XRF and SCOPIX scanners. Along 2F and 2E, micro-XRF scanning was done as well at 0.5
mm increments. In addition to these non-destructive logging and scanning methods, grain-size
distribution and organic matter content measurements were done at 2 cm increments along 2E. In this
way, a high-resolution multi-proxy dataset was obtained, which allowed us making detailed
sedimentological interpretations.
The most commonly observed sedimentary consequences of earthquakes in lake sediments are
soft-sediment deformations (SSD) and mass-wasting deposits (MWD) (e.g., Beck, 2009; Moernaut et
al., 2014). In Botnsvatn Lake, we do not observe any distinct evidences of SSDs and/or MWDs
corresponding to the historical earthquakes in the region, which were in 1872, 1755, 1577 and 1260
(Thorgeirsson et al., 2013). However, around the dates of these four historical earthquakes, we observe
angular particles with diameters around 1-2 mm that are dispersed within the fine-grained background
sedimentation. These particles are seen as black spots in the radiographic images, and result in slightly
higher magnetic susceptibility values. Fig. 2 illustrates the radiographic images and magnetic
susceptibility profiles along the stratigraphical horizon between the 1614 Veidivötn-Bárdarbunga and
ca. 1500 Grímsvötn tephras. The episode around mid-1500s, in which angular particles (black or dark
gray spots) are concentrated, is also associated with higher magnetic susceptibility values compared to
the background sedimentation. This sedimentary event is probably related to the 1577 historical
earthquake in North Iceland. We observe similar sedimentary events that can be temporally correlated
to the historical earthquakes in 1872, 1755 and 1260 as well.

Figure 2. Radiographic images of Botnsvatn cores (2F-2B) overlapped by magnetic susceptibility profiles (red curves).
The angular particles with diameters around 1-2 mm (black or dark gray spots) are interpreted to be the ice-rafted debris
(IRD) due to the 1577 earthquake, which is seen between the 1614 Veidivötn-Bárdarbunga and ca. 1500 Grímsvötn tephras.
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The most probable mechanism that can explain the existence of coarse angular particles within
clayey/silty background sediments is ice-rafting. As it can be seen in Fig. 1b, the slopes adjacent to the
north-/south-eastern parts of the lake are as steep as 50 degrees, which makes them highly susceptible
to earthquake-triggered snow avalanches. Particularly in winter, when the lake and adjacent slopes are
covered with ice and snow, an earthquake can easily trigger snow avalanches, which are associated
with debris ripped from the slopes. The snow-debris mixture slides over the ice cover of the lake and
during the following summer, when the ice cover starts to melt and float on the lake, the debris
accumulated on the ice cover is deposited into the silty/clayey sediments of the lake. On the other hand,
earthquakes occurring in summer might cause rock falls and weaken the top soil on the steep slopes.
In this way, the slopes become highly sensitive to extra overloading due to snow accumulation in the
subsequent winter, which may result in snow avalanches as well.
We detected a total of eleven earthquake-triggered IRDs during the last 1800 years of the
Botnsvatn record, four of which are temporally correlated to the known historical earthquakes. On the
other hand, the IRDs become highly frequent (40-50 years apart) during the period between 1800 BP
and 2400 BP, which corresponds to significantly warmer climatic conditions compared to the rest of
the record. Hence we believe that the oldest 600 years of the Botnsvatn record probably contains nonseismic origin IRDs, which prevents revealing paleoseismic information. According to the last 1800
years of the record, the recurrence interval of the earthquake-triggered IRDs is 140±35 years.
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Seismic and geodetic studies on the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) have led the way in developing our
understanding of the activity on the HFF (e.g. Stefansson, 2008, Metzger & Jónsson, 2014) but
geologic studies are more rare (e.g. Saemundsson, 1974, Garcia & Dhont, 2005). This is the first
earthquake geology project on the onshore HFF. Many large earthquakes are reported in the Tjörnes
Fracture Zone, e.g., in 1260, 1755, 1838 and 1872, and smaller events in 1867 and 1884, all of which
are thought to have ruptured parts of the HFF (cf. Magnúsdóttir & Brandsdóttir, 2011, Þorgeirsson,
2011, Halldórsson, 2005). The 1755 earthquake or earthquake sequence is thought to have ruptured
the whole offshore portion of the HFF, while the earthquakes in 1872, probably ruptured only the
central and eastern parts. The size of each of the 1872 earthquakes has been estimated ~M6.5 and they
caused extensive structural damage in Húsavík and on Flatey Island.
Detailed structural/geomorphological mapping and surveying of the 20 km on-land portion of
the fault identified three substantial geologic offset features: 1) Glacial stream channels on
Húsavíkurfjall mountain provide a 3-D slip-vector for the Late-Pleistocene. 2) Vertical offsets of a
newly dated Eemian lava flow contact provide a 100 ka measurement, and 3) horizontally offset
landslides on the eastern branch of the fault give an estimate for the Holocene. Ages of the individual
features are not well constrained but can be estimated using prior knowledge of glacial cycles. Taken
together, a preliminary estimate of the slip-rate is ~7.2 mm/yr, the first geological slip-rate determined
for the HFF.

Figure 1. Structural map of the Krubbsskál basin located about 1 km southeast of Botnsvatn Lake with brown lines
indicating trench locations, black lines fault strands, and blue lines the drainage network.
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Four paleoseismic trenches have been excavated in a small basin, called Krubbsskál, located
about 1 km southeast of Botsvatn Lake. This is the second trenching study on the HFF following
Sæmundsson & Karson (2006). Two trenches (T1 and T2) are located on a north-dipping fault
bounding the Botsvatn pull-apart (Figure 1). Two more trenches (T3 and T4) were dug into an eroded
soil section (rofabard) undergoing soilufluction on a secondary fault (Figure 1). In our work, periglacial
trenching techniques are developed and combined with tephrachronology to produce a coherent record
of earthquake deformations for the late to middle Holocene.

Figure 2. Trench log from the western exposure of trench one (T1 in Fig. 1). Numbers indicate meter marks. Colored
polygons represent major stratigraphic packages. Black lines are earthquake-related cracks.

The main structural feature of Trench 1 is a central basin. This basin is tectonic in origin as the
fault accommodates a small amount of normal displacement across it. With three exposures logged,
we can see that this effect widens to the east. Several dozen cracks or faults have been identified in the
trench. Commonly these are found to branch upwards like a tree and inwards towards the center. The
central cracks (Figure 2, Meter Mark 11) and the ones bounding the basin structure (Figure 2, Meter
Mark 6 & 15) are clearly reused in multiple events leaving on the trench exposures slivers of
superimposed material as evidence of small-scale geometrical complexities at the surface. Some
secondary cracks are thought to be reused, due to the branching patterns and different levels of upward
terminations. Others appear to be unique to a single event. We have investigated the morphology of
the structures and deformations found in the trench exposures. Features due to earthquake faulting
include cracks, growth strata and fissures, which provide primary evidence for earthquake ruptures
(McCalpin, 2009). Liquefaction features, fluid escape structures, clastic dyking all provide secondary
evidence (Obermeier, 2009). Upward terminations, growth strata and fissures are used to constrain
earthquake features using the methodology developed by Scharer et.al. (2007) to rank event indicators.
There have been no major earthquakes on the HFF since the events 144 years ago and
historical records before the event in 1755 contain little information to constrain locations of events.
Smaller events have been reported east of Húsavík. In the fall of 2012, the HFF has hosted an
earthquake swarm located at its western end and another swarm took place on the Grímsey Oblique
Rift in 2013 (Gudmundsson et al. 2013). These swarms serve as reminders of the continued hazard.
We emphasize that reliable historical records of earthquakes go back less than 300 years for the HFF.
In addition, interpretations of single-sites are limited geographically and caution must be used when
extrapolating results along the strike of the fault zone. Our work should provide a very useful
companion to seismic and geodetic monitoring, providing insight into the long-term behavior of the
HFF. In particular, our work should provide unique and critical inputs into seismic hazard assessments
for the town of Húsavík. In addition, the results should also provide insights into the workings of
oceanic transform faults, rift-transform junctions and oblique tectonics in general.
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The crustal stresses are causing all deformations and fracture slips. Still very little efforts are normally
made to estimate the crustal stress tensor field because it was long accepted that the earthquake
mechanism puts only weak constraints on the stresses causing the slip. But, this is not true if the crust
contains not one but many fractures having different orientations. The rock masses contain numerous
fractures of “all” orientations. The assumption of having only one single fracture within the earthquake
volume is not reasonable for microEQs. All fractures have negative CFS (Coulomb Failure Stress) when
not slipping. The old single fracture analysis faild to add the very strong constraint that all other fractures
are stable, only the slipping fracture has nonnegative CFS. The QuakeLook method includes these
missing constraints.
The QuakeLook stress inversion method is based on a number of most reasonable and well
motivated assumptions. It is assumed that the earthquakes occurs when the maximum Coulomb failure
stress (CFS) for the sliding fracture has grown to 0.0 MPa.
To get all six parameters more assumptions are needed. The vertical stress is assumed to equal the
lithostatic stress (the pressure of the overburden). The rock mass is assumed to contain a large number of
different fracture orientations (typically for seismically active volumes). Thus it is assumed that
Coulomb's failure criterion can be used instead of the weaker Bolt's criterion. Coulomb's criterion gives 4
constraints and the vertical stress requirement gives one more. The required sixth requirement (the stress
field is in every point described by 6 components) is normally achieved by requiring that the deviatoric
deformation energy is smallest possible (the nature avoids overkill, compare soap bubbles). In the same
way the water pressure (needed in the Coulomb's failure criterion) is assumed to be smallest possible and
also that the stress field is quite varying when going to smaller scales as supported by direct stress
measurements. If these assumptions are reasonable approximations, the complete stress tensor at the
hypocenter that caused the earthquake slip can be determined. Thus, each observed microearthquake will
give one in situ stress tensor observation.
The stress tensor field is actually composed of six scalar fields. It is not easy to visualize a six
parameter field. In the following stress maps only a few different interesting aspects of the stress field
and of the crustal stability are shown.
The mapped area is divided into squares, each microearthquake within a square means one stress
tensor observation. For each square with a required number of such observations their median value is
chosen as the stress observation of the square. The position of the observation is given by the median
values of the microearthquake locations. In this way the stress maps are produced.
One stress component which is chosen to be mapped here is the shear stress which is half the
deviatoric stress (the difference between largest and smallest principal stress). Large deviatoric stress
is expected to be seen close to locked fault parts (asperities). Many of the M>4 EQs in the Hengill area
plus the June 17 2000 M=6.6 SIL EQ occurred at places showing large shear stresses.
The directions of the largest horizontal compression, SH, are mapped as they together with
the fault orientation determine the source mechanism (SH along the fault gives a normal faulting
component while SH perpendicular to the fault may give reverse faulting component). In the maps
they are scaled with the horizontal deviatoric stress, SH-Sh, as this shows the significance of the
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directions.
The fault stability (Coulomb Failure Stress, CFS) is of course of main importance.The largest
EQs in Iceland seem to be mostly strike-slip events on subvertical faults. The Coulomb failure stress
for vertical strike slip faults is therefore also mapped. For each square the fault strike having largest
CFS- value (SS-events) is given by a line and the length of the line is scaled according to its CFSvalue. This is done both for right-lateral (RL) and left-lateral (LL) strike-slip. Note that they are often
very similar in size but with some 60 degrees strike difference. The size of the shear stresses are
determined by the rock friction (assumed to be 0.6) and by the strength of the fractures when the
effective normal pressure is zero (assumed to be 1 MPa). Together with the assumed rock strength the
maximum shear stress within the Icelandic crust will be 17 MPa. The static stress drop of a strike-slip
EQ will be some 6 to 7 MPa. It is in agreement with the SS M=6.6 EQ June 21 2000 where no clear
asperity was involved.
The size of the principal stresses are mostly determined by the depth of the hypocenter (the
vertical stress, SV, is assumed to equal the lithostatic stress). The horizontal principal stresses are in the
range SV-11.3 MPa to SV+31.2 MPa (with the assumed parameter values). The following map gives the
shear stresses by scaled circles (smallest 5.5 MPa and largest 8.1 MPa). In addition the directions of the
maximum horizontal compression are shown and scaled with the horizontal deviatoric stress (SH-Sh). It
is based on the seismicity Jan 1 1997 to Aug 31 2014 and the map gives 777 independent observations.
The centrum of the map is 66.5N, 17.7W, and the size is 133x133 sqkm. The number of observations
within each square (every mark in the map pertains to its own square) is 6-606, the square size is 1.4x1.4
sqkm. Note the areas of large shear stresses. Note also that the maximum horizontal compression in many
cases have a very dominating direction along the faults which indicates a normal
faulting component in
addition to the strikeslip mechanism. Note
also
the
high
similarity with the
stress
directions
within blocks. The
gray squares mark the
positions
of
the
largest EQs from
2002 to 2013 within
the map.
All
these
stress
estimates
are
independent (no stress
observation is used
twice).
It is interesting to note
the
very varying
stresses, in a fractured
crust the stresses must
be very complex at any
scale.
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The fault stability is illustrated in the map beabove.The circles again gives the shear stress as in
the previous map but the lines now shows the strike and size of the maximum CFS for strike-slip on
vertical faults. The black lines pertain to right-lateral (RL) vertical strike-slip (SS) mechanisms, and the
gray to left-lateral (LL). In both cases the strikes for the most unstable orientations are shown. Again the
time period is Jan 1 1997 to Aug 31 2014. The square sizes are 4.4x4.4 sqkm and the required minimum
number of observations within each square is 20 (maximum is 2352). Note again that all values are
independent (based on different stress observations (events)). The shear stresses vary between 5.8 to 9.2
MPa, the CFS values (the length of the lines) are in the range -10.6 MPa to -1.1 MPa (the longest lines).
Note that in general the RL and LL assumptions give similar stabilities with some 60 degrees difference.
The short term warnings (increasing instability days and hours before the earthquakes) work
rather well in the SIL and Hengill areas where the median ML is about 0.35 before the 1997-2000 EQs.
North of Iceland the median ML is one magnitude larger before the 2002, 2012, and 2013 earthquakes.
This means that one cannot expect to get as good short term warnings. The stress maps before the three
EQs will still be included in the presentation.
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The Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) connects the Northern Volcanic Zone to the Mid-Atlantic ridge north
of Iceland. It primarily consists of two transform structures, the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) and the
Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR), which together have experienced about ten M>6 earthquakes since 1750.
There is growing concern that a large earthquake may be due in the TFZ. The GOR and the
northwestern part of the HFF have been seismically very active during the past two decades, often in
the form of seismic swarms of various intensity and duration. The most energetic swarms during this
period took place in October 2012 and March 2013, with several M>5 earthquakes. These and previous
swarms occurred offshore and are poorly understood, in particular regarding the physical mechanism
behind their generation and to what extent the swarm-like activity might temporally or permanently
modify the hazard in the entire TFZ.
Here we study the spatio-temporal pattern of earthquake swarms occurring in the TFZ since
1996. We evaluate the cumulative slip associated to the earthquakes in the instrumental catalog and
find that the earthquakes have released a progressively higher fraction of tectonic moment moving
towards the Northwest along the HFF and its continuation into the Kolbeinsey Ridge (Fig. 1). We
relocated the earthquakes by using a more appropriate velocity model. We find that the swarms show
spatial complementarity, i.e., in general they do not overlap spatially with earlier swarms. Moreover,
together they have progressively filled up the entire GOR and the western third of the HFF. Each
swarm shows a clear migration of hypocenters on their respective fault planes. This is particularly
visible in the September-October 2012 and March 2013 sequences, where the earthquakes expanded
concentrically from a central, focused patch on the fault to the entire fault area excited by seismicity.
The swarms typically start as very localized microseismicity, lasting for a few hours to a few days.
Then, the hypocenter area starts to expand, with earthquakes migrating at velocities ranging from 1
km/day up to 1 km/h. The migration sometimes accelerates or decelerates, depending on the case, and
then comes to a sudden stop, with microseismicity continuing on the fault plane for a few days or
weeks. The estimated rupture duration and rupture velocity scale with the estimated seismic moment
as previously identified seismic swarms. The properties of the swarms in the TFZ therefore point to an
interesting sequence of nucleation, propagation and arrest of transient slip in a fault zone with a
complex rheology and to an interesting form of strain release and seismic cycle.
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Figure 1. Top: Map of the seismicity, seismic stations (triangles), main tectonic features, and M>6 historical earthquakes
(red stars). The rectangle indicates the swarmy area investigated in this study. Bottom: Cumulative slip on the HFF and
its extension to the Northwest due to earthquakes occurring during 1997-2014.
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The Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) is a ridge-transform zone on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in northern
Iceland with two main lineaments: the Husavik-Flatey Lineament (HFL) and the Grimsey Lineament
(GL) (Gudmundsson, 2007). The TFZ is mostly located offshore which has made it difficult to obtain
seismic or geological information from the region. The seismicity of the TFZ has mainly been
monitored by the SIL network. Since 1990 the network has recorded more than 75.000 earthquakes in
the TFZ with at least 9 on-land stations in the region. The average minimum-station distance is about
32 km and event-station distance goes up to 150 km. This results in relatively high uncertainties of
earthquake locations (estimated errors reach 5 km in the horizontal and the vertical directions).
Figure 1. Seismicity in the Tjornes Fracture Zone. Black dots correspond to the original SIL catalogue (before

tomography) from 1990 to 2012. The two main lineaments, Grimsey and Husavik-Flatey are highlighted by the locations
of the earthquakes. SIL network station are represented by green triangles, and NICE stations are the blue triangles for
OBS' and red triangles for on-land stations. Stars are the shots locations.
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In order to resolve the subsurface structure and the geodynamic transition from Icelandic crust
to typical oceanic crust, a denser temporary network was installed in the area during the North Iceland
Experiment (NICE). The network consisted of 14 OBS and 11 on-land stations and was operated from
June to September 2004 (Riedel et al, 2006). This network recorded more than 1000 events together
with the permanent SIL network including 16 explosions fired during the experiment. The minimum
average station distance was reduced to 24 km.
A very preliminary tomography was published shortly after the data acquisition (Riedel et al.,
2006). A more in-depth analysis of the data was intended but was for various reasons repeatedly
delayed. Here we present new tomographic images after the dataset was carefully re-picked in search
for more events.
We have applied local-earthquake tomography (LET) inverting simultaneously for earthquake
locations and a velocity model (Tryggvason, 1998). We used two sets of independent data: 1) a subset
of data from the SIL catalogue from 1990 to 2012, and 2) combined data from the SIL and NICE
networks for earthquakes recorded during the summer of 2004 (see Figure 1 for earthquake locations
and stations distribution). For the former tomography, the SIL catalogue provided around 35000 Pwave and 45000 S-wave picks with moderate precision, allowing for study of the crust to about 15 km
depth, but predominantly with long paths yielding little resolution in the uppermost crust. Instead, the
small NICE/SIL data provided fewer, but more precise data (2500 P-wave picks and 3500 S-wave
picks) from a denser network, illuminating the upper crust better.
The relocated seismicity is mainly clustered along the HFL and the GL (Figures 2). Most of
the seismicity at the HFL is relocated at depths up to 13 km. Beneath the Flatey Island, seismicity
groups in several separated clusters. The GL seismicity goes from depths of 15 km for earthquakes
located in the SE part of the lineament, to depths of less than 10 km beneath the Grimsey Island.
However, some few earthquakes are clustered around other lineaments. The Dalvik lineament is
enhanced after relocation. Also some transversal lineaments which connect the HFL with the GL
(oriented in the SW-NE direction) are enhanced.
The principal characteristic of the resulting velocity models is the clear seaward increase of
velocity. This may relate to progressive reduction of crustal thickness, which evidences the transition
from a thicker Icelandic crust to a thinner oceanic crust (see Figure 2 (a)). Additional to this feature,
some velocity anomalies appears when NICE/SIL data are used (Figure 2(b) - 2(c)). A low velocity
anomaly beneath the Flatey Island appears at shallow depths (less than 5 km). Other low velocity
anomalies appear at shallow depths in Eyjafjardaráll Basin.
Relocating events in the preliminary models shows that the events are considerably shallower
than in the SIL catalogue. A common reason for catalogue depths being overestimated is that the 1D
velocity models used for routine location of events is often slightly slower than the real velocities.
Moreover, a 1D velocity model is not able to describe the Icelandic-oceanic crust transition. While in
contrast a 3-D tomographic velocity model results in more reliable earthquake locations, a better
estimate of the seismogenic depth and therefore the largest potential event magnitude in the area.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. Velocity model and earthquake locations resulting of tomography. Map view slices present P- and S-wave
velocity models: (a) at depths from 9.25 to 10 km using the SIL data, showing the seaward increase of velocity. (b) at depth
from 4.75 to 5.5 km and (c) at depth from 5.5 km to 6.25 km, using the NICE data. Velocity colour scales are presented to
the right. Black dots correspond to relocated earthquakes.
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Following two major earthquake sequences in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone – 2012 in Eyjafjarðaráll and
the western Húsavík-Flatey-Fault, as well as 2013 in Skjálfandadjúp on the Grímsey-Oblique-Rift –
several smaller earthquake swarms have been detected in the fault zone since. The most prominent one
occurred in autumn of 2013 on the Húsavík-Flatey-Fault, filling up the gap between the two cluster
that were active in 2012. Another significant swarm occurred in Öxarfjörður beginning of 2016.
However, strongest events in these sequences did not exceed Mlw4.
This presentation gives an overview on seismic activity from 2011 until now. After a short
summary of the 2012 and 2013 major sequences, the main focus of the talk will be on earthquake
sequences during the past three years. Figure 1 gives an annual overview of earthquake activity in
North Iceland for each year since 2011, including focal mechanisms of events Mlw>3. Seismic activity
developed throughout the past six years as follows:
Following a comparably calm year 2011 with around 2.100 detected events, the largest up to
Mlw3.2, seismic activity significantly increased in mid September 2012, when an earthquake swarm
occurred in the Eyjafjarðaráll graben, about 25-27 km NNE of the town of Siglufjörður. Strongest
earthquakes reached Mlw4.5 and a total of around 500 events could be located. On 20 October 2012
seismic activity picked up again about 4-5 km SW of the previous swarm location, rapidly developing
into a major earthquake sequence with a total of more than 3.000 locatable events until the end of the
year. The two strongest events reached MW5.6 and MW5.3 shortly past midnight on 21 October, both
being widely felt in N-Iceland. Several further events exceeded Mlw4 during the first hours of the
sequence. Focal mechanisms of major earthquakes in the graben show N-S striking normal faulting
(GCMT catalogue, Ekström et al., 2012). During the following days, seismic activity migrated
towards the SE, into the western segment of the Húsavík-Flatey-Fault. Focal mechanisms in this area
based on P-wave polarities as well as P- and SV-wave amplitudes (Slunga, 1981) show strike-slip
movements, most likely right-lateral and striking in direction of the main fault. Aftershock activity
decreased throughout the next weeks and into the beginning of the year 2013.
Another major earthquake swarm began on 30 March 2013 in the Skjálfandadjúp graben on the
Grímsey-Oblique-Rift, about 15 km east of the island of Grímsey. Magnitudes increased steadily for
the next days, culminating in a MW5.5 earthquake shortly after midnight on 2 April. Several
earthquakes of Mlw4.0-4.7 followed within the next two days, first on a fault about 7-8 km NW of the
main shock, but later also on faults about 15-20 km SE of it. Activity jumped between these three
clusters for the next weeks and gradually decreased. Focal mechanisms of almost all larger events
suggest that they are located on NNE-striking left-lateral faults.
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Both the 2012 and 2013 major earthquake sequences caused an immediate response of the Icelandic Civil
Defence and the scientific community. Alert levels in the region were raised to “uncertainty” during both
crises in view of a potential MW6.5-7.0 earthquake (Stefánsson et al., 2008; Metzger et al., 2011) – and
the first Húsavík workshop on seismic activity in North Iceland was held in June 2013.

Fig. 1: Overview of seismic activity in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone for each year since 2011. Red dots mark earthquakes occurring
during the respective year, grey dots in the following panels mark old events since 2011. Beach balls give focal mechanisms of
earthquakes Mlw>3. Offshore structures and faults are given as black lines, onshore faults are red. Seismometers of the permanent
SIL network (Böðvarsson et al., 1999) are shown as black triangles, arrows give the direction of plate movement.
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During the past three years, the Tjörnes Fracture Zone remained rather active, although none of
the earthquake sequences that have followed since spring 2013 reached similar levels of intensity and
number of events.
The offset between both clusters of the 2012 – an approximately 10 km long gap between the
southern end of the Eyjafjarðaráll graben and the western Húsavík-Flatey-Fault – remained an area of
major concern. This gap was filled up with an earthquake swarm in late September and early October
2013, with a total of around 2.000 earthquakes. Focal mechanisms revealed typical strike-slip movements
as expected on that fault segment, but none of them exceeded M lw3.5. A minor sequence on the same
segment followed in February 2014 with magnitudes up to M lw3.2. Since then, activity in Eyjafjarðaráll
and on the western Húsavík-Flatey-Fault has been gradually decreasing throughout the years 2014- 2015.
Only minor and short-living sequences or single events have been detected since, none of them reaching
Mlw3.
At the same time, seismicity on the Grímsey-Oblique-Rift was rather low in 2014. Activity steadily
increased again in 2015 with two N-S striking normal faulting events of Mlw3.8 and Mlw3.5 east of Grímsey
during a swarm end of October. Another prominent and longer living earthquake sequence occurred in
January 2016 in Öxarfjörður at the SE-end of the Grímsey-Oblique-Rift. A total of around 1.800 events
has been detected there between mid-January and mid-February, the strongest of which reached Mlw3.7
on 21. January and showed almost pure strike-slip movements, most likely left-lateral NNE-SSW striking.
Summarising, the Tjörnes Fracture Zone has remained seismically quite active since the last
Húsavík workshop in 2013. Although no event has exceeded Mw4 since the April 2013 earthquake
sequences east of Grímsey, several smaller swarms were observed on both the Húsavík-Flatey-Fault and
the Grímsey-Oblique-Rift.
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We describe seismic pre-earthquake activity before some significant earthquakes in North Iceland
based on historical, old seismic and new micro-earthquake information (Figure 1) and hint at
physical explanations. Four smaller recent earthquakes for which we had seismic system to record
pre-earthquake activity are not marked in this figure but described later.
Our objective is not to find universal precursors to use for predictions. But to outline the
problem and what kind of information may be available to detect and understand crustal processes
that may lead to predictions of individual earthquakes.

Figure 1. Microearthquakes, shown by red dots during the marked period at the north coast of Iceland, outline the Tjörnes
fracture zone. Boxes and arrows in blue color show results of efforts to find fault planes, and infer slip directions of historically
and instrumentally evaluated magnitude 6–7 earthquakes in the area. Year numbers are used to identify the large earthquakes.
Sk means Skagafjördur; E: Eyjafjördur; T: Tröllaskagi; F: Flateyjarskagi; Tj: Tjörnes; Th Theistareykir fissure swarm; K:
Krafla fissure swarm. Plate velocity is shown by open arrows. (Stefansson et al (2008).

Figure 1 gives an overview of earthquakes and seismic swarm activity at the north coast of
Iceland. Earthquakes during the pre-seismograph period are located on basis of historical information.
Fault planes are based on recent aftershock lines in the IMO catalogue and in some cases constrained
by fault plane solutions (Stefansson et al (2008). The location of the 1885 earthquake is estimated on basis
on historical documents and of micro-earthquake measurements during 1972- 1973 (Zwerev et al
1978).

The character of the pre-earthquake activity in North Iceland.
The central and eastern part of TFZ
1755: 5-6 earthquakes of probable magnitude of 5-5.5 were felt during an hour before the M7
earthquake in 1755 on the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF), Figure 1. A likely position for the foreshocks
is in the southernmost part of the Eyjafjarðaráll rift (Figure 2), near it´s bending to the
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ESE striking HFF. This is based on where the foreshocks were reported, but also by comparison with
the well recorded pre-process of the 2012 M5.6 earthquake (See later and Figure 2). We call this a
rift-transform earthquake process.

Figure 2 Black dots are earthquake epicenters 1994-2013 off the Iceland north coast. Green stars are M5.5-5.9
earthquakes with day of occurrence. Húsavík town often mentioned in text is at the eastern end of HFF.

1872. Two days before two M6.5 earthquakes on April 18, 1872 (Figure 1) intensive earthquake
activity was reported near Húsavík and again 6 hours before the first large earthquake. There was
one hour between the two large earthquakes the first one on HFF just west of Húsavík the second
one farther west (Figure 1). Four years earlier, at the end of 1867, M5-6 earthquake stroke the area
with probable epicenter on Tj (Figure 1) east of Húsavík, and an eruption was reported north of Tj
shortly after. This suggests that these two M6.5 earthquakes are a part rift-transform process into the
HFF, at this time starting from the N-S Theistareykir-fissureswarm (Th in Figure 1).
1885. There was no earthquake activity reported before this M6.3 earthquake in Kelduhverfi (Figure
1). The earthquake is well located in an inhabited area, so the lack of pre-seismic activity points to
that possible foreshocks were smaller than M2 i.e. as we have seen in the SISZ before a “tectonic”
strike slip earthquake there.
1910. The M7 earthquake north of Iceland 1910 (Figure 1) occurred at least 20 km from closest
inhabited area so possible foreshocks would have to be M3-M4 to be reported felt by people at that
time. So this earthquake was probably “tectonic” i.e. not a part of a rift-transform process.
1976. The M6.2 earthquake of 1976, the Kópasker earthquake, is a part of a rift-transform process in
the Krafla fissure swarm. Rifting started December 20 at 10 17 am by intensive swarm at the Krafla
caldera (K in Figure 1), coinciding with a minor eruption there. This marks the start of a rifting which
moved fast from just south of Krafla to the junction to GOR in Öxarfjördur (Figure 2 and 3). The most
seismic activity and the sequence of largest earthquakes (reaching M5) which followed this rifting
intensively for 2-3 weeks were at the northern end of the Krafla fissureswarm near the bending to
GOR. Total E-W widening at 66.1°N for these 2-3 weeks is of the order of two meters. (See
Sigurðsson. O. 1980).
The rifting loaded the focal area of the Kópasker earthquake 13. January and the stress
released in this strike slip earthquake was largely built up by the preceding rifting (See also
Stefánsson et al 1979). However 6 days of relatively low activity preceded it in the epicentral area
itself or until a magnitude 5 earthquake occurred just south of the focal area 9 hours before it.
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Figure 3. The parft to the left shows monitored earthquake magnitudes (completeness M3) with time during two first two days of
the Krafla Rifting Episode. The bottom M-row covers the Krafla Caldera at the south, and then the activity is shown in 11 km
parts of the rift towards the northernmost part at 66.2°N-66.3°N where the Kópasker earthquake eventually occurred 23 days
later. The part to the right (to the January 15) contains M4 or larger earthquakes only except for the first two days. This is based
on IMO evaluations which so far have not reached below M4 for this sequence.

So although the 1976 earthquake can be considered as a part of a rift-transform process in the
long term, it is a “tectonic type strike slip earthquake” in the short term, i.e. in the focal area. There
is 6 days of apparent quiescence, and may be 9 preceding hours of breaking it´s asperity, but of
course we do not know this because the seismic detection limit was close to 3 at that time
2002. A M5.8 earthquake occurred far north, at 66.96°N, 18.45°W, on September 16 at 18:48. It was
preceded by a swarm of earthquakes reaching magnitude 3 starting 2 months earlier, 15 of July, lasting
for 5 days. The depth distribution for this pre-earthquake swarm appears to be relatively even from 5
km depth to 20, and the epicenters mainly around 5 km to the south of the main shock and partly 5 km
to the north of it. Compared to background there is slightly increased seismic activity after the early
pre-swarm, and from the beginning of September there is slow but steady increase in the number of
earthquakes reaching magnitude 2.5 until a sudden onset of the 5.8 earthquake.
As said before the process ahead of the 2002 earthquake started two months before the
earthquake, compared to one month by a comparable pre-process before the 2012 earthquake (It´s
pattern is described in Figure 4).
2012. A M5.6 earthquake occurred at 66.31°N, 18.78°W on October 21 at 01.25. This location is at
the bending of Eyjafjarðaráll rift into the HFF (Figure 2). A month earlier, in mid September a week
long swarm activity started 7 km further north in the rift (Figure 4), with largest earthquake reaching
magnitude 4.5. Relatively many earthquakes of this pre-swarm appear to have hypocenter below the
brittle crust down to 20 km. A sequence of earthquakes reaching magnitudes 3 started one day before
the 5.6 eq., and swarm activity of earthquakes reaching magnitudes 5.3 preceded it by 3 hours.
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Figure 4. Time plots show pre-earthquake activity, larger than M1 starting September 15 2012 in the Eyjafjardaráll rift (Figure
2) and main sequence including M5.6eq, starting October 20, 7 km farther south. Top shows cumulative strain release and
number of earthquakes larger than 1, next row earthquakes and magnitudes. The third row shows the depths of hypocenters.
All based on manual corrections by the IMO scientists of the SIL system automatic evaluations.

The 2012 earthquake was a part of a swarm that lasted for 5 hours or so and preceded seismic
activity migrating ESE along the western part of HFF. It is a part of a rift-transform process that
started in mid-September and lasted 5-6 months and faded out without triggering a large earthquake
on the HFF.
2013. A M5.5 earthquake occurred at 66.55°N, 17.66°W on April 2 at 00.59. It is in the Grímsey
Oblique Rift (GOR) (Figure 2). A sequence of earthquakes probably related to the earthquake, ca 5
km north of it, started three months earlier, i.e. at the end of December 2012. On March 30, 43 hours
before the 5.5 eq an intensive seismic sequence (M3) started in the focal area. The 5.5 earthquake is
a distinct earthquake (not a swarm) with two magnitude 1.5 earthquakes within an hour before it.
It must be noted here that near the end of September 2012 a swarm lasting half a month started
on the rift 5 km south of and 5 km north of the 2013 earthquake epicenter apparently below the brittle
crust. Largest earthquakes of magnitude 3.5. This swarm 6 months before the 2013 earthquake is as
concerns depth distribution and relative long lasting comparable to the swarms starting two months
before the 2002 earthquake and one month before the 2012 earthquake (Figure 5)
The 9 earthquakes above, in the eastern and central part of the TFZ, are close to highly active
rifting at present times (Figure 1). Still the pre-earthquake processes are of different types ranging
from what is typical for earthquakes in a horizontal shear stress environment to earthquakes preceded
by rifting, which in some cases also resemble tectonic earthquakes in the short term. In the recent well
monitored earthquakes there is swarm activity months before which may be of relatively deep origin
i.e. could indicate fluid upflow.
West TFZ, i.e. west of Eyjafjardaráll and south of it´s junction to HFF.
1838, 1934, 1963. As seen in Figure 1 the seismicity of this part of the TFZ suggests less lithostatic
fluid pressure activity in releasing stresses than in the eastern part. The earthquake fault configuration
resembles the SISZ (Stefansson et al 2011). The earthquakes of 1838 (M7), 1934(M6.2), 1963 (M7)
did not have monitored foreshocks, meaning that the two first did not have foreshocks larger than M2
and the third one, far from inhabited area and old type seismic stations, not larger than M3. The preearthquake activity may be comparable with what is expected for a typical strike slip type earthquake,
like the initial earthquake year 2000 in the SISZ, where the short
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term pre-earthquake process was well expressed in earthquakes of magnitudes -0.5 – 1. Closeness of
the northern end of the 1938 fault to the Eyjafjarðaráll rift suggests that a rifting there could have
preceded it, although not reported felt by people.
1994. A magnitude 5.5 earthquake west of the Eyjafjardaráll rift. There was no pre-earthquake
activity measured, meaning no earthquakes larger than 2 close to this epicenter during the first
month of 1994, i.e. from the time the SIL system started in North Iceland. In fact no preearthquakes were measured down at magnitude 1, even if so small earthquakes were seen in the
aftershocks.
Consequence for earthquake prediction research
Among significant findings of 20 years of earthquake prediction research in the South Iceland
Seismic Zone (SISZ) are: No two earthquakes nor their preparatory processes are the same.
Therefore the statistical approach to find universal precursors will be of limited use for
prediction. However it has been found after earthquakes in Iceland as in many other places that preearthquake activity was really recorded where sensitivity of the monitoring was high enough. The
initial earthquake of magnitude 6.6 in year 2000 in the SISZ had two to three weeks of M0 earthquakes
which express a physically well explained process of nucleation towards the earthquake. Ten years of
micro-earthquake monitoring down to magnitude zero revealed information about the hypocenters of
the impending two large earthquakes of 2000. All this information expressed shearing process below
the brittle crust which was gradually deforming it long before the large earthquakes stroke. Large
earthquakes in the SISZ in 2000 and 2008 show although partly in a different way, that the earthquake
process started below the brittle crust well before the earthquakes, and defines the fault that will
eventually be ruptured. This marks the road to useful warnings/earthquake predictions in the SISZ: To
monitor as well as possible the ongoing process and extrapolate to near time and short distances.
Technology to extract detailed information from micro- earthquakes down to zero, even down to M0.5, are the best existing method for doing this monitoring, but we should not exclude other methods
that measure deformation and fracturing, that may constrain the information from micro-seismic based
monitoring (Stefansson 2011, Stefansson et al 2011).
The findings reported here mark us the same road to go in the Nortrh. In some cases rifting in
nearby zones load the becoming earthquake fault in similar manner as the deep faulting below it does
in the SISZ. This appears in many cases in larger “foreshocks”, but the final problem has to be solved
on basis of information from the real source volume of the impending large earthquake itself, precisely
where it will occur what fault, how big it will be, and when it will be, or will it really happen this time.
Real predictions or warnings before earthquakes should be useful to mitigate risk for people,
and society in the long and the short term. To make this possible we need long term research of ongoing
deep crustal pre-processes, in space and time, in the impending source volume, and methods to
extrapolate this information in space and time to get as much information as possible about the
earthquake before it eventually strikes. This can be carried out during long period watching at likely
earthquake places which show measureable signals of preparation (Figure 5).
Warnings of non-occurrence are as significant as warnings for well defined hazard. They are
necessary when the public can feel possible pre-earthquake activity. We should aim towards that
continuous watching linked with scientific research can cope with such recordings, include them in
the database and declare non-occurrence as well as occurrence.
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Figure 5. This diagram is an attempt to demonstrate operations of a watching system, from observations and direct alerting,
through manual and automatic analysis and research, towards rule based scientific warnings to the Civil Protection, and
after consultation with scientists, to public warnings and advices issued by the Civil Protection Service.(Figure: M.J. Roberts
personal communication)
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Since October 2008, groundwater samples have been collected on a weekly basis from a bore
hole (HA-01), which is situated near Hafralækur, approximately 30 km south of Húsavík. This bore
hole taps a series of aquifers, which are at approximate depths ranging from 65 to 100 m. The water
has a low content of dissolved solids (240 ppm), which is typical of low-temperature geothermal waters
on the flanks of active rift zones in Iceland. Hydrogen isotope values indicate mixing of modern day
(Holocene) meteoric water (2H -70 ‰ at Hafralækur) and pre-Holocene meteoric water (2H <- 106
‰). Water-rock interaction can be inferred from oxygen isotope values, which are less negative than
the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL).
Groundwater samples from this site have been analyzed for concentrations of dissolved Na, Ca,
Mg, K, Si, Al, Fe, Ti, Cl, F and SO4, and for stable isotope ratios of oxygen (18O) and hydrogen (2H).
The pH, temperature, alkalinity and conductivity have also been measured. To our knowledge, this 8year time series together with a 14-year time series from an aquifer at an approximate depth of 1.2 km
near Húsavík town (HU-01) represents the longest time series collected for the purpose of studying
coupling between groundwater chemistry and earthquakes.
During our study, M >5 earthquakes occurred on 21 October 2012 (M 5.6) and 2 April 2013
(M 5.3). These earthquakes coincided with 2H and Na maxima (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Time series for 2H and Na concentration at Hafralækur from September 2008 to July 2015.
2 errors are better than 1 ‰ for 2H and better than 50 mmol/kg for Na concentration.
The 2H maxima began six months before each earthquake and the Na maxima began two
months before each earthquake. Skelton et al. (2014) used a Shapiro-Wilk normality test to show that
these maxima are not part of a normal distribution (p-value < 10-6) and a binomial test to show that
these maxima did not occur randomly (p-value = 10-5).
These maxima followed a four-year period during which 1) concentrations of Na, Si and Ca (Si
and Ca are not shown) decreased, 2) K concentration (not shown) increased, 3) 18O values (not shown)
decreased in a stepwise manner, with steps that sometimes correlated with smaller earthquakes, and
4) 2H values oscillated. The concentrations of Na, Si and Ca continued to decrease, whereas K
concentration as well as 18O and 2H values have been fairly constant since the earthquakes.
X-ray diffraction analysis of drill cuttings, recovered from borehole HA-04, which is adjacent to the
borehole from which groundwater samples are taken (HA-01), revealed an inverse correlation between
wt. % feldspar and wt. % zeolite, pointing to replacement of feldspars by zeolites at Hafralækur
(Andrén et al., in press).
Petrographic analysis of these drill cuttings revealed evidence for constant volume replacement of
labradorite by analcime (Fig. 2). This reaction, coupled with precipitation of zeolites in vesicles and
along fractures, is shown to be able to explain the observed decrease in the concentrations of Na, Si
and Ca (Andrén et al., in press).
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Fig. 2: Element map (for Na) showing evidence of
patchy, constant volume replacement of
labradorite (blue) by analcime (green) as well as
precipitation of zeolites (e.g. chabazite, black).

Element mapping and profiling using an electron microprobe revealed evidence of nonstoichiometric Na loss from analcime alongside fractures (Figs. 2 and 3). This mechanism, which
has been shown to occur experimentally (Savage et al., 2001), could explain Na maxima observed
before earthquakes. Also, geochemical modelling using PHREEQCI confirms that analcime was
close to saturation at most times in groundwater from Hafralækur (Andrén et al., in press).

Fig. 3. Atomic density map (left) and profile
(top) showing Na loss from analcime (green)
alongside fractures (blue). The map also shows
replacement of labradorite (red) by analcime.
The white marker shows the centre of the analcime crystal which contains less Na 2O than stoichiometric analcime (which
contains 14 wt. % Na2O).

In conclusion, we propose coupling between 1) non-stoichiometric loss of Na from analcime
alongside fractures, and 2) Na maxima in groundwater that are statistically associated with earthquakes.
Based on the spatial association with fractures (Fig. 3), we infer that Na loss from analcime was in
response to dilation. Based on the temporal association of Na maxima in groundwater with both
earthquakes and that these maxima began two months before each earthquake (Fig. 1), we infer that
dilation was associated with and began before each earthquake. This association could reflect a common
cause unrelated to earthquakes (e.g. magma movement) or that dilation was a response to the build-up
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of stress before each earthquake. However, a plausible mechanism whereby pre-seismic dilation can
occur so far from the focus of an earthquake remains to be discovered.
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Hydrological changes in relation to earthquakes have been documented for centuries (Wang at al. 2010).
These include water-level or flow, temperature and chemical composition changes. It is not surprising
that large earthquakes can affect groundwater near the epicentre but what is surprising is how far from
the earthquake epicentres these changes can be seen. Co-seismic changes have been seen in wells that
are hundreds or even over a thousand kilometres away from earthquake epicentres (Matsumoto at al.
2011; Wakita 1996; Wang at al. 2010). One example is the 1994 Hokkaido-toho- oki (M 8.1) earthquake
where the water level fluctuated rapidly over 2 m in a well located 1200 km from the earthquake
epicentre (Wakita 1996).
Hydrological changes are also seen before earthquakes. These pre-seismic changes have given
hope that they can be used to predict earthquakes. Pre-seismic hydrological changes were used together
with other observations in the successful prediction of the 1975 Haicheng (M 7.3) earthquake in northern
China, saving the lives of up to 100,000 people (Wang at al. 2010; Stefánsson 2011). Other successful
predictions, based on hydrological data, have yet to be achieved (Wang at al. 2010) despite efforts in
several places. The underlying physics of these pre-seismic hydrological changes is still not fully
understood. Unravelling the mysteries behind these phenomena is a prerequisite for using them to
successfully predict earthquakes.
Hydrological changes in relation to earthquakes have been studied in Iceland. Radon
concentration in groundwater was regularly measured in the South Icelandic Seismic Zone (SISZ) from
1977-1993(Einarsson et al. 2008). Data series are available from nine different stations and changes
were seen before and after the 2000 earthquakes in the SISZ.
In the years 2000 to 2001, water-level was monitored in a number of low-temperature geothermal
boreholes on the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) in northern Iceland with promising results (Björnsson
2000; Björnsson at al. 2000). After the 17 of June 2000 (M 6.6) earthquake in the SISZ, Björnsson
monitored the water level in boreholes in that area, and saw changes in water- level for the following
21 of June (M 6,6) earthquake and then the recovery of the whole area in the weeks following (Jónsson
et al. 2003). Interestingly 24 hours before the 17 of June earthquake the water-level dropped by over 5
m, for a period of a few minutes, in a low-temperature geothermal borehole at Flúðir, 10 km north of
the fault plane (Björnsson at al. 2001). However this was not seen as an earthquake precursory
phenomenon until after the earthquake struck (Stefánsson at al.2003). Unfortunately these monitoring
programs were discontinued due to organizational changes.
Stockholm University (SU) has run a geochemical monitoring program on the TFZ since 2002
(Claesson et al. 2004). In this project changes in groundwater chemistry were seen 5-10 weeks prior to
an earthquake (M 5.8) in September 2002 (Claesson et al. 2004; Claesson et al. 2007) where the
monitoring site was approximately 90 km from the epicentre (Claesson et al.
2007). Chemical changes were also seen before the M 5.6 earthquake in October 2012 and the M 5.5
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earthquake in April 2013. Both earthquakes had an epicentre distance of 77 km (Skelton et al. 2014).
This hydrochemical monitoring program consists of taking manual water samples once a week and
sending them to a laboratory for analysis. Data on precursory phenomena can therefore not be used in a
predictive capacity.
The question presents itself: how do we best construct a network of monitoring stations to
automatically collect reliable data on hydrological changes in relation to earthquakes in the TFZ for the
purpose of studying the underlying physics and possibly, as a result of this study, use the data in
earthquake hazard assessments?
Hydrological changes have and are being studied around the globe. For example in the US,
Russia, Turkey, Taiwan and Japan. The Japanese earthquake prediction program was started in 1962
(Hirata 2004) and in 1978 hydrological and geochemical monitoring was formally added to the program
(Wakita 1996; Matsumoto at al. 2011). Today Japan has one of the most sophisticated monitoring
network for study hydrological changes in relation to earthquakes (Itaba et al. 2010).
The network is composed of 40 observatory stations. All stations monitor water level or flow
rate and most stations also measure water temperature and borehole strain. Some stations are also
equipped with seismometers, GPS and radon measurement equipment. The stations built after 2006 are
of a different design. Each station has three purposely drilled boreholes at different depths, 30 m, 200
m and 600 m (Itaba et al. 2010). At the bottom of the boreholes are seismometers and in the water
column are temperature and water level sensors. Borehole strainmeters and GPS are in some wells and
data is transferred in real time.
It seems logical to try to learn from the Japanese design when designing a monitoring network
for Iceland. But I propose, to begin with, that we use existing boreholes rather than drilling specially for
hydrological monitoring. In Iceland there are already over 8000 boreholes and in the TFZ area there are
over a thousand.
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I propose 23 study zones in the TFZ where each study zone consists of one or more boreholes. I
also propose three phases for building the monitoring network (Fig. 1).
In the first phase emphasis is on study zones close to or on the three main fault lines and where
after initial inspection there is a high likelihood of finding suitable boreholes for monitoring. In the
second phase are study zones where the borehole selection depends on the selections in the first phase
or where there are many unknowns at this moment. In the third phase are study zones that would enhance
the completeness of the network but have many unknown factors and require more work than the first
two study zones. Two study zones in phase three, Siglufjörður and Dalvík, could however be added
much sooner to the system by utilizing data that the geothermal district heating companies in these places
are already gathering.
To survive this project needs to have stable and long term financing. A small department within
the IMO or the University of Iceland would give this project the stability it needs to be successful. It
would also remove the risk of the project dying with changes in personnel. One scientist in 50-100% job
with access to a technician would be sufficient to run this project. However while setting up the
monitoring stations more help might be needed.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of SWS in
the vertical stress-aligned microcracks
throughout almost all in situ rocks.

At the previous Húsavík Workshop on Earthquakes in North
Iceland, (WENI1) in 2013 I showed how seismic shear- wave
splitting (SWS) (Fig. 1) monitors the deformation of the
distributions of stress-aligned fluid-saturated microcracks in
all crustal rocks, where the microcracks are so closely-spaced
they are critical-systems that verge on failure by fracturing
(Crampin & Gao, 2014 - referred to as Paper 1). Wave
propagation in such critical-systems imposes eight
fundamentally-new properties on conventional sub-critical
geophysics including: self- similarity; monitorability;
uniformity; calculability; predictability; controllability;
universality; and sensitivity
(Crampin & Peacock, 2008; Crampin &
Gao, 2013; Paper 1). These properties
open new applications for the New
Geophysics of the critically cracked rock.
Here we use SWS above swarms of small
earthquakes to monitor variations.
Figure 2a. Seismicity map (M ≥ 0) of Iceland, January
2012 to August 2015. Main volcanic systems in pink with
rift extension (red arrows) of 10 mm/year and sense of
movement (yellow arrows) modified. Large star marks
the Bárðarbunga volcano complex and seismic crisis and
dyke intrusion, and small star (lower left) a
retrospectively stress-forecast earthquake. Triangles are
seismic stations BJA, SAU, KRI, and BRE above
persistent swarms of small earthquakes associated with
transform faults of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge where they run
onshore in SW and north-central (NC) Iceland,
respectively. Roundels are equal-area rose-diagrams of
SWS polarizations superimposed on equal-area
polarizations out to 45º of individual straight-line shearwave arrivals with length proportional to time-delay
(after Hong et al., 2016).
Figure 2b. Distribution of earthquake magnitudes, M ≥
0, for earthquakes in Fig. 1a. The start of the seismic
crisis is marked in yellow, and the dyke eruption and the
duration of the seismic crisis in blue.

in stress at the 2014 seismic crisis. Behaviour of SWS is compared with the behaviour before
large earthquakes and before three previous volcanic episodes where SWS has been monitored.
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The map in Fig. 2a shows M ≥ 0 seismicity in Iceland from January 2012 to August 2015.
The large star marks the Bárðarbunga volcano complex, and the small star (bottom left) a
retrospectively stress-forecast M 5.2 earthquake, which could have been stress-forecast had SWS
been monitored online. Fig. 2b shows the earthquake magnitude distribution with time for
earthquakes in the seismicity map, with the Bárðarbunga seismic crisis in yellow starting
16th August 2014 and the dyke eruption in blue from 31st August and to February 2015.
a)

c)

BJA, NTD=0.012x(DUR±2.3)+(7.04±0.01), C=0.12 b) SAU, NTD=0.025x(DUR ±4.5)+(1.12±0.01), C=0.58

KRI, NTD=0.051x(DUR±5.6)+(7.31±0.05), C=0.66 d) BRE, NTD=0.025x(DUR±3.2)+(3.41±0.02), C=0.51

Date in three-monthly intervals from January 2012 Date in three-monthly intervals from January 2012
Figure 3. Variation of normalized SWS time-delays (ms/km) with time at stations (a) BJA, (b) SAU, (c) KRI, and (d) BRE for January
2012 to August 2015 in Band-1 directions (sensitive to variations of stress) and Band-2 directions (sensitive to crack density) of
the shear-wave window. The start of the Bárðarbunga seismic crisis is marked in yellow and the intrusion and duration of the
seismic crisis in blue. Least-squares lines in Band-1 directions mark stress-accumulation ending with the start of the seismic crisis
for BJA, SAU, and BRE, and with a M 5.2 earthquake for KRI. The parameters of the least-squares lines are above each diagram,
where: NTD is normalized time-delay; DUR is duration in days from the start of each least-squares line; and C is correlation
coefficient. The ±80% scatter of SWS time-delays is discussed below. The dotted line is a nine- point moving average. At all stations,
the start of stress-accumulation is partially hidden by scattered time-delays. All data points have error bars increased x 10 to
improve visibility. (After Hong et al., 2016.)

The rose diagrams in the roundels are SWS polarizations at monitored stations BJA, SAU,
KRI, and BRE. The polarizations at BJA, SAU, and BRE are similar to those observed previously
1996-2000 (Crampin et al., 2002), where at BJA and SAU, polarizations are NE- SW in the
direction of regional tectonic stress throughout Iceland, whereas BRE is approximately
orthogonal. This is because BRE is immediately above the fault-plane of the Húsavík-Flatey
transform fault of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge which is a major fault bisecting the crust. All
seismically-active faults are enveloped by critically-high-pressure pore fluids which relieve stress
perpendicular to the faults and allow faults to slip. Such critically-high pore- pressures cause 90ºflips in shear-wave polarizations (Angerer et al., 2002) for shear waves propagating within the
envelope close to the fault so that shear-wave polarizations are parallel to the strike of the fault
(Crampin et al., 2002). Usually shear-waves only have a short segment of their ray paths in the
high-pressure zone around faults so that the (un-flipped) regional stress polarizations are observed
at the surface. However, the Húsavík-Flatey fault is a major fault bisecting the crust and shearwaves propagating to BRE have exceptionally long
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ray-paths in the high-pressure envelope surrounding the fault so that the 90º-flipped polarizations
are observed at the surface. Note that the orthogonality of the flipped polarizations also
contributes to the large scatter (styled ‘±80%’) in SWS time-delays (Crampin & Peacock, 2008).
The scatter is caused by 90º-flips (Angerer et al., 2002) in the polarizations of shear-waves
penetrating the critically-high-pressured pore-fluids surrounding all seismically-active faults
(Crampin & Gao, 2013).

There are three roundels at KRI. Overall, the polarizations at KRI are similar to those in 19962000, NE-SW (Crampin et al., 2008) but, from 13th October 2013 to December 2014 polarizations
at KRI abruptly change orientation to NNW-SSE. The time of this change coincides with a M 5.2
earthquake 31 km WSW of KRI. The abrupt change in SWS polarization directions is not
understood. Such temporal variations in polarizations have not previously been identified in
studies of SWS above earthquakes in Iceland and elsewhere (Crampin and Peacock, 2008;
Crampin and Gao, 2013). However, temporal changes and 90º- flips are frequently associated
with SWS in volcanic episodes.
Stress-aligned SWS is widely observed in the shear-wave window at the surface above
small earthquakes (Crampin, 1994; Crampin & Peacock, 2008) and in record sections in seismic
exploration worldwide. Anisotropic/geometrical constraints on observations of SWS indicate that
most rocks throughout the Earth’s crust are pervaded by stress-aligned fluid- saturated
microcracks, where the degree of observed SWS indicates that the microcracks are so closelyspaced they verge on failure at fracture-criticality leading to fracturing and earthquakes (Crampin
and Gao, 2013). Phenomena verging on failure are part of a New Physics of critical- systems that
impose a range of fundamentally-new properties (Table 1 in Paper 1) on conventional sub-critical
physics and geophysics, leading to a New Geophysics, reviewed by Crampin and Gao (2013).
References in Crampin and Gao (2013) show that these new properties have been observed many
times over thousands-to-millions of source-to-receiver ray paths in earthquake and exploration
seismology.
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Changes in SWS time-delays in the shear-wave window monitor stress-induced changes
to microcrack geometry (Crampin, 1999). In particular, increases in SWS time-delays in Band-1
directions monitor stress-accumulation before large earthquakes (Gao et al., 1998; Crampin,
1999; Crampin and Peacock, 2008). We successfully stress-forecast the time, magnitude, and
fault-break of a M 5 earthquake in SW Iceland three days before it occurred (Crampin et al., 1999,
2008; Paper 1). Crampin et al. (2015) report similar characteristic changes in SWS observed
retrospectively before 16 other earthquakes worldwide. Fig. 3c identifies a further retrospectively
stress-forecast (M 5.2) earthquake in SW Iceland. Note we use the term stress- forecast
earthquakes, rather than forecast earthquakes or predict earthquakes, to emphasize the different
methodology.
Fig. 3 shows the stress-accumulation increase of normalized SWS time-delays at BJA,
SAU, and BRE before the start of the Bárðarbunga volcanic episode seismic crisis. At KRI, there
is preliminary stress-accumulation increase before a M 5.2 earthquake where the earthquake could
have been stress-forecast if SWS had been monitored online. These stress- accumulation increases
are directly similar to the variations seen before earthquakes.
There are numerous other reports of changes in SWS associated with volcanic episodes.
Fig. 4 compares stress-accumulation before Bárðarbunga with the three examples where changes
in time-delays are reported before volcanic episodes in the restricted source-to- recorder ray-path
geometry. Without the ray-path geometry, observations of changes in SWS are merely
phenomenological and cannot be interpreted deterministically. The behaviour of SWS before
volcanic episodes can be directly similar to that before earthquakes, compare Fig. 4c, an
earthquake, with Fig. 4f, an eruption, and the generality of New Geophysics is confirmed.
However, volcanic episodes have a wide range of behaviour as is shown in Fig. 4, where the
different durations can be interpreted in terms of plausible stress scenarios.
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The Tjörnes Fracture Zone in N-Iceland is a complex right lateral transform offset connecting
the offshore Kolbeinsey Ridge in the north-west to the on-shore volcanic fissure zone some 100
km to the south-east. Seismicity recorded in the area suggests it is composed of two major
parallel lineaments separated by 30-40 km which are mainly offshore.
We investigate seismicity in the southern lineament, the Húsavík-Flatey fault (HFF)
which lies across the island Flatey and the coastal town Húsavík. Historical records of major
earthquakes in the HFF are scarce and the recurrence time of significant earthquakes is not well
known. Records describe e.g. the threat of extensive rock fall in nearby islands and fjords south
of the fault, caused by double M6.5 and M7 earthquakes in 1872 and 1755, respectively.
The regional seismic network SIL, run by the Icelandic Meteorological Office, has
recorded earthquakes on the HFF since 1990’s. Background seismicity is rather constant with
time and is spread along the lineament. Earthquakes swarms, some quite intensive counting up
to many thousand earthquakes, are seen in parts of the HFF and are usually separated by years.
Here we present analyses of intensive seismic swarm activity in the western most part of
the fault and its intersection to the Eyjafjarðaráll graben. Over a period of a few weeks in late
October and first half of November in 2012, roughly four thousand seismic events where
recorded, first within the graben and later migrating to the east towards the HFF. The largest
event, M5.6 occurred in the graben and its source mechanism indicates normal faulting,
consistent with the extensional setting. The events on the HFF show however strike-slip, in
accordance with shear movement, and have a maximum magnitude of 3.5. In total this activity
extended over some 30km, leaving a part of the fault earthquake free.
In late September 2013 another swarm occurred counting roughly 1700 earthquakes,
activating a 7 km part of the fault which was left out in the previous swarm in 2012 (see figure).
Waveform correlation analysis of the 2013 swarm reveals very similar families of almost
identical earthquakes and suggest same fault mechanism for all earthquakes within the swarm.
Relative locations give us a very detailed picture and show that these events occurred in a very
narrow depth range of 8.5-11 km. This seismic activity resembles more volcanic swarm activity
in its temporal and magnitude distribution. Based on the high spatial resolution, the relative
locations provide us with, we suggest that the HFF may be locked above the area where the
swarm took place. Considering the volcano like behavior of the swarm we propose it might have
been triggered by fluids penetrating from below.
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Figure. Map showing the epicenters of the seismic swarms that took place in 2012 and 2013 in the Eyjafjarðaráll graben
and the western part of the HFF.
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Izmir shows high micro earthquake activity and presents important geothermal areas in the Aegean
region of Turkey, Western Anatolia. We bring a new perspective of velocity structure of the study area
using local earthquake tomography (LET). We investigated crustal features and velocity perturbations
along the vertical profile benefiting from IzmirNet local array. More than 1000 earthquake data
recorded between 2012 and 2015 were analyzed using the LOTOS (Koulakov 2009) algorithm to
reveal the Vp and Vp/Vs characteristics for geological, geothermal and tectonic models owing to high
quality tomographic images. We have detected four main crustal layers ranging in depth from the
surface to 30 km. A sharp increase in Vp velocities is evident starting at 25 km depth called as bottom
of lower crust. Hence, we estimate mantle boundary at ~25 km depth as undulated shape. The thickness
of the brittle crust slightly increases towards to North and East in the study area.
The Izmir its surroundings are one of the important areas that show high seismic activity and
rich geothermal resources in western Anatolia. In order to enlighten P velocity and Vp/Vs structures
in the crust along the study area, we studied inversion of local P- and S-wave travel times by using
local earthquake tomography (LET) method. Selected ~700 events over ~1700 have been used. Data
coverage spans from 2012 to 2015 with more than 40 stations that operated by AFAD (Disaster and
Emergency Management Presidency of Turkish Republic) and ISC (International Seismological
Center). We have employed the algorithm along NE-SW oriented profile (Fig. 1).
Izmir has important geothermal areas which are transferred the main fault zones (GF, IFZ, OFZ,
SFZ). These areas can be imaged by tomographic methods which were given in Figure 2. We obtained
high-resolution Vp and Vp/Vs models for the first 30 km of the crust beneath Izmir and its vicinity.
While P velocity results characterize seismic zones, Vp/Vs anomalies symbolize existence of
lithological units such as weakness zones, gas and fluid contained zones. Low P wave velocity and
complex Vp/Vs values were observed. Low Vp, low Vp/Vs anomalies indicate possible geothermal
resources, and fluids might be transformed along the fault zones located close to geothermal areas.
We report a new velocity structure for Izmir and surroundings. The top of absolute Vp model
clearly illustrate the Quaternary alluvial deposits and Neogene sediments down to ~7 km. There are
four main seismic layers. Absolute Vp values reach up to 7.8 km/s at deeper part of the depth profile.
We detect crust-mantle boundary (Moho discontinuity) at ~25 km. The low Vp, low Vp/Vs are
observed around MGS and SGS. Generally this case is related with the presence of gas contents. The
BGS shows complex velocity structure. High Vp, high Vp/Vs are evident at shallow depths while low
Vp, high Vp/Vs anomalies are observable at the deeper part of the BGS.
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Figure 1. Main tectonic features and station distribution around Izmir geothermal region. Abbreviations; CB: Candarli
Bay, DH: Doganbey horn, GF: Gulbahce fault zone, IFZ: Izmir fault zone, KFZ: Karsiyaka fault zone, KP: Karaburun
peninsula, OFZ: Orhanli fault zone, SB: Sigacik bay, SFZ: Seferihisar fault zone, ZBFZ: Zeytindag-Bergama fault zone.
Red stars show main geothermal systems such as 1: Aliaga geothermal system (AGS), 2: Balcova geothermal system (BGS),
3: Cesme geothermal system (CGS), 4: Menemen geothermal system (MGS), 5: Seferihisar geothermal system (SGS), 6:
Urla hot spring (UHS).
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Figure 1. Depth cross-sections of selected ~700 earthquakes along the NE-SW direction.
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The TFZ is a ~120 km offset in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge that is spreading at a rate of about 2 cm/yr
(e.g., Metzger and Jónsson 2014; Tibaldi et al. 2016, and references therein) (Fig. 1). Earthquakes
occur mainly along two main seismic lineaments in the TFZ, the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) and the
Grímsey Oblique Rift. The HFF is the largest transform fault in Iceland, extending over 100 km from
Theistareykir fissure swarm in the east, through the town of Húsavík, and west to the Eyjafjarðaráll
Rift. The town of Húsavík, North Iceland, is the second largest town in North Iceland (2,300 people)
and is located directly on top of the HFF (Sæmundsson 1974). With its infrastructure and fast growing
technical sector and heavy industries, the town of Húsavík is exposed to relatively high seismic risk.
Continuous GPS (CGPS) observations in the TFZ began in 1999 and by 2002 three CGPS
stations were operating in the region. The network of CGPS instruments was significantly improved
in 2006-7 and it now contains 14 stations, including stations positioned on a profile across the on- land
portion of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (Fig. 2). The main purpose of the CGPS network is to monitor
crustal movements and to provide detailed insight into the kinematics of the transform zone (Geirsson
et al. 2006; Geirsson et al. 2007). The mostly offshore location of the TFZ and its complex tectonics
make it challenging to resolve the transform kinematics and evaluate the seismic potential of the two
main transform structures, the Grímsey Oblique Rift, and the Húsavík Flatey Fault. However, the
network results show that currently the transform motion in the TFZ is currently accommodated ~34%
by the HFF and ~66% by the GOR. The resulting slip velocity of ~6.9 mm/yr on the HFF and the
time since the last two strong M6.5 earthquakes in 1872 indicate a slip deficit on the fault of ~0.831.05 meters, assuming a steady slip rate since 1872. This slip deficit corresponds to the seismic
potential of the HFF being equal to ~M6.8 earthquake (Metzger et al. 2011) (the maximum considered
earthquake potential of the western HFF is ~M7.3 (Björnsson et al. 2007)).
With Húsavík being the second largest town in North Iceland (2,300 people, Figs. 3) and
located directly on top of the HFF (Sæmundsson 1974), it is exposed to relatively high seismic risk.
Moreover, the local site conditions in Húsavík are in part characterized by soft sediments of varying
depths and elevation differences (Fig. 3) depending on the location inside the town (Halldorsson et al.
2012; Waltl 2013). Buildings and critical infrastructure on and across such soft site conditions are
much more susceptible to earthquake damage than infrastructure built on firm ground. This is
supported by theoretical and empirical evidence in all damaging earthquakes since the dawn of
earthquake and geotechnical engineering and seismological monitoring (see e.g., Kawase 2003, and
references therein).
The Icelandic Strong-motion Array (ICEARRAY II) is the first, dense and multidisciplinary
instrumentation system monitoring tectonic movement and earthquake strong-motion in Iceland. It is
located in Húsavík, North Iceland, traversing the town and the HFF (Fig. 2). The ICEARRAY II
consists of several Trimble NetR9 Ti-1Global Navigation Satellite System (GNNS) instruments, with
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the extraordinary capabilities of recording its position at 50 samples per second. Equipped with a
Zephyr Geodetic 2 antenna a NetR9 GPS instrument is collocated at three key strong-motion stations
of ICEARRAY II. The strong-motion stations are equipped with Canterbury Seismic Instruments’s
CUSP-3C three-component micro-electromechanical (MEM) accelererograph, having a wide dynamic
range and 200 Hz sampling rate. The purpose is to monitor both slow (i.e. tectonic spreading) and fast
(i.e., earthquakes) ground motion, and quantify their variabilities, not only across the HFF, but
especially over the small urban area in terms of wave incoherence and localized site-amplification
effects that the variable soil conditions and elevation differences in the area are likely to enhance (Fig.
3). Additionally, and in the event of a strong earthquake on the HFF, it is highly likely that it will
involve permanent tectonic displacement of the ground in the near-fault region. In this case the
collocated measurements of displacements and accelerations can provide a robust way of estimating
the instrument’s respective capabilities of measuring displacements (strong-motion instruments) and
accelerations (high sampling rate CGPS).
The ICEARRAY II generated, during the intense earthquake sequence in North Iceland in
2012-2013, the only dense urban measurements of earthquake strong-motion data in North Iceland. It
recorded 24 of the largest earthquakes (up to 𝑀"5.5). The tentative analysis of the localized siteamplification effects and the spatial variability of strong-motion indicate variable earthquake hazard
and seismic risk across the town. On the basis of strong-motion data in South Iceland, in particular on
the dense urban array ICEARRAY I in Hveragerði, methods will be developed and tested before the
application on the dataset of ICEARRAY II. That includes physical earthquake source models the
strong-motion of which will be simulated for the Husavik greater area on the basis of hypothetical
scenario earthquakes on the HFF fault, with emphasis on near-fault effects. The sensitivity of those
simulations, coupled with the relative differences in ground motion amplitudes expected in the town
of Húsavík, will be analysed and their reliability estimated. Such information will be utilized for the
purpose of updating the earthquake hazard estimates for the Húsavík and the TFZ area. The
combination of earthquake data and the models developed is expected to contribute to a new seismic
risk map of Husavik, thereby improving the safety of the community and its resilience against
damaging earthquakes.
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Figure 1. Tectonic situation of NE-Iceland. The seismically active Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) constitutes the
northern offset of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) on Iceland. The Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) is the main transform
fault with an overall right-lateral strike slip. The Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR) and the much less active Dalvík
Lineament (DL) are further tectonic lineaments in the TFZ. The yellow polygons represent rifting areas of the MAR:
the fissure swarms of the Northern Volcanic Zone in the east and the Kolbeinsey Ridge in the west (Hjarta dóttir et
al. 2015). Red crossed dots mark important historical earthquakes (with year and magnitude; Stefánsson et al.,
2008), gray-shaded dots indicate the location and strength of the 2012/13 earthquake swarms on the western ends
of the HFF and GOR). Plot generated based on information and data from (Tibaldi et al. 2016) via pers. comm.
with Ásta Rut Hjartardóttir).
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Figure 2. A schematic map showing the distribution of CGPS stations (yellow squares) and strong-motion stations
(black dots) and comprise the ICEARRAY II network. Where the strong-motion and GPS stations are collocated is
shown with a black dot inside a yellow square. The red thick lines indicate the surface trace of the Husavík -Flatey
Fault.
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Figure 3. ICEARRAY II stations in Húsavík consist of free-field strong-motion stations (red triangles), collocated
free- field CGPS and accelerometric instruments (yellow triangles) and structural CGPS and accelerometric
station (yellow square). Elevation differences are highlighted by the coloring scheme used (from Waltl, 2013).
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The geology in the wider Húsavík area can roughly be classified into Miocene basalts, Quaternary
effusive rocks, Tillite (Pleistocene), and late Pleistocene and Holocene sediments (cf. Figure 1;
Saemundsson and Karson, 2006). The oldest present rock is an 8.5 to 10 Ma old basalt. The 1500 m
thick formation can solely be found north of the Húsavík Flatey Fault where it abruptly ceases. It is
cut by numerous dikes and the individual blocks are heavily jointed and faulted, which is attributed to
the tectonic processes on the HFF. Younger Quaternary effusive rocks constitute the lowest strata in
the city of Húsavík. The youngest of these rocks originate from a series of effusive eruptions by the
nearby Grjótháls shield volcano about 200 000 years BP. At higher elevations, the Grjótháls lava is
present as lava rock, whereas at lower elevations, Hyaloclastite supersedes the lava rock, indicating
that the lava flowed into the sea. (Saemundsson 1974; Saemundsson and Karson 2006) The town’s
area itself is underlain by several Pleistocene and Holocene sedimentary rocks and sediment layers,
which generally cover the Grjótháls unit. These units originate from a complex interaction between
glaciers, glacial rivers, lakes and lagoons, and a fluctuating sea level. The oldest of these units consists
of glacial deposits from the early Weichsel glaciation. These layers have altered to solid Tillite rock.
It is well exposed in the cliffs in the northern part of town (named Húsavíkurbakki), but probably
underlays most parts of Húsavík (Eiríksson 1985; Pétursson 1988; Saemundsson and Karson 2006). In
the north-eastern, central and southern part of town (here named Húsavík basin and Haukamýri)
younger, late Pleistocene and early Holocene horizontally layered sediments constitute the upper most
strata. They are thought to be at least 25 meters thick. However, the exact spatial extent and thickness
remain mostly unknown. The layers themselves are alternating fluvial, fluvio-glacial and purely glacial
deposits. All sediment layers show very different degrees of hardness: from loose and easily breakable
to almost solid rock and all gradations in between. (Pétursson 1988; Halldórsson 2006) In the
southeastern part of town (known as Hóll), several kames characterize the topography (Waltl 2013).
Their structure is fairly complex. Fluvio-glacial deposits alternate with glacial deposits, often in a
chaotic, unstructured and rearranged way (Saemundsson and Karson 2006).
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Figure 1. Geology of Húsavík. The fault traces of the HFF are shown as green
lines. Alteration of (Waltl 2013), based on data of (Saemundsson 1974;
Þóroddsson et al. 1984).

The geomorphic environment of Húsavík can be characterized as littoral, hilly, and montane.
The landscape genesis affiliates to tectonic, and pro- and postglacial conditions and processes. Also
anthropogenic structures and activities impact the landscape’s shape. Due to similarities prevailing in
the topography and landform, nine different geomorphic units can be identified (cf. Figure 2). The
respective units generally have relatively small spatial extents, and therefore, a comparatively low
relief energy. Nonetheless, several steep, even vertical inclinations can be found on which partly severe
geomorphic processes take place. Namely, these are all kind of gravitational mass movements or
landslides: coastal cliff collapses and –topples, rotational and translational slides, rock and debris
slides, flows, and –falls, but also rock avalanches. Apart from the steep inclinations, these are provoked
by the exposure to the subarctic-oceanic climate, the often lose and easily erodible surface materials
with only thin or completely absent soil and vegetation covers, partly high water saturations at the
surfaces and the tectonic potential in the area. (Waltl 2013) Geomorphic hot spots can be outlined at
the relatively longest and steep slopes of Húsavíkurfjall and the easterly adjoining fault scarp at the
north shore of Lake Botnsvatn (rock and debris slides, falls, flows, and avalanches). The coastal line
with its vertical cliffs and partly steeply inclined slopes constitutes another geomorphic hot spot. Cliff
collapses and –topples are common littoral processes that can be observed along the cliffs of
Húsavíkurhöfði. The geological conditions in Haukamýri foster partly deep sited landslides with a
high temporal frequency. These processes possibly have the biggest impact on anthropogenic
structures. (Waltl 2013)
Currently, no quantitative statements on landslides and landslide potentials can be made due to
a lack of detailed (hydro-) geological information, especially in the youngest geological units. The
creation of a geological terrain model of these areas could close this knowledge gap. A comparatively
easy and yet, efficient way with promising results constitutes a combination of core sounding/drilling
(detailed 1D information), applied geophysics (especially electric resistivity tomography, seismic
refraction tomography and ground penetrating Radar for 2D-information), and GIS applications (for
modeling the 2D-information into the third dimension).
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Figure 2. Geomorphic main units of Húsavík (Waltl 2013).

With regards to earthquake hazard and seismic risk, Húsavík’s building stock can be described
according to three factors: the building age, material, and usage. Building age is classified by which
building code was in force during construction. Four classes can be differentiated according to the
different building codes implemented over time: pre-industrialization (<1945, no building codes), first
building codes (1946-1975, not earthquake related), IST-13 norm (1976-2001, first earthquake related
building codes), and Eurocode 8 norm (≥2002). Almost two thirds (11+49%) of the buildings were
erected prior to the introduction of earthquake building codes. Various building materials are in use,
with concrete leading the way (63%), followed by timber (11%) and cinderblocks or bricks (7%). The
present buildings have various functions. The vast majority serves residential purposes (65%). Garages
and other storage facilities represent the second most common type of building (20%). Since Húsavík
is the political and functional center of the Norðurþing municipality, the town also hosts many public,
retail, office, infrastructural (9%), and industrial (5%) buildings. There are recognizable patterns
regarding age and usage of the buildings, but not material. By tendency, the oldest houses are built on
lateglacial horizontal sediments. With some exceptions, the buildings are from younger building
periods with increasing distances from the oldest core zone. Usage-specific patterns accord with the
spatial planning zones of Húsavík. With some variation in the respective sections, basically all building
materials were used in all building periods and all functions (Waltl 2013).
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Iceland, the largest subaerial part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, is the most seismically region in northern
Europe. The South Iceland Fracture Zone (SIFZ) located in the populated and cultivated farmlands in
the south is one of two major fracture zones in the country where earthquake hazard is the highest and
the exposure of the population to destructive near-fault earthquake strong-motion is the greatest. For the
earthquake resistant design of structures in Iceland residential buildings are assumed to have relatively
uniform form-factors (mostly 1-story houses or low-rise apartment buildings), consist of similar
materials (mostly reinforced concrete), and constructed on rock (young lava or ancient bedrock), for
which site effects are typically assumed to be negligible. However, recent strong-motion data recorded
during the 𝑀" 6.3 Ölfus earthquake by twelve strong-motion stations of a new small-aperture strongmotion array, the ICEARRAY I in the town of Hveragerði in the SIFZ (Halldorsson & Sigbjörnsson,
2009), provides the first ever opportunity in Iceland to quantify the spatial distribution of ground motion
amplitudes and their frequency variation on lava rock. This case is of particular interest since geological
strata of Iceland is generally described as a recurring piles of basaltic lavas often with intermediate layers
of sediments which leads to strong velocity reversals with depth. This is the case in Hveragerði and
large parts of the SIFZ where in addition the topography is roughly flat but covered by lava flows. The
data shows 100% difference in Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) values over the small array during the
main shock. Moreover, similar differences are observed in data from more than 1700 aftershocks
recorded over nearly one year after the main shock. The aftershocks dataset is characterized by strongmotion with geometric mean of the horizontal PGA in the range of 1~38% of the acceleration of
gravity (g) from earthquakes of local magnitudes of 0.42~4.75 and epicentral distances 1.6~15 km that
occurred between May 2008 and May 2009.
In this study, we propose a spatial distribution model using Bayesian Hierarchical Model (BHM)
in order to model the variation of the strong-motion amplitude as well as uncertainties across the
ICEARRAY I. The BHM offers a flexible probabilistic framework for spatial modeling of physical
phenomena and quantifying uncertainty of the latent physical process. The key question that the
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Bayesian framework addresses is how to statistically update data and make inferences in the light of
observations and presents a systematic modeling methodology to capture the latent dependence structure
of the observations (Banerjee, Carlin, & Gelfand, 2014). In our proposed model, the BHM involving
several parameters which are related or dependent in a systematic manner. The dynamic model consists
of event effects (𝛾$ as a function of moment magnitude, source to site distance, source location, etc.) and
site effects (𝛼& ) which imposed on all of the parameters of the data density, to model the spatial variation
of the underlying process, event-site effects (𝜖&$), and error measurements (𝑢&$) as Eq. (1).
log,- 𝑃𝐺𝐴&$ = log,- 𝛾$ + 𝛼& + 𝜖&$ + 𝑢&$

𝑗 = 1, …,𝐽𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡 = 1,…,𝑇.

Eq. (1)

The total uncertainty obtained by hyperparameters inference from our analysis (see Figure
I

I

I

I

1), indicates a higher standard deviation (𝜎@ABCD EFG =
𝜎H +𝜎J +𝜎K +𝜎L = 0.27) in
comparison to the local GMPEs’ standard deviation (𝜎FPEQR ≈ 0.20 − 0.22). This highlights the
importance of detailed studies in micro scale for seismic zone for dense urban areas in seismic
zones, especially if local geology is complicated and/or varies considerably across relatively short
distances.

Figure 1. Histograms of the inferred hyperparameters using MCMC approach, the solid red line indicates the
maximum likelihood estimates, while the red dashed line indicate the 2.5-97.5% credibility interval.

In particular, the local site conditions and geological setting is found to account for the strong
spatial variation of ground motion peak parameters. As can be seen in Figure 2, the obtained inference
of the site effects and mapping the spatial distribution of event term show a very good compatibility with
the observed strong-motion amplitude. This way new maps showing the spatial variation of PGA have
been produced for the town of Hveragerði.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of (a) PGA, (b) posterior mean of site term across ICEARRAY I stations .

The results may have direct practical implications and importance for improved
microzonation of earthquake hazard for the town which now can be accounted for. Furthermore, a
new hazard estimate will enable a more optimal earthquake resistant design of structures as well as
urban planning. The proposed model will add to the understanding of the source parameters as well
as provide quantitative information about site and geological effects. Finally, the results are
expected to apply in other urban areas in Iceland with similar geology.
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This study is motivated by the need for accurate ground motion estimates by engineers involved in
earthquake resistant building design. While several approaches to this already exist in the form of
ground motion prediction equations for scalar intensity measures and re-using the waveforms of
recorded past earthquakes, these standard procedures are less appropriate for large and complex
structures and regions with few recorded data, especially in the near-fault region of past strong
earthquakes. For more realistic nonlinear structural dynamic analyses, ground-motion time series are
required and only using existing recordings does not account for the many still possible earthquake
scenarios. Broadband (0-25 Hz) strong-motion simulation models can serve well for this purpose and
we propose a hybrid approach combining a deterministic low-frequency (LF) method with a stochastic
high-frequency (HF) model.
The LF simulations are based on a kinematic description of the rupture process. A discrete
wavenumber finite-element implementation (Olson et al., 1984; Spudich and Archuleta, 1987) which
uses a 1D velocity-density model is employed to calculate deterministic waveforms based on a set of
source parameters, which are the fault dimensions and geometry, seismic moment, hypocenter location
and distributions of final slip, rupture onset time, rise time and acceleration time. A validation using
static slip distributions derived from inversions of GPS and InSAR data for several earthquakes has
been carried out (see example rupture model in Figure 1). We follow Mai and Beroza (2002) and
Schmedes et al. (2010) in generating random rupture models with established correlations between
their parameters, but also calibrate these parameters to satisfy the observed records of medium to strong
earthquakes in the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ). This is done by minimizing the model bias to
observed metrics such as response spectral acceleration in the LF range of three major earthquakes
through running suites of randomly generated rupture models with different statistical properties and
parameters.
The HF synthetics are generated through a stochastic seismological model following the form
suggested by Boore (1983) but using the Specific Barrier Model (SBM, Papageorgiou and Aki, 1983)
as source representation. Its parameters and their marginal distributions have already been inferred
through Bayesian methods using strong-motion records of seven SISZ earthquakes (see Figure 2). The
combination of LF and HF simulations to broadband synthetics needs to be done with care as pointed
out and described by Mai and Beroza (2003) by matching both frequency domain phase and amplitude
spectra within the LF-HF crossover band.
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Figure 1. Kinematic rupture model derived from static slip distribution (Decriem et al., 2010) for the 29 May 2008 earthquake
doublet between Hveragerði and Selfoss. Top: Slip distribution and contours in 1 sec interval of rupture onset time. The rupture
initiation point is indicated by a star symbol on each fault segment. Center: Rise time and arrows indicating the rake at each
discrete fault location. Bottom: Acceleration time of the source time function. In this case, no randomization has been applied.

Results from the stochastic model calibration can be used to influence parameter choices of the
kinematic model. A point of discussion is the exact implementation of the SBM to match the finite
fault description of the deterministic model, which can be done for example with regularly spaced
subevents of equal size or varied positions and sizes that could be informed by the slip distribution as
well. We note however that such regular distribution of the seismic moment on the fault plane
represents an idealization, and more irregular distribution is generally observed. However, the SBM in
terms of its variations can still be used to model more complex earthquake sources, without the loss of
consistency or physical nature. Further, the kinematic model could be updated to a 3D implementation
(finite difference or spectral element), especially if more knowledge about lateral velocity
heterogeneity becomes available. This would then better account for path effects and possible basin
reflection effects. The 1D implementation is convenient for testing and calibrations, but increasing
computing power is available. A more detailed site response definition would be another important
contribution to the full broadband model. After these model setups and calibrations have been finished,
simulations for a number of scenario cases on known active faults in North Iceland will be carried out
and their results will be presented.
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Figure 2. Joint posterior distributions of stochastic model parameters based on earthquake recordings of the SISZ, indicating
parameter correlations as Spearman's correlation coefficient in the lower right corner of each plot. The red diamonds represent
the maximum likelihood estimate values.
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The Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) in North Iceland is a 100 km long right-lateral strike slip fault
connecting the Mid-Atlantic ridge in the north of Iceland to the Northern Volcanic Zone in Iceland.
The HFF, which is composed of numerous fault branches, lies mainly offshore, but an onshore part
passes through the town of Húsavík and merges farther east into the Theistareykir volcanic system
(Einarsson, 2008). We present a 3D-model of the complete HFF which honors the complex fault
geometry. Rupture dynamic simulations are performed on this model using SeisSol. Such simulations
of earthquake source dynamics coupled to seismic wave propagation may add to a physics-based
seismic hazard assessment for Húsavík as a significant tourism hub and future industrial center.
In the following, we will summarize the SeisSol methodology and the HFF model construction
preceding the currently on-going dynamic rupture simulations.
SeisSol - an ADER-DG method for earthquake rupture processes and wave propagation
SeisSol is an open source software package developed at LMU Munich and optimized for highperformance computing at TU Munich (www.seissol.org). It is based on the arbitrary high- order
derivative discontinuous Galerkin method (ADER-DG) and is able to efficiently simulate dynamic
fault rupture coupled to seismic wave propagation providing insight into the poorly constraint
earthquake source processes (Käser & Dumbser, 2006, de la Puente at al., 2009, Heinecke et al., 2014).
The ADER-DG method combines high-order accuracy in space and time and low numerical dispersion
with high computational efficiency. SeisSol uses unstructured tetrahedral meshes that allow to resolve
complex geometrical features (Dumbser & Käser, 2006) such as the three-dimensional structures of
Earth’s interior, strong topography or complicated fault geometries in heterogeneous media. The mesh
can be refined for a better resolution around regions of interest such as the fault and coarsened with
distance away from the fault to reduce computational cost.
In order to simulate realistic earthquake scenarios and accurately resolve small-scale model
features and dynamic shear failure at the rupture front, the high-frequency content of the wave field
has to be resolved up to the relevant frequency range 0 to 10 Hz for engineering applications. This,
however, leads to large meshes with up to hundreds of millions of elements and high computational
cost. Recent optimization of the software (Heinecke et al., 2014) allows efficient simulation of these
large-scale scenarios on modern supercomputers such as SuperMUC located at the Leibniz
Supercomputing Centre in Garching near Munich (www.lrz.de/supermuc).
The software has recently proven to be highly scalable on current and future HPC
infrastructure. It reached multipetaflop/s performance on some of the largest supercomputers
worldwide, and was a Gordon Bell prize finalist application 2014 ( Breuer et al., 2014; Heinecke et
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al., 2014) in a pioneering simulation of the 1992 M7.2 Landers earthquake. It is especially suitable to
model earthquakes on realistic fault networks combined with modern friction laws and heterogeneous
fault stress and strength conditions (Pelties et al., 2014).
A commonly used friction law solved in accordance with the background tectonic stress is the
linear slip-weakening law (e.g. Harris & Day, 1993), which is applied in the here presented model of
the HFF. It describes a linear relationship between the fault strength and the slip along the fault up to
a slip-weakening critical distance.
Application to the Húsavík-Flatey fault
In order to perform dynamic rupture simulations along the HFF, the geometry software GoCAD
followed by automatic meshing with SimModeler (Simmetrix) are used to create the unstructured
tetrahedral grid of the HFF and its surroundings. The fault geometry is taken from Magnusdóttir et al.
(2015).
In a first step, a slightly simplified model is built consisting of 9 fault branches aligned in the
main strike direction of the fault system. In this model, it is assumed that the all sub-faults are locked
at 6.3 km (Metzger et al., 2011) and we assume a homogeneous subsurface structure.
In first simulations fault stress and strength are initialized based on SCEC (Southern California
Earthquake Center) benchmark properties (http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/). The TPV8 benchmark
describes a vertical right lateral strike-slip fault with a 3 x 3 km nucleation patch with higher shear
stress (𝜏𝑛𝑢𝑐) than the surrounding fault and the following properties:
Table 1. Material and fault properties of the SCEC TPV8 benchmark

Density 𝜌

2700𝑘𝑔/𝑚³
5716 𝑚/𝑠
3300 𝑚/𝑠
1𝑀𝑃𝑎
0.76
0.448
0.5 𝑚
7378 𝑃𝑎/𝑚 x depth
0.55 x 𝜎𝑛
𝑐 + 1.005 x 𝜇𝑠 x 𝜎𝑛 x depth
29.403 𝐺𝑃𝑎
29.41 𝐺𝑃𝑎

P-wave velocity 𝑣𝑝
S-wave velocity 𝑣𝑠
Cohesion 𝑐
Static friction coefficient 𝜇𝑠
Dynamic friction coefficient 𝜇𝑑
Slip-weakening critical distance 𝐷𝑐
Background normal stress 𝜎𝑛
Background shear stress along strike 𝜏
Nucleation shear stress along strike 𝜏𝑛𝑢𝑐
First Lamé parameter 𝜆
Second Lamé parameter 𝜇

In the following steps, the given parameters are adjusted to the case of the Húsavík-Flatey fault.
Instead of assuming a normal stress perpendicular on the fault, the stress direction is rotated to the
maximum compressive stress trending NNW-SSE (Garcia et al., 2002, Ziegler et al., 2016). Friction
conditions will be adjusted considering regional thermal and geochemical conditions. Furthermore,
the velocity structure of the underground and depth-dependent stresses have to be adjusted.
The goal of our current models is to constraint realistic parameters and transfer them to a fullcomplexity model, in which all fault branches as well as topography and bathymetry are included. A
crucial factor is the hypocenter location of a potential earthquake, which has to be prescribed.
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Different nucleation areas result in different rupture jumping scenarios and we will evaluate them in
context of maximum magnitude and ground shaking in the Húsavík area.
Simplifications of our current model are the neglecting of a possibly varying locking depth of
the fault from around 6.3 km in the eastern region of the HFF to a higher depth in the western part
of the fault farther away from the volcanic system (Metzger et al., 2011), a possible dip of the fault
branches in the eastern and western ends together with a change of fault mechanism (S. Jónsson, pers.
comm.) and the relationship to the volcanic systems of the Northern Volcanic Zone (e.g. Maccaferri
et al., 2013). Furthermore, correct stress values acting on the fault in normal and strike direction will
be a major issue in order to simulate realistic rupture dynamics along the Húsavík-Flatey fault.
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The early settlers from Norway and other Nordic countries were soon acquainted with the harsh and
sometimes hostile nature in Iceland. Coming from lands where the earth is relatively quiet, and
upheaval, such as earthquakes and volcanic outbursts, is practically unknown, they must have been
shocked to experience sudden eruptions with lava flows destroying land and raising havoc with the
livestock, not to mention sudden earthquakes, in which farmhouses collapsed with sometimesconsiderable loss of life. From chronicles and the Sagas, it is evident that many farms, especially those
located in the South Iceland Earthquake Zone (SISZ), were extremely vulnerable to earthquakes. Thus,
for instance, it is reported that the farm Hjalli in Ölfus at the western end of the zone, and Haukadalur
in Rangárvellir at the eastern boundary, collapsed or were partially destroyed about once every century
in severe earthquakes. In the South Iceland earthquakes of 1784, damage and destruction of farmhouses
in the first shock of August 14th was particularly severe and widespread. Even the sturdy buildings of
the bishopric at Skálholt were not spared, with the result that the episcopal see and school, over 700
years after its establishment as the main cultural centre of Iceland, were relocated to the emerging
national capital Reykjavik, some 70 km to the west,. The two bishops in Skálholt had local office holders
compile reports on the damage of all farmhouses after the earthquakes. For the first time in Icelandic
history, the affected, impoverished farmers received relief funds in proportion to the reported damage
provided by the Danish King, a kind of catastrophe insurance, as we know it today. (Júlíus Sólnes et
al., 2013, pp. 549, 574).
Our forefathers were not in a position to do much about the earthquake risk, nor did they
apprehend the hazard. At the end of the 18th century, many Icelandic scholars started to compile list of
historical earthquakes, the most prominent of those, Jónas Hallgrímsson, poet and natural scientist,
whose Earthquake History of Iceland (Hallgrímsson, 1839) is found at the end of his handwritten
manuscript on the history of Icelandic volcanos. Þorvaldur Thorodssen continued Hallgrímsson’s work
in the late 19th century, inspired by the 1896 south Iceland earthquakes, which caused extensive damage
in the middle and eastern part of the SISZ (Júlíus Sólnes et al., 2013, pp. 579).
Thoroddsen became the first scholar to use the compiled list of historical earthquakes for
producing an earthquake hazard map for Iceland (Fig. 1, Thoroddsen, 1905–1906). He defines five
distinct earthquake zones, where large earthquakes can be expected, without considering their strength
nor the actual seismic risk. No further attempts of analysing seismic risk nor providing new hazard
maps were carried out until after World War II, except that Thorarinsson (1937) proposed a sixth zone,
extending north of Dalvík on both sides of Eyjafjörður, after his studies of the 1934 Dalvík earthquake
(Fig. 1).
In the late 1950s, the State Research Council entrusted a three-man commission (Eysteinn
Tryggvason, seismologist, Sigurður Þórarinsson, geologist, and Sigurður Thoroddsen, civil engineer)
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Figure 1. “Bruchlinien des Islands”. The earthquake hazard map of Þorvaldur Thorodssen
from 1905. He defines five different earthquake zones: I and II in South Iceland, and III, IV
and V in the north. Sigurður Þórarinsson proposed to add one more zone (VI), extending
from Dalvík to the north on both sides of Eyjafjörður, after the Dalvík earthquake of 1934.

to assess earthquake hazard in Iceland and produce an acceleration map suitable for defining
earthquake forces acting on civil structures (Tryggvason et al., 1958).
The 1958 hazard map is based on Modified Mercalli intensity maps for 100, 1000 and 10.000
years, as proposed by the first author. However, actual peak acceleration calculations were not carried

Figure 2. An earthquake hazard map proposal, showing probable maximum surface
design accelerations, submitted by the Earthquake Hazard Commission 1958. No
measured surface accelerations in earthquakes had been obtained in any Icelandic
earthquakes at that time.
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out. Thus, the map is speculative in nature, as many other earthquake hazard maps that were
introduced in the following years.
The first Icelandic earthquake resistant design provisions were formally adopted in 1976 as part
of the Icelandic Building Standards. A hazard map dividing the country into three earthquake exposure
zones with different earthquake load factors accompanied the provisions. In 1989, the provisions were
modified and a new hazard map introduced with four different load factors.
In the 1990s, preparation for implementing the new Eurocodes called for a new and more
sophisticated approach to hazard assessment. The Eurocode 8 earthquake resistant design provisions
are based on design peak accelerations that have 10% probability of being exceeded in a 50-year
period. This is equivalent to saying that within a time interval of 475 years, the maximum surface
acceleration in an earthquake in any given place will be equivalent or higher than the design peak
acceleration. In other words, it has a recurrence period of 475 years.
Páll Halldórsson (1996) published one of the first hazard maps with calculated peak
accelerations, which was later introduced in a slightly modified version as a suitable Icelandic
attachment to Eurocode 8. This map was criticized for paying undue attention to singular events, such
as the Hvítársíða earthquake of 1974 and the Vatnafjöll earthquake of 1987, which dominate parts of
the map. A final version of the map was published in 2002 under the auspices of the Ministry for the
environment (Halldórsson & Sveinsson, 2003), and formally adopted as an Icelandic annex to
Eurocode 8. Although much improved, the new map shows similar weakness as the original version
of 1996, according to earthquake scientists of the University of Iceland, who produced a welldocumented hazard map the same year (Sólnes, Sigbjörnsson & Elíasson, 2004). This map has been
well received by the international earthquake research community. It is based on innovative theoretical
calculations, where the Brune’s spectrum of an earthquake is calculated for its focal area. Applying
Ólafsson´s and Sigbjörnsson’s attenuation model for Icelandic earthquakes (Ólafsson, 2013), a
corresponding Brune’s spectrum may be calculated at each point in the countrywide grid, and a
corresponding peak acceleration derived. Thus for all known and well-documented historical
earthquakes (after 1700), and adding future simulated events as well (Sólnes, 1997), a series of peak
accelerations are obtained for each grid point, from which statistical parameters, such as the 475 year
recurrence value, are calculated.
In 2009–2010, in the aftermath of the damaging 2008 South Iceland earthquake,
Viðlagatrygging (Iceland Catastrophe Insurance) organised a thorough revision of the seismic risk in
Iceland in collaboration with its re-insurance broker Guy Carpenter in London. Icelandic scientists
under supervision of the Catastrophe Fund’s special adviser Dr Scott Steedman participated in this
endeavour. The Icelandic participants collected the precisely reported loss data from the 2008 South
Iceland earthquake (data from the 2000 earthquakes was also used) and helped set up a complete
damage prediction model, which is connected to all buildings and structures, registered in the Official
Property registry of Iceland. With this model, the expected insured damage in any earthquake scenario
can be rapidly calculated (Bessason et al., 2012, 2014).
In order to provide a seismic risk map, which addresses the expected losses rather than the
earthquake design forces, Guy Carpenter solicited the services of Dr Mohammad Zolfaghari, who
provided a new seismic risk map for Iceland (Figure 3). Dr Zolfaghari used a different and
unconventional approach for estimating maximum effects of earthquakes in any given area. The
country was divided into 26 sub-regions to cover all known earthquake sources. A two-dimensional
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Figure 3. The Zolfaghari seimsic risk map, which has been converted to portray the
probabilistic maximum peak acceleration with a 475 year recurrence period.

normal distribution is applied to simulate focal co-ordinates of possible earthquakes, using the
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency relationship with different parameters as appropriate for
different areas. In all, Dr Zolfaghari simulated over 27 thousand earthquakes, characteristic for the
seismicity of the country. The accelerations from these earthquakes were then calculated for different
grid points, using the attenuation law of Ólafsson and Sigbjörnsson (2013) in a similar manner as for
the 2004 earthquake hazard map (Sólnes et al., 2004).
This work has been continued under the auspices of Iceland Catatrophe Fund, and a thorough
revision of the Zolfaghari map, by refining the earthquake origins and source mechanism, is under way
(Bjarnason et al., 2016).
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The Tjornes Fracture Zone (TFZ) of North Iceland is one of the most active seismic zones in Iceland.
The main structural components of the TFZ are two major faults, the Grimsey Lineament (GL) and the
Húsavík–Flatey Fault (HFF) which both have a history of causing destructive earthquakes (Stefansson
et al., 2008; Thorgeirsson, 2012). The HFF is the largest transform fault in Iceland and is for the most
part offshore. On land however, it has an additional normal component of faulting, resulting in an
extensional basin where Húsavík, the second largest town in North Iceland, is located, effectively
directly on top of the fault. The diverse geology and topography under the town is likely to contribute
to localized differences in site effects and spatially variable earthquake strong-motions, indicating
possible significant relative differences in earthquake hazard to its inhabitants. The above feature of
Húsavík, including dense population (rather than the other regions of Iceland), many infrastructural
and industrial buildings and tourist industry indicate that seismic risk is significant in the town and it
has suffered damaging earthquakes. For that purpose, the evaluation of earthquake hazard is very vital.
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is an effective way to quantify the potential and expected
level of earthquake ground shaking in a probabilistic framework. Based on the current nationwide
seismic hazard estimation of Iceland, Húsavík is located in a zone of high earthquake hazard defined
as having a 10% probability peak ground acceleration (PGA) exceeding 0.4g (referred to as ground
motion level expected to be exceeded in a 475-year interval). This is a reference value that does not
take into account local features that may vary ground motion levels e.g. due to geology, wave
propagation, landscape, etc. Additionally, previous earthquake hazard estimates of this region have
relied on a single ground motion model and incorporated uncertainties in a limited way, but
nevertheless have pointed out several ways to improve the hazard estimates. For this reason it is both
timely and important, especially in light of the fast growing heavy industry being developed in the
region, to more accurately revise the earthquake hazard estimates. To provide more insight into the
nature of earthquake hazard in a given region, PSHA should ideally quantify various sources of
uncertainties which are usually categorized as either aleatory or epistemic. Aleatory uncertainty arises
because of natural, unpredictable variation in the performance of the system where can not be
eliminated with increasing knowledge and information while epistemic uncertainty is due to a lack of
knowledge about the behavior of the system that is conceptually resolvable. Uncertainties can be found
in all PSHA steps; characteristics of the seismic sources, distribution describing seismicity
parameters and GMPEs. However, the uncertainty associated with GMPEs tends to exert a greater
influence on the hazard results than other sources of uncertainty. In GMPEs, variability of amplitudes
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about a median values is aleatory in nature and the uncertainty about the correct value of the median
is considered as epistemic. In PSHA, epistemic uncertainty has been modeled by either the use of
alternative equations in a logic tree framework or the representative suite approach. However, in both
approaches, selection of appropriate GMPEs is still a major challenge, particularly for regions where
an appropriate local GMPE does not exist due to the low seismicity or limited observational data. Here,
two data-driven methods, the likelihood-based and the Euclidean distance-based ranking are used to
reduce epistemic uncertainties. Furthermore, a Bayesian posterior inference by Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation is used to calibrate the selected GMPEs to the Icelandic data. After
calibration, all models fit the recorded data very well in the distance and magnitude range where data
is available. In this study, a PSHA in terms of PGA is presented using the Monte- Carlo (MC-PSHA)
method. There are some advantages to the MC-PSHA in terms of flexibility and transparency and it is
prefered to Cornell McGuire approach (CM-PSHA), due to uncertainty in the present Icelandic
earthquake catalog. MC-PSHA takes a standard seismic source model and uses it to generate a very
long synthetic catalog representing possible future outcomes of regional seismicity. The Monte Carlo
draws follow the prescribed probability distributions for distance, magnitude and epsilon (the number
of standard deviations by which an observation differs from the mean of prediction). One of the
prominent advantages of MC-PSHA is its compatibility with different seismicity models. In other
words, with the MC-PSHA approach, time-dependent, non- Poissonian, Markovian and other models
can be adopted easily. In this study, the seismic source zones and related seismicity parameters
proposed by Björnsson et al. (2007) are used which is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The seismic source zones applied in PSHA. The solid red lines indicate seismic source zones capable of
producing earthquakes with magnitude greater than or equal to 4 and the dotted lines refer to source zones where event
magnitude does not exceed 4 (Bjornsson et al. 2007). A, B and C are transform zones and the yellow areas indicate
volcanic zones.
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We applied both the original and updated GMPEs and carried out seismic hazard assessment
for grid points over the TFZ. Hazard maps and the standard deviation of hazards show the sensitivity
of results on different GMPEs. The obtained results indicate the imoprtance of the appropriate
functional form of GMPEs for earthquake hazard and risk anlyses in North Iceland. Moreover, they
highlight the shortcomings of the current approaches and provide clear insight into of the direction of
future research efforts, namely incorporating near-fault effects as synthesized from calibrated finitefault earthquake models into the PSHA.
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Introduction
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analyses (PSHA) form the basis for developing regional seismic hazard
maps, such as those that accompany building codes, as well as for estimating the site- specific seismic
hazard for important projects (e.g., large dams, chemical processing plants, nuclear power plants). While
the fundamental mechanics of PSHA remain the same as originally proposed by Cornell (1968), the
accounting for uncertainty in estimating seismic hazard continually evolves. In this vein, uncertainty is
currently classified as “aleatory variability” and “epistemic uncertainty.” While these terms are
somewhat unique to the vernacular of seismic hazard analysts, the concepts that they represent are
widely known. Aleatory variability refers to the natural randomness of a process. Accordingly, as
additional information about a process is obtained, an assessment of the associated aleatory variability
can be refined, but it can only be reduced to a value dictated by the natural randomness of the factors
governing the process. In contrast, epistemic uncertainty refers to the scientific uncertainty in modelling
the process, due to limited data and knowledge. As a result, epistemic uncertainty can theoretically be
reduced to zero.
The focus of the present study is on the treatment of epistemic uncertainty associated with site
effects in PSHA, where site effects refers to the influence of a site’s geologic profile on ground motions
as they propagate up from a reference horizon at depth to the ground surface. One guiding principle in
estimating epistemic uncertainty is that the less you know, the larger the estimated uncertainty should
be. Implied in this principle is that higher uncertainty will result in a higher computed seismic hazard,
providing the impetus for geologists, seismologist, and earthquake engineers to collect and analyse data
related to the seismic hazard of a site/region. However, contrary to the spirit of this guiding principal,
the treatment of epistemic uncertainty for site effects in the current high-end state-of-practice can result
in a reduction in computed ground motions in a PSHA as epistemic uncertainty increases.
In the following, current approaches for treating the epistemic uncertainty associated with site
effects in PSHA are briefly outlined. Next, the shortcoming of the EPRI (2012) approach is discussed,
specifically that a reduction in computed ground motions can result as epistemic uncertainty increases.
Finally, an alternative procedure for treating epistemic uncertainty associated with site effects that
overcomes the identified shortcomings of the EPRI (2012) approach is conceptually presented.
Current Approaches for Treating Epistemic Uncertainty of Site Effects
Traditionally, PSHA have been performed for a reference site condition (usually “rock”) or reference
horizon at depth (usually a rock horizon that satisfies the elastic half-space assumption) and deterministic
factors are applied to the computed seismic hazard to account for site effects. This approach is still used
in many building codes in the US and worldwide (e.g., ASCE 7-10: ASCE, 2013), where the
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accompanying seismic hazard maps are for “rock” site conditions. However, the use of deterministic site
amplification factors does not account for the uncertainty in site effects, which can be significant, and
as a result, various approaches have been proposed to more formally incorporate site effects into PSHA
(e.g., Bazzurro and Cornell, 2004). Following the 2011, Mw9.0 Tohoku earthquake in Japan and the
ensuing accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) established a task force to review and access the NRC’s seismic regulations, among other
objectives. In response to the recommendations resulting from the task force’s review, the Electric Power
Research Institute published a report (EPRI, 2012) that includes among other things a detailed approach
for formally incorporating site effects in a PSHA, to include the treatment of aleatory variability and
epistemic uncertainty. This report represents the high-end state-of-practice for incorporating site effects
in PSHA.
Although the distinction between aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty for site effects is
somewhat ambiguous, per EPRI (2012) aleatory variability encompasses the spatial variability of the
dynamic soil properties at a site. Aleatory variability is accounted for by applying correlated random
perturbations to small strain shear wave velocities (Vs), layer thicknesses, and stress-strain response
characteristics for each layer in each of the three base case profiles (discussed below) used to develop
the amplification curve for the site. A minimum of 30 realizations for each of the base case profiles is
assumed sufficient to develop stable statistical estimates of the site effects.
In contrast to aleatory variability, epistemic uncertainty per EPRI (2012) encompasses
uncertainty in the geologic profile and dynamic properties of the strata (i.e., things that could be
determined with certainty given an unlimited amount of time, effort, and budget to perform a detailed
field site characterization study and companion laboratory testing). Epistemic uncertainty in the profile
stratigraphy is accounted for by developing best estimate (or mean), lower range, and upper range base
case Vs profiles for a site. The lower and upper range base case Vs profiles are developed from the mean
base case profile, which can be determined from either geotechnical/geophysical site investigations or
inferenced from available geotechnical/geologic information. EPRI (2012) specifies
ln = 0.35 for
base case Vs profiles determined from geotechnical/geophysical site investigations and
ln = 0.50 for
base case Vs profiles inferenced from available geotechnical/geologic information (i.e., a larger
epistemic uncertainty is assumed for base case profiles that are developed from less site-specific
information). The lower and upper range base case Vs profiles correspond to the 10th and 90th fractiles
of the assumed distribution around the mean base case Vs profile. To account for the epistemic
uncertainty in the nonlinear dynamic soil properties, two different sets of nonlinear stress-strain response
relationships are assumed for each stratum in each of the base case profiles.
The three base case Vs profiles are used in numerical site response analyses to develop a site
amplification curve. Amplification curves for each of the base case profiles are combined using a logic
tree approach. For a given base case profile, equal weights are used for the two branches of the logic
tree for the two different sets of nonlinear stress-strain response relationships used in the site response
analyses. A weighted average of the amplification curves for each of the three base case profiles is
computed using weights of 0.4 for the amplification curve for the mean base case profile and 0.3 for the
amplification curves for the upper and lower range profiles.
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Shortcoming in the EPRI (2012) Approach for Treating Epistemic Uncertainty of Site Effects As
stated in the Introduction, one guiding principle in estimating epistemic uncertainty is that the less you
know, the larger the estimated uncertainty should be. EPRI (2012) implements this principle by
specifying a larger
ln value for base case profiles inferenced from geotechnical/geologic information
relative to profiles developed from geotechnical/geophysical site investigations (i.e., 0.50 vs. 0.35).
These two values of uncertainty are equivalent to factors of 1.90 and 1.57, respectively, applied to mean
base case Vs profile (i.e., the mean base case Vs profile is divided by the factor to compute the lower
range base case Vs profile and multiplied by the factor to compute the upper range base case Vs profile).
Figure 1 show conceptual plots of the amplification curves for each base case profiles and the weighted
average amplification curves for the two assumed values of epistemic uncertainties. In this figure, an
amplification curve (AF) is the ratio of the response spectral accelerations of the soil to rock motions
(Sasoil/Sarock) expressed as a function of oscillator period (T). As shown in this figure, the weighted
average amplification curve corresponding to the larger epistemic uncertainty has a greater bandwidth
than the curve corresponding to the smaller epistemic uncertainty, with the bandwidths of both the
weighted average curves being much greater than those for the base case profiles. Also, the amplification
curve corresponding to the smaller epistemic uncertainty is higher in amplitude than the curve
corresponding to the larger epistemic uncertainty over a range of oscillator periods. If the fundamental
period of the actual soil profile falls within the range of oscillator periods where the smaller epistemic
uncertainty curve exceeds that of the larger epistemic curve, then the computed surface ground motions
will be underestimated. This scenario contradicts the spirit of the guiding principle that less knowledge
implies higher uncertainty and higher uncertainty results in higher computed seismic hazard.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Amplification curves for each base case profiles and weighted average amplification curve for: (a) large assumed
epistemic uncertainty, and (b) small epistemic uncertainty. The bandwidths of both weighted average amplification curves are
greater than those for the base case profiles, and the amplitude of the weighted average curve for small epistemic uncertainty
exceeds that for larger epistemic uncertainty over a range of oscillator periods.

Alternative Approach for Treating Epistemic Uncertainty of Site Effects
Borrowing from the bi-normalization concept proposed by Ziotopoulou and Gazetas (2010) for
computing the statistical average of response spectra, an alternative approach to computing the weighted
average of the amplification curves for the base case profiles is proposed. Specifically, it is proposed
that amplification curves for the base case profiles be expressed as a function of the ratio of oscillator
period to the degraded (or large strain) fundamental period of the profile (Tp) before the weighted
average amplification curve is computed. This is conceptually shown in Figure
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2 and is based on the premise that the peak in the amplification curve for a given base case profile
corresponds to the degraded fundamental period of that base case profile. As shown in this figure, the
weighted average amplification curve computed this way has both a bandwidth and amplitude that
are statistically representative of the curves for all three of the base case profiles.

Figure 2. Amplification curves for each base case profiles expressed as function of the ratio of oscillator period to fundamental
period of the soil profiles. The resulting weighted average amplification curve has both a bandwidth and amplitude that are
statistically representative of curves for the base case profiles.

Using the weighted average amplification curve and PSHA data for the reference horizon, the seismic
hazard curve at the ground surface, GZ(z), can be computed for a given oscillator period per the
proposed approach using Eq (1).

(1)
where: Y = AF(T), Z = Sasoil, X = Sarock, P(Y ≥ x/z|x,Tp) is the conditional probability that AF(T) will
exceed “z/x” given that the Sarock is equal to x and the fundamental period of the soil profile is equal to
Tp, and fx,Tp(x,Tp) is the joint probability density function of Sarock and Tp. Although the computation of
the seismic hazard at the ground surface for the proposed approach is slightly more involved than that
for the EPRI (2012) approach, the treatment of epistemic uncertainty is in accord with the mechanics of
the site effects phenomenon and overcomes the “statistical smoothing” of the base case amplification
curves inherent to the EPRI (2012) approach.
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The Tjörnes fracture zone (TFZ) is the one of the two most active seismic regions in Iceland (Einarsson
P., 2008; Stefansson, R. et al., 2008; Metzger & Jónsson, 2014). It is of vital importance for civil
protection and security of the local residents living in that area to have a fully functioning hospital
close by, when a major earthquake event occurs within the TFZ.
The main focus of this study is to examine the structural characteristics, dynamic behaviour
and structural integrity of the hospital (see Fig. 1) in the town of Husavik in North Iceland. The main
objectives of the study are as follows:
 To set up a monitoring system in the 4 storey reinforced concrete building and monitor
structural excitation and response.
 To use observed strong ground motion and response to estimate structural characteristics of
the building.
 To construct and calibrate a finite element model of the building.
 To use the FE model to examine the behaviour of the building in strong earthquake action.

Figure 1. The Húsavík hospital seen from south west direction
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A structural monitoring system was installed in the building in May 2015. The structural
monitoring system is a part of the multidisciplinary strong-motion array, ICEARRAY II, which is in
operation in North Iceland (Halldórsson et al., 2012). The measurements have been ongoing for one
year and three notable events have occurred that provide useful full-scale records of the building
excitation and response. The records have been used to determine key dynamic properties and response
characteristics, and for validation of the structural model (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The finite element
model was constructed using the structural design software Sap2000 (www.csiberkeley.com). The first
natural frequency of the building is 7.4 Hz, and the damping ratio at low intensity excitation was found
to be of the order, 2 - 3% of critical.

Figure 2. 3D model of the building in SAP2000

Figure 3. Comparison of recorded and computed response. To the left: Time series from the sensor within the utility
building on the roof. To the right: Fourier spectra from the sensor at the top corner of the outer wall on the 4th floor on
the right.
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Building codes and standard civil engineering practises have evolved considerably since the
construction of the hospital (started in 1964 and lasted a few years). Especially with regard to seismic
design requirements. Individual building components and details will be examined with this in mind.
The earthquake excitation used for the analysis is the EN-1998-1 (CEN, 2005) Response spectra and
records of strong ground motion from earthquake events that occurred in the South Iceland seismic
zone in June 2000 (Sigbjörnsson et al., 2007) and May 2008 (Halldórsson & Sigbjörnsson, 2009). Fig.
4 shows an example of results from a response spectrum analysis in the form of a distribution of the
vertical design force for concrete design (NDes2) along the face of the south-west wall.

Figure 4. Vertical design forces in the south west wall of the building for a specific load case. The short window column
at C1 is a cross section selected for further checking.

The building has many load carrying walls, in a structural system that provides a lot of redundancy.
The building deformations are found to be small, or 1 cm or less for a design response spectral analysis.
The same can be said about the story drift which is found to be well within the limits prescribed by
EN1998. Concrete stresses are also generally found to be low. However, for specific load cases there
are some structural elements that need further evaluation.
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Braced frames are a popular form of construction. It offers high strength for the weight of steel, and a
stiff structure as well. However, greater stiffness does not necessarily translate to improved seismic
performance because with greater stiffness the dynamic character of the structure is generally shifted
to a more energetic regime of earthquake ground motions, which results in greater forces. Despite of
this, braced frames can be an economical option in seismic regions.
The intended function of a braced frame is to resist lateral forces as axial actions in the structural
members of the frame, and in seismic regions, ductile/dissipative behaviour can be achieved through
buckling of braces in compression and yielding in tension. Inelastic hysteretic behaviour of braces has
been tested in multiple component experiments, including in the testing programs carried out by Black
et al. (1980) and Fell et al. (2008, 2009). In these studies a number of brace elements were put through
dynamic loading time histories designed to mimic the effects of seismic events. A few examples
hysteretic axial load-deformation responses brace members are presented in Fig. 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Measured and modelled brace axial load-deformation responses from (a) and (b) Black et al. testing program
(Black et al. 1980), and (c) and (d) Fell et al. testing program (Fell et al. 2008, 2009). The measured brace responses are
shown with a black line but modelled responses are shown with a red line. The ability to accurately model the brace
responses formed a vital part in a study of retrofitting an existing steel moment-frame building by Bjornsson (2013).
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In compression, member buckling involves a lateral deflection and the formation of a plastic
hinge at mid-length (and at two other locations towards the ends of the deflected shape). On reversing
the load, elastic recovery occurs followed by loading in tension until yielding. In subsequent cycles
the buckling load reduces due to residual deflections, the increase in length as well as the Bauschinger
effect. Furthermore, tensile yielding occurs at increasing axial deformation with each cycle of loading,
due to accumulated plastic elongation.
The observed hysteretic axial load-deformation responses reveals that relying on conventional
brace elements to resist seismic lateral forces can be problematic. Namely, as anticipated, under strong
ground motions the brace elements buckle in compression, resulting in a dramatic drop in stiffness and
strength. Moreover, the buckling of brace elements in compression does not necessarily occur
simultaneously over the entire height of a given structure. Hence, the braced-frame has a tendency to
develop soft and weak stories in the most stressed portion of the structure, which can lead to
concentration of deformations and formation of a collapse mechanism. Eurocodes attempt to address
this issue by balancing the demand-to-capacity ratio over the height of the structure. EC8 limits the
maximum difference in brace over-strength (Ωi= Npl.Rd.i/NEd.i) over all the diagonals in a frame to within
25%. However, given the complexity of structural behaviour under seismic action, it is questionable
whether this criteria is sufficient to ensure uniform behaviour over the height of the structure.
Nevertheless, this limit has been shown to improve uniform behaviour under realistic seismic
excitations (Elghazouli 2003, 2007).
Furthermore, the concentration of strains associated with the lateral deflection of the buckling
mechanism builds up strain hysteresis in the cross section which limits the available ductility of the
element upon reversal of the loading. If local buckling of the cross section occurs it further exaggerates
the concentration of strains and may even lead to formations of cracks in the cross section and rapid
deterioration of the element (Fell et al. 2008, 2009). In fact, in seismic situations, failure of brace
elements is largely related to fracture of the cross-section following local buckling, provided that
bracing connections are adequately designed and detailed.
Eurocodes address the risk of connection failure prior to brace yielding through methodology
of capacity design, i.e. designing connections and effected elements for the yield force of the brace
elements, taking into account material overstrength (Rd > 1,1γovNpl.Rd(brace)). Also, the risk local
buckling of cross sections is addressed in Eurocodes by limiting the width-to-thickness of components
depending on the expected ductility demand.
As an alternative to conventional braces, multiple devices have been developed in recent years
to resist and dissipate seismic forces (Symans et al. 2008). One such device that is gaining increasing
popularity in North America and in other seismically active regions is a special type of brace elements
termed buckling-restrained braces. Buckling-restrained braces have been developed to avoid the
pitfalls associated with lateral buckling of conventional braces. They are generally composed of a
structural steel section that has a reduced cross-sectional area over a central portion of the element.
The central portion is restrained from lateral and local buckling by an external mechanism, and is
detailed such that the central yielding core can deform and yield longitudinally independently from the
external mechanism. Conceptually the brace is intended to have equal properties in compression and
in tension.
A number of experiments have been performed on the different types of buckling-restrained
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elements, including Black et al. (2006), Newell et al. (2006), and Merrit et al. (2003a, 2003b).
Interestingly, compressive strength of buckling-restrained braces has been reported to be greater than
the tensile strength. This effect is commonly referred to as compressive overstrength. Compressive
overstrength has been reported as great as 20% (Merrit et al. 2003b). Also, the braces have been
demonstrated being capable of sustaining multiple cycles of highly nonlinear brace responses. A
couple of examples hysteretic axial load-deformation responses buckling-restrained brace members
are presented in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Measured and modelled buckling-restrained brace axial load-deformation responses from (a) Newell et al. testing
program (Newell et al. 2006), and (b) Merrit et al. testing program (Merrit et al. 2003). The measured brace responses are
shown with a black line but modelled responses are shown with a red line. The ability to accurately model the brace
responses formed a vital part in a study of retrofitting an existing steel moment-frame building by Bjornsson (2013).

The interested reader is directed towards Roader et al. (2011) and Elghazouli (2010) for a more indepth discussion of brace behaviour and seismic design concepts for steel structures.
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Researching socioeconomic impacts of earthquakes and other natural hazards is a field which
can be approached in a similar way to socioeconomic impacts of changes in infrastructure and
other major human interventions impacting societies. However, the great uncertainty associated
with the natural hazards is the great difference in this comparison; will earthquakes take place or
not… and what will the scope of the impact be? In the case of measuring or evaluating the impacts
of human activities, less uncertainty is certainly anticipated than in the case of natural hazards.
Planning ahead during the period prior (or at least potentially prior) to some cataclysm to happen
is very important. That is, planning for the unexpected, minimizing risks and increasing
awareness among the citizens. How well society is prepared to events like this can partly be
studied with the methods of social sciences such as surveys and interviews. Multidisciplinary
approach is important in order to make action plans for societies to be better equipped to face the
hazards e.g. with input from geologists, geophysicists, civil engineers, social scientists and
planners. In the presentation, methodology to deal with research of this type will be discussed, to
how a large degree we can draw on research on other types of natural hazards and possible
problems and uncertainty anticipated with research of this type.
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Iceland Catastrophe Insurance (ICI) was founded in 1975 as a public undertaking by a special Act of
the Althing (parliament) of Iceland. ICI is a government owned agency that reports under the Ministry
of Finance and Economic Affairs. ICI functions as an insurance company. The purchase of catastrophe
insurance for earthquake, volcanic eruption, snow avalanches, landslides and floods is compulsory for
all buildings; as well as for contents insured against fire. Buildings are insured according to their
valuation for fire as assessed by the Registers Iceland (State Land Registry). Since fire insurance of
buildings is compulsory in Iceland, all buildings are likewise insured against natural perils covered by
the programme. Infrastructure lifelines - waterworks, geothermal heating systems, sewage systems,
electric installations, bridges and harbour installations - not normally insured against fire, are
separately insured with the Corporation.
In the aftermath of the May 2008 Ölfus earthquake, which caused serious damage in the western
part of the South Iceland lowland, it was obvious that a major revision of the inherent earthquake risk
and loss probabilities was required. After the 2008 quake as well as after the two destructive
earthquakes in June 2000 in the South Iceland, all damaged houses and facilities were inspected and
the loss evaluated by technical experts (engineers and surveyors). This loss data combined with the
property database from Registers Iceland has resulted in a unique database where detailed information
about the buildings, year of construction, size, materials etc., and the damage incurred by the
earthquakes, has been compiled and classified in number of subcategories of structural and nonstructural loss.
For the last years, ICI has put an emphasis on Earthquake Risk Assessment and has constructed
a fully probabilistic model. The model is based on a seismic hazard module constructed by Dr.
Mohammad Zolfaghari (Cat Risk Solutions), an exposure module, provided by the Registers Iceland,
including detailed information of all buildings in Iceland and finally, vulnerability module with
empirical vulnerability functions, processed by working with the collected data from the damage
surveys following the 2008 earthquake (Bessason, Bjarnason, Guðmundsson, Sólnes and Stedman
2012; 2014). There is also an ongoing work in analysing the loss data from the two South Iceland
earthquakes in June 2000 where some first results have already been published (Bessason and
Bjarnason, 2016) In addition to the probabilistic model, ICI has developed a quick response
deterministic model that can model scenarios or specific events such as all major historical earthquakes
and can also be used to verify by sampling the results of the probabilistic model.
Since the hazard module was constructed by an external expert and access to most of the data
is limited, ICI has for the last months been working on a new hazard module i.e. a Probabilistic
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Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA). The first part of the study has been a seismic source definition of
Iceland in order to represent the distribution of future earthquakes in space, time and size (Figure 1).
The method of the zonation is based on two main components, firstly, a catalogue of observed
seismicity in Iceland back to the year 1706 and secondly, detailed information about seismic potential
of causative faults and active areas in Iceland, i.e. processes including transform faulting, rifting, dike
injection and other form of volcanic activity (Einarsson, 1991). The second component is of great
importance, since the observed seismicity for the last 300 years can only yield limited information
about future potential major earthquakes. The catalogue of observed seismicity is a compilation of
three sub-catalogues, with different observation periods for different magnitudes, including 2159
events (Table 1).
Table 1. Three sub-catalogues of observed seismicity within the 32 seismic source zones

Sub-catalogue
1 – historical
2 – Recorded
3 – Recorded

Period (years)
1706-2014
1926-2014
1991-2014

Magnitude range
M≥6
4≥M˃6
3≥M˃4

Count of events
29
553
1577

A list of historical earthquakes back to the year 1706 (sub-catalogue 1) is given in Sólnes,
Sigmundsson and Bessason (2013) and Einarsson (2015). Sub-catalogues 2 and 3 are provided by
the Iceland Meteorological Office (Kristín Vogfjörð).

Figure 1. The 32 seismic source zones of Iceland, M ≥ 6, 1706-2014 (red dots), 4 ≥ M ˃6, 1926-2014 (orange dots) and 3 ≥ M
˃4 1991-2014 (green dots).
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Over 70% of the total aggregates insured by ICI, is located on the SW part of Iceland, thereof, about
55% in the Reykjavík capital area. In terms of earthquakes and monetary losses, the Reykjavík capital
area is by far the most sensitive area in Iceland. Therefore, a special emphasis has been put on the
Reykjanes Peninsula and the seismicity in the area south and east of Reykjavík (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Seismic source zonation of the Reykjanes Peninsula, M ≥ 6, 1706-2014 (red dots), 4 ≥ M ˃6, 1926-2014 (orange
dots) and 3 ≥ M ˃4 1991-2014 (green dots).

As shown in figure 2, little or no seismicity (M ≥ 3) has been observed in Reykjavík capital
area according to the compiled catalogue, however, the northern part of the Reykjanes peninsula has
a potential of seismicity (magnitude up to around M 4) due to dyke intrusions, related to the volcanic
fissure swarms in the area.
The PSHA work will continue in the year 2016 and the aim is to publish the results of the whole
study in more details, e.g. a table including a description of seismic properties of each of the 32 zones.
Furthermore, the data will be implemented as an alternative to the existing hazard module in the ICI’s
probabilistic earthquake risk model.
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Civil Protection policy in Iceland is drawn up by the Council on Civil Protection and Security. The
council is chaired by the Prime Minister. The Ministers for the Interior, the Environment, Health, Industry and
Foreign Affairs sit on the council along with their Permanent Secretaries. Several top level officials and
representatives of non-governmental organizations also sit on the council. Civil Protection Policy is prepared at
the Ministry of the Interior and adopted by the council (Fig. 1).
The Minister for the Interior is the supreme authority in the field of Civil Protection in Iceland. The
Minister seconds everyday administration of Civil Protection matters on a national basis to the National
Commissioner of Police (NCIP). The National Commissioner of Police runs a Department of Civil Protection
and Emergency Management (DCPEM) for these purposes. The DCPEM works with municipal authorities, Civil
Protection committees, first responders and government agencies as well as non-governmental organizations on
monitoring, analysis and mitigation efforts. The connection of Civil Protection to the scientific community is
mostly at this level. Government agencies and institutes, i.e. the Icelandic Meteorological Office and the Institute
of Earth Sciences, have integral roles in monitoring general developments and analysing events or developments.
Scientists also play a key part in mitigation efforts. They take part in informing the general public and other
groups about hazards and they also take part in building scenarios for contingency response planning and Civil
Protection exercises.

Figure 1 The organization of Civil Protection in Iceland. The organizational chart shows how Civil Protection is organized
at a national level, the column to the right indicates the main tasks addressed at each stage.

Monitoring entails keeping abreast of events and developments that might call for activation of the
response part of civil protection. These events or developments may be of a geophysical nature, i.e. earthquakes
or volcanic eruptions, or of anthropogenic sources such as radiation, industrial development or increased tourism.
Analysis in general covers two processes. Firstly it covers the process of evaluating future developments
of the current situation and building scenarios and eventually evaluating the risk involved. Secondly it covers the
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process of determining weather or what response may be needed for the situation or if there is a need for a specific
contingency response plan.
Mitigation covers contingency response planning training and the exercising and revision of such plans.
Mitigation also includes educating responders, administrators and the general public about the relevant hazards
and about the content of contingency plans.
Municipal authorities and Civil Protection Committees have a role in hazard assessments and
contingency planning. In this work they cooperate with the groups that have a responsive, analytical or
monitoring role in the case of events.
Civil Protection operations are run at three levels of command. At the national level the National Crisis
Coordination Centre (NCCC) is run by the NCIP. Here assistance between Civil Protection districts is
coordinated as well as the use of national assets. As such the NCCC is in close contact with scientists who monitor
events and developments and provide analytical support to Civil Protection. The Analytical work is done partly
through the Civil Protection Scientific Advisory board. The NCCC also liaises with the European Unions’
Emergency Response Coordination Centre in Brussels. Local Area Command runs and coordinates Civil
Protection operations within a Civil Protection District and On Scene Command runs operations at the site of an
event. If the event has widespread effects, i.e. a volcanic eruption or an earthquake, there may be many On Scene
Commands operating within a single Civil Protection District.
Civil Protection in Iceland maintains a Scientific Advisory Board (CP-SAB). This board was founded in
the 1960´s. Initially it had a fixed membership of five to seven persons and the focus of the board was seismicity
and volcanism. In later years the board has grown larger and membership is no longer fixed. Civil protection
calls on relevant agencies to provide relevant experts depending on the event or subject being addressed at each
meeting. The board meets twice a year on the average when little is happening but during operations it meets
more frequently. During the eruption at Holuhraun in 2014 to 2015 the board met more than once a day during
the onset of the eruption. Then the board met daily for a few weeks and towards the end of the eruption meetings
were held twice a week. During that operation the board consisted of geologists, seismologists, volcanologists,
geophysicists, hydrologists, glaciologists, petrologists, geochemists, remote sensing experts, meteorologists,
environmental scientists, medical doctors and veterinarians. These scientists came from the Icelandic
Meteorological Office, the Institute of Earth Sciences of the University of Iceland, the Environmental Agency,
the Icelandic Food and Veterinary Authority, the Directorate of Health and the Administration of Occupational
Safety and Health.
The Scientific Advisory board reviewed data from monitoring equipment as well as observation from
field and aerial surveillance of the eruption. The data was discussed and interpreted and DCPEM officials
attending the meetings drew their conclusions from the discussions. The discussion at the board and conclusions
drawn then formed the basis for many operational decisions at the NCCC.
At the end of every meeting of the CP-SAB a status report was issued. The report contained information
on all measurable aspects of the eruption and information about trends in developments. The report also included
possible scenarios for changes in the eruption.
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Figure 2 A map showing areas of closure and areas of gas hazard during the Holuhraun eruption 2014-2015. The map is
based on a hazard assessment carried out by scientists at the Icelandic Meteorological Office and the Institute of Earth
Sciences at the University of Iceland. (Gylfason 2015)
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Í alþjóðlegum jarðskjálftaspárannsóknum á Suðurlandsundirlendi á árunum 1988-2006 var farin ný
leið í rannsóknum og lögð megináhersla á að skilja eðli þeirra ferla í jarðskorpunni sem leitt geta til
stórra jarðskjálfta.
Niðurstaða þeirra rannsókna er að með góðu og sívökulu eftirliti sé hægt að vara á
gagnlegan hátt við stórum Suðurlandsskjálftum, bæði hvað varðar áhrifasvæði og tíma.
Langmikilvægasti þáttur þessa eftirlits er að lesa og skilja fjölbreytilegar upplýsingar sem örsmáir
jarðskjálftar (niður í stærðina 0 eða minni) bera með sér beint neðan úr skorpunni þar sem
stórskjálfti er að grafa um sig. Að undangengnum sambærilegum rannsóknum er líklegt að
sambærilegar viðvaranir gætu orðið mögulegar á Norðurlandi eða hvar sem er á landinu.
Reynsla hérlendis sem erlendis bendir til að það verði mælanlegar breytingar í jarðskorpunni á
undan öllum stórum jarðskjálftum, ef næmni mælinga, sérstaklega jarðskjálftamælinga, er nógu mikil,
t.d. eins og hér á landi.
Reynslan bendir líka á að við getum ekki reitt okkur á að slíkir „forboðar“ séu eins frá einum
skjálfta til annars. Þess vegna getum við ekki treyst á tölfræði um „þekkta forboða“ frá fyrri skjálftum.
Það sem kemur í staðinn er að sérhver stór jarðskjálfti á sér langan aðdraganda, sem er mælanlegur,
jafnvel áratugum saman eins og var t.d. á undan Suðurlandsskjálftunum 2000. Með þeim samfelldu
mælingum sem við rekum nú þegar á Íslandi og með miklu meiri sjálfvirkri í túlkun á upplýsingum
þeirra mælinga og með eftirlitsrannsóknum getum við fundið aðdraganda hvers skjálfta fyrir sig og
smám saman fundið löggengi þeirra skorpuferla sem undirbyggja hann og framreiknað það
(extrapólerað) til að geta áætlað stað, stærð og tíma með sífellt gagnlegri nákvæmni þegar nær dregur
skjálftanum.
Til þess að nýta möguleika okkar til gagnlegra viðvaranna þurfum við sívökult og gott eftirlit
til langs tíma. Grunnur þessa eftirlits er að úrvinnsla alls þess, sem einstakar mælingar gefa af sér, sé
sjálfvirk og gerð nánast samstundis. Samanburður við fyrri mælingar, og gerð líkans af ferlum í
skorpunni sem uppfyllir allar þessar mælingar, verði líka til nær samstundis. Þetta er mögulegt með
því að leiða saman til samfelldrar vöktunar, reynslu eftirlitsmanna, vísindalegar niðurstöður og nútíma
tölvutækni. Þetta er ekki ólíkt því að fylgjast með gangi heimslægðanna, og veðurathugunum innan
lands, til að gera landspár. Árangur veðurfræðinnar til að geta sagt fyrir um hamfaraveður þróaðist frá
samfelldu veðureftirliti og daglegri veðurspá yfir í samfellda gerð líkana til að uppfylla allar mælingar
á veðurkerfum heimsins. Munurinn er helst sá að veðurspáin byggir í grunninn á mælingum frá nær
öllum heiminum, í jarðskjálftaspánni er byggt á miklu fjölbreytilegri mælingum og úrvinnslu, en mest
frá miklu minna svæði, svæði sem er tugir til 100 kílómetrar í þvermál.
Mynd 1 sýnir einfalt skema um megindrættina í slíku eftirlitskerfi.
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Mynd 1. Þetta er einfalt flæðilíkan að eftirlitskerfi til samfelldrar vöktunar sem miðar að viðvörunum um jarðskjálfta. Reyndar
er markmið slíks eftirlitskerfi upplýsingagjöf sem felur í sér almennt að útskýra ástand jarðskorpunnar á
jarðskjálftahættusvæðum og gæti þar með gert okkur kleift að útskýra á vísindalegum grunni að jarðskjálfti þurfi ekki að vera
yfirvofandi þótt almenningur verði var við jarðskjálftahrinur, eins og oft vill verða á jarðskjálftasvæðum.
Lengst il vinstri eru upplýsingar frá hinum ýmsu mælingum. Kassarnir fram að Túlkun sérfræðinga eru
sjálfvirkir, nema rannsóknarinngrip þeirra til að bæta úrvinnslukerfið og líkansgerðina.(Mynd : M.J. Roberts).
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Jarðváreftirlitið á Veðurstofu Íslands
Kristín Jónsdóttir, Sara Barsotti, Matthew Roberts, Theodór F. Hervarðsson og
jarðváreftirlitsteymið
Hlutverk Veðurstofu Íslands í náttúruváreftirliti: Veðurstofa Íslands hefur eftirlit með
náttúruvá á öllu landinu, t.d. vegna veðurs, eldgosa, ofanflóða, vatnsflóða og jarðskjálfta og ber
að miðla upplýsingum um og vara við náttúruvá. Hluti af þessu náttúruváreftirliti er
jarðváreftirlitið sem byggir á samþættri úrvinnslu ólíkra jarðeðlisfræðilegra gagna frá um 70
jarðskjálftamælum, 100 GPS stöðvum, 5 þenslumælum og 4 innhljóðsmælafylkjum. Mælanet
voru styrkt allverulega í kringum norðvestanverðan Vatnajökul, bæði í tengslum við FutureVolc
evrópuverkefnið og í tengslum við aukna vöktunarþörf á umbrotum við Bárðarbungu frá og með
haustinu 2014 (sjá mynd 1).
Rauntímaeftirlit með jarðvá: Skipta má jarðváreftirlitinu í rauntímaeftirlit og langtímaeftirlit.
Rauntímaeftirlitinu er sinnt með sólarhringsvakt alla daga ársins. Náttúruvársérfræðingur á vakt
fylgist með skjálftavirkni, óróa, jarðhniki og ám og sjálfvirkum viðvörunum. Alla daga milli kl.
7:00-16:15 eru tveir á vakt en á öðrum tímum er einn á vakt. Auk þess er ein bakvakt öllum
stundum. Rauntímaeftirlitið byggir helst á jarðskjálftamælingum sem streymt er í nær rauntíma
frá um 70 jarðskjálftastöðvum sem staðsettar eru á skjálftavirkustu svæðum landsins. Hluti af
rauntímaeftirlitinu eru sjálfvirk viðvörunarkerfi sem meta ef skjálftavirknin eykst óvenju mikið á
ákveðnu svæði eða ef að stærri jarðskjálfti mælist og einnig ef órói fer yfir ákveðinn styrk.
Aflögunarmælar í borholum mæla breytingar í jarðskorpunni og hafa gefist vel til að vara við
eldgosum í Heklu. Nýjasta viðbótin í mælakerfum jarðváreftirlits eru innhljóðsfylki sem mæla
innhljóð. Dæmi um innhljóð eru drunur, þ.e. hljóð við og neðan við mannlega heyrn. Slíkar
mælingar hafa gefist vel erlendis til að fá staðfestingu á atburðum sem valda þrýstibylgjum í
andrúmslofti eins og t.d. sprengigosum. Innhljóðsgögn eru svipuð jarðskjálftagögnum í úrvinnslu
og þeim er streymt í rauntíma.
Langtímaeftirlit með jarðvá: Langtímaeftirlitið byggir helst á samtúlkun jarðskjálftavirkni og
landbreytinga sem eru metnar m.a. út frá tímaseríum byggðar á GPS mælingum. Jarðváreftirlitið
hefur haldið vikulega fundi allt árið um kring í áraraðir þar sem langtímabreytingar í virkni eru
metnar. Rannsóknir á Veðurstofunni eru nauðsynlegur þáttur í jarðváreftirliti til að auka skilning
á jarðeðlisfræðilegum ferlum og breytingum jarðskorpunnar auk þess að styrkja úrvinnslugetu.
Mikilvægur liður í eftirlitinu er einnig samvinna við aðrar stofnanir og háskóla bæði erlendis og
innanlands, sér í lagi við Jarðvísindastofnun Háskóla Íslands, Almannavarnir og
Landhelgisgæsluna.
Miðlun upplýsinga um jarðváreftirlit: Vikulegt og mánaðarlegt jarðskjálftayfirlit er gefið út á
vef Veðurstofunnar. Vikulegar skýrslur um ástand eldfjalla eru sendar til London volcano aviation
advisory center (VAAC), Emergency responce coordination center og Almannavarna.
Veðurstofan stendur að mánaðarlegum eldgosaæfingum til að æfa viðbrögð og samskipti
Veðurstofunnar, London VAAC og ISAVIA. Veðurstofan nýtir sér einnig samfélagsmiðla til
uplýsingamiðlunar, þegar þetta er skrifað bæði twitter og facebook.
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Mynd 1. Mælakerfi jarðváreftirlits 2015-2016.

Mynd 2. Jarðskjálftar sem mældust með jarðskjálftamælaneti Veðurstofunnar árið 2015. Staðsettir eftir handvirka
yfirferð.
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Turkey is a seismically active country located at the Eastern Mediterranean region, and has been the site
of several destructive and extremely damaging earthquakes (Io 10) since historical times (e.g.; 17 Izmir,
1458 Erzincan, 1509-1894 Istanbul, 1653-1668-1688 Izmir, 1855 Bursa and 1872 Antakya). Tragic
examples of these earthquakes in the past century include the 1912 Ganos M7.4, 1939 Erzincan M7.8,
1942 Tokat M7.4, 1943 Samsun M7.6, 1944 Bolu M7.4, 1976 Van M7.5,
1999 August in Kocaeli M7.4, 1999 November in Duzce M7.2 and 2011 Van M7.2). All these
earthquakes caused extensive destruction and thousands of casualties. In recent years, the Disaster and
Emergency Management Authority (AFAD) which answers directly to the Turkish Prime Ministry, has
supported several projects in the field of engineering and earth science studies aimed toward a better
understanding of the occurrence of earthquakes on Turkish territory and their associated ground shaking.
In this context, a project was specifically designed at the quick assessment of PGA and intensity in
Turkey. The AFAD is indeed in great need of rapid and accurate information on where earthquake
damage is located, so they can properly direct rescue teams and organize an emergency response. For
these reasons, we decided to implement the software package ShakeMap, developed by the USGS
Earthquake Hazards Program (Wald et al. 2006). It generates maps of the PGA parameters and the
instrumentally derived intensities in few minutes after the earthquake occurrence.
ShakeMap is a routine which maps the epicentral area which is affected by ground motion during
the earthquake, according to Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), Spectral Acceleration (PSA), Peak
Ground Velocity (PGV) and Instrumental Intensity. These kind of maps could be prepared by gathering
data in a very short time during and immediately after a strong earthquake. Accuracy and precision
increase when combining observed real data from accelerometric network stations with that of estimated
values derived from attenuation relationship. Principal aim for generating ShakeMaps is sending relevant
information (such as effected hazardous and predictive damage areas) to governmental establishments
as soon as possible, and producing accurate knowledge for rapid response teams (Wald et al. 2006).
As a single authority of an earthquake prone country, Turkey, the AFAD has started to finance
several projects in the field of seismology aimed toward a better understanding of earthquake occurrence
in the country. In this context, project UDAP-G-14-15 was directed specifically at the quick assessment
of ground-motion shaking in Turkey. For these reasons, the ShakeMap routine has implemented to the
AFAD computing servers and specifically designed to generate maps of the peak ground-motion (PGM)
parameters and the instrumentally derived intensities. We started to have initial results on a scenario
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earthquake in Kocaeli (Figure 1).

Figure 1. ShakeMaps for instrumental intensity of the 17 August 1999, M7.4 Kocaeli earthquake. Intensities rely on
relationship for earthquakes in California.

One critical factor in successfully predicting PGM when generating ShakeMaps is the use of
well-calibrated magnitude versus distance ground-motion predictive equations (GMPEs). Other
important parameters are site corrections and Vs30 determinations. Our works to obtain best results are
ongoing by including recent GMPEs and site classifications based on geology and velocities. For the
purpose of rapid estimation of damage assessment for an area where the strong motions have occurred,
we think that the results can be greatly valuable for fast response for effective emergency response to
disaster area. This is, eventually, the final goal of the ShakeMap approach.
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A new strong / weak-motion seismic monitoring network with 26 stations, covering the provinces of
Eskisehir and Bursa, has been established between the dates 01.04.2005 and 08.02.2014. AnaNet seismic
network, located in Bursa and Eskisehir Provinces of Turkey, has an important role in determination of
the earthquake hazards of the sources of mainly North Anatolian Fault (NAF) and Eskisehir Fault Zone
(EFZ). In addition, both Eskisehir and Bursa central regions are densely populated and have larger
industrial areas which could be affected by the amplification of the ground motion due to the deep basin
structure of the regions during a possible earthquake. A major earthquake induced financial and moral
losses that may occur in Bursa and Eskisehir could be quite large because of the high population,
industrial production, socio-economic conditions and the industrial contribution to national economy of
the region. One of the priority objectives of these projects, is to determine wave propagation and site
response properties of both Eskisehir Basin which has 500-700 m varying depth, half graben structure.
The liquefaction and amplification properties of Quaternary and Neogene sediments, located in the city
centre of both Eskisehir and Bursa, were studied by previous publications (Orhan et al., 2007, Öztürk et
al., 2009, Ocakoğlu and Açikalin, 2010, Gok and Polat, 2012, Tün, 2013). According to the integrated
seismic risk analysis of the Eskisehir residential area, the populated area is found to be generally at
medium to high risk during a potential earthquake (Pekkan et al., 2014).
Eskisehir is located as 2nd degree earthquake zone (PGArock: 0.3-0.4 g; Earthquake Zonation
Map of Turkey, this map has been prepared by using the report named "A Seismic Zones Map of Turkey
Derived from Recent Data" which was prepared by METU Civil Engineering Dept. Earthquake
Engineering Research Center and presented to the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement, General
Directorate of Disaster Affairs as a fınal report of project 92-03-03-18 in January 1993. (GDDA, 1996).
For this reason, it is generally considered that there is no relevant degree of seismic hazard in Eskisehir.
However, several moderately sized historical earthquakes (between M=5 and M=7) have occurred in
Eskisehir. More than 16 earthquakes which are bigger than or equal to the magnitude of 4 occurred on
the EFZ in the 20th century and the most significant seismic event in the instrumental period was the
20.02.1956 (M: 6.5) Eskisehir earthquake (Öcal, 1959, McKenzie, 1972). The epicenter of the main
shock has been debated in the literature (Ocakoğlu and Açikalin, 2010).
Altunel and Barka, (1998) determined the Eskisehir Fault Zone between Inonu and Sultandere to
be a trans tensional structure, using field observations and a focal mechanism solution of the 20.02.1956
(M = 6.5) Eskisehir earthquake (McKenzie, 1972). The Eskisehir Fault Zone is one of the major
neotectonic structures of Turkey, extending from Bursa - İnegöl to Cihanbeyli Figure 1; see also
(Yaltırak, 2002, Ocakoğlu et al., 2005, Tokay and Altunel, 2005, Ocakoğlu, 2007, Emre Ö. et al.,
2013). The fault zone presents a considerable seismic risk for the Eskisehir settlement. In the Eskisehir
region, subsidiary structures indicate the position of the main Eskisehir Fault having a strike of nearly
N60W. This direction fits the en-echelon bends of the Sarısu Cayı. For this reason, the en-echelon
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Bahcehisar and Cukurhisar – Sultandere segments have been postulated (Seyitoğlu et al., 2015).
According to Okay et al., (2008), the Eskisehir fault zone joins the intracontinental mega shear north
Anatolian fault zone in the West and the history of this event extends back to late Oligocene exhumation
of the Uludag massif (Okay et al., 2008).
AnaNet Seismic Network is composed of 18 strong-motion and 8 weak motion stations. One of
the main objectives of the seismic network which was established in two neighbour cities, is the
monitoring of the earthquakes in and around Eskisehir. The stations are spatially distributed in Eskisehir
city centre to represent the behaviours of different sediment thickness and different geologic formations
of the half graben structured basin (Tün, 2013). On the other hand there are stations, located near the
active fault segments. While deciding the locations of the stations, locations with electricity and
telephone connections were preferred taking security and transportation logistics in to account. Where
electric and telephone connections were not provided, solar energy systems and 3G-EDGE data
communication services were utilized. The strong ground motion networks are operated for;
-the measurement of the acceleration and forces that cause damage to the buildings
-the development of the methods of constructing earthquake resistant structures,
-the collection of the data intended for the preparation of the micro zoning map
-the constitution of the database for the studies of the earthquake hazard and risk,
-earthquake master plans as well as the definition of the earthquake scenario of the Eskisehir
and Bursa urban areas.
The parameters of the stations are given in Table 1, “see Table 1, available in the electronic
supplement to this article”. All stations are free-field and equipped with the CMG-5TD, three-axis
strong-motion accelerometer, a 24-bit digitiser and a flexible data acquisition and storage unit packaged
together in a single sealed case. The systems contains two supply boxes for communication and
uninterruptible power and adsl, gprs or satellite modem (Figure 2).
In the Eskisehir and Bursa region, the AnaNet strong and weak motion network has been
established between March 2005 – September 2014. This network provides to be useful for research and
practice in engineering and strong/weak-motion seismology. Earthquakes were recorded by the array in
Eskisehir, Bursa and near of the region. To make accurate epicentre locations and to produce damage
prediction maps after a strong earthquake in the region, we plan to establish additional stations near the
Eskisehir and Bursa Basin.
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Figure1. Regional map showing the active faults in Western Anatolia, Turkey (compiled from Ocakoğlu et al., (2005,
Ocakoğlu, (2007), Emre Ö et al., (2013), Şaroğlu et al., (1992) and the location of AnaNet Seismic Network stations.
NAFZ-North Anatolian fault zone, NAFMS-middle strand of North Anatolian fault, NAFSS- southern branch of the North
Anatolian Fault, EFZ-Eskisehir fault zone, EAFZ-East Anatolian fault zone, EG-Eskisehir Graben.
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Figure 2. Typical installation of AnaNet strong/weak-motion network. A. Recording stations are cabined in the
standardized small galvanized hut as shown at ANA09, OSG5 locations. B. Infrastructure of strong-motion stations is
built according to the schema. C. Pictıres; The stages of construction, Inner view of a container with a typical installation
of free-field station. Guralp CMG-5TCDE built-in system is mounted on a concrete base.
Figure1. Regional map showing the active faults in Western Anatolia, Turkey (compiled from Ocakoğlu et al., (2005,
Ocakoğlu, (2007), Emre Ö et al., (2013), Şaroğlu et al., (1992) and the location of AnaNet Seismic Network stations.
NAFZ-North Anatolian fault zone, NAFMS-middle strand of North Anatolian fault, NAFSS- southern branch of the North
Anatolian Fault, EFZ-Eskisehir fault zone, EAFZ-East Anatolian fault zone, EG-Eskisehir Graben.
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Table 1. The stations parameters of AnaNet Strong/Weak-Motion Network
No

STATION
CODE

Lat.Deg N Lon.Deg
E

Elev.
(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

BORA
AUMIH
AUSIV
AUKIR
AUKUT
AUBOZ
ANA-SRCK
ANA-CIFT

39.8801
39.8733
39.4398
39.2878
39.3955
39.9103
40.0416
39.3612

30.4534
31.4621
31.5395
30.5306
30.0213
30.0323
30.6259
31.0625

930
1458
1150
1130
1126
893
331
892

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2601 ANA01
2602 ANA02
2603 ANA03
2604 ANA04
2606 ANA05
2610 ANA06
2611 ANA07
2612 ANA08
2613 ANA09
2614 ANA10
2615 ANA11
2616 ANA12
2605 2617
1622
OSG2
OSG3
OSG4
OSG5

39.8135
39.7893
39.8801
39.7732
39.7488
39.8245
39.7900
39.7669
39.7736
39.7529
39.7443
39.6974
39.7211
40.1953
40.2656
40.1770
40.2630
40.2652

30.5284
30.4972
30.4534
30.5101
30.4956
30.4243
30.4453
30.4049
30.5533
30.5521
30.6503
30.6346
30.5326
29.0534
29.0336
29.0567
29.0992
28.9860

787
815
930
770
833
837
813
833
788
860
814
916
936
156
78
366
106
162

Location

INSTRUMENT
TYPE

Installation
Date

Connection
Type

Guralp 3T 120sn
Guralp 6TD
Guralp 6TD
Guralp 6TD
Guralp 6TD
Guralp 6TD
Guralp 3TDE 120sn
Guralp 3TDE 120sn

09.03.2005
29.09.2010
28.01.2010
27.01.2010
27.01.2010
26.01.2010
06.03.2013
07.03.2013

Satellite
Satellite
Satellite
Satellite
Satellite
Satellite
3G/EDGE
3G/EDGE

07.12.2005
14.03.2005
09.03.2005
09.12.2005
10.12.2005
14.06.2010
30.09.2014
15.09.2012
07.09.2012
08.09.2012
14.06.2010
15.06.2010
11.09.2012
22.07.2013
23.07.2013
24.07.2013
25.07.2013
26.07.2013

Local Network
Local Network
Satellite
3G/EDGE
ADSL
ADSL
3G/EDGE
ADSL
ADSL
ADSL
3G/EDGE
ADSL
3G/EDGE
3G/EDGE
3G/EDGE
3G/EDGE
3G/EDGE
3G/EDGE

Weak-Motion Stations
Alınca
Mihalıccık
Sivrihisar
Kırka
City Forest
Bozüyük
Sarıcakaya
Cifteler

Strong-Motion Stations
Iki Eylul Campus
Yesiltepe
Alınca
Kırmızıtoprak
Büyükdere
Yukarisögütönü.
Batıkent
Karabayır
Seker
Erenköy
Organized Industry
Sultandere
Asri Cemetery
Merinos
Armutköy
Mollafenari
Demirtas
Hamitler
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Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TD
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TCDE
Guralp 5TCDE

Compilation of discussions and ideas presented at the Húsavík
earthquake workshops in 2013 and 2016.
Páll Einarsson, Sigurjón Jónsson, Ragnar Stefánsson

1. Research project ideas proposed in 2013, modified 2016
1) The existing monitoring system needs to be strengthened and developed further. The system
is based on automatic analysis of data and joint interpretation of different data types. This can
be done by research, taking the analysis further towards describing crustal processes, and
gradually by adding stations into the network that already exists. The most urgent additions of
monitoring stations would be stations on Mánáreyjar islands and Gjögurtá.
2) The Icelandic Meteorological Office needs better support to be able to utilize and
incorporate instruments and measurements provided by other institutions, such as hydrographs
and chemical sensors in drill holes, and continuous GPS-measurements. Access must be
secured to the data by all scientists to further research and real-time monitoring. The usefulness
of this has been demonstrated in recent years by the EU projects EPOS, NERA, and
FUTUREVOLC. A cooperative effort of the IMO scientists and scientists from other related
scientific fields is to build a monitoring and automatic analysis facility based on all available
data relevant for earthquake warnings and risk mitigation.
3) The strong-motion network built up in recent years by the Research Center for Earthquake
Engineering in Selfoss needs to be built further and strengthened in North Iceland.
4) The preparedness of the Civil Protection plans in North Iceland need to be re-evaluated.
Special surface effects of earthquakes need to be taken into account, such as debris avalanches
in urban areas (e.g., Siglufjörður, Ólafsfjörður), snow avalanches, e.g., in skiing areas
(Siglufjörður, Dalvík, Ólafsfjörður, Húsavíkurfjall), liquefaction, stability of landfills, and
tsunamis caused by fault movements and landslides into the sea. Also submarine topography
should be analysed with respect to the potential of submarine landslides that can cause
tsunamis.
5) The importance of education in reducing earthquake risk is pointed out. All stages in the
educational system need to be activated, also public meetings, adult education courses, and
club meetings of all sorts. Warnings from scientists are only useful if the community is
informed and knows how to react to them.
6) The unfortunate location of the town of Húsavík within the Húsavík-Flatey fault belt was
repeatedly mentioned in both workshops. Latest measurements indicate that about one third of
the total transform motion of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone is taken up across these faults, i.e. 6-7
mm per year. This movement leads to stress increase that will certainly be released in
earthquakes in the future. The seismic risk must therefore be re-evaluated all the time, with the
progress in the understanding of the hazard taken into account.
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7) The seimic hazard and risk associated with the industrial site presently under construction
at Bakki near Húsavík was discussed on many occasions during both workshops. The building
site is within a few hundred meters of the Skjólbrekka Fault, one of the active branches of the
Húsavík-Flatey Fault system. There is considerable concern that the risk needs reevaluation,
taking into account the latest observations of acceleration in the nearfield of seismic sources,
that show irregular and sometimes very high acceleration. High acceleration appears to be
taken into account in the design of building structures. It was pointed out, however, that
sensitive equipment, such as the oven and the ladle, that contain molten metal at high
temperature, also had to be redesigned for use under sudden high acceleration. Questions about
the cost of such design work could not be addressed. Issues regarding the reaction of staff
during seismic crises and disturbing effects of minor felt earthquakes on the operation of the
facility were raised.
8) Multibeam eccosounding of the sea floor have been invaluable in the understanding of the
tectonic structure of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone. Only part of the area has been surveyed,
however. It is a high-priority project to finish this work and make a new complete fault map
of the ocean floor. The essential instruments exist in the research vessels of the Marine
Research Institute and the Hydrographic Survey. Only the ship time needs to be covered by
additional funding.
9) The existing monitoring network needs to be augmented with monitoring of other
parameters, such as level, temperature, and chemical content of water in drill holes. In light of
the significance of magmatic movements related earthquake release in the region and the good
experience of volumetric strainmeters in monitoring volcano-tectonic processes in South
Iceland volumetric strainmeters should be introduced into the monitoring network in Tjörnes
at the eastern end of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault. Experiments to connect changes in these
parameters with earthquake activity have given promising results. The universities in Akureyri
and Stockholm have been conducting cooperative projects in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, and
University of Iceland has studied time series of radon in the South Iceland Seismic Zone using
instruments of new design.
10) The structure of the crust has a pronounced effect on its dynamic behaviour. The thickness
of the brittle crust is one of the more important parameters, and it can be estimated from the
depth distribution of earthquake hypocenters. The accuracy of the depth determinations
depends critically on the operation of seismographs in the source areas of the earthquakes. This
is difficult in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, that is partly off shore. Costly ocean-bottom
seismographs studies need to be done.
11) The earthquake history is rather poorly known for North Iceland. In spite of human
habitation since the 9th century, historical documents of earthquakes are only known since
1700, with only few exceptions. Systematic search for historical documents needs to be done
in existing letter collections and diaries in historical archives. A special attention should be
given to find information about pre-earthquake activity which often disappears in the
descriptions of the huge destructive event. A pilot study of the earthquake of 1838 gave
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promising results. Existing documents about other known earthquakes, s.a. 1755, 1838, 1872,
and 1885, need to be re-interpreted with reference to increasing understanding of the tectonics
of the area.
12) Sediments in lakes and ponds contain evidence of past earthquakes. A pilot study of the
sedimentary record in Botnsvatn lake near Húsavík has given promising results, but also
indicates considerable difficulties in interpreting such records. The potential for similar studies
in other lakes needs to be investigated, e.g., in Skagi, Tröllaskagi, and Melrakkaslétta
peninsulas.
13) Geological mapping of the basalt pile around the seismically active faults, including dating
of the rocks, is essential for reproducing the tectonic history of the region, determining the rate
of fault displacements etc. This is particularly important in the are around the Dalvík seismic
zone and the peninsula south of Flatey.
14) Studies of the time sequences of earthquakes in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone and comparison
with other similar areas may throw light on its physical bahaviour. One of its characteristics is
the variety of sequences, both earthquake swarms and foreshock-mainshock-aftershock
sequences. Both strike-slip and normal faulting source mechanisms occur, sometimes in close
proximity to each other. The largest earthquakes tend to have strike-slip mechanisms. The
Tjörnes Fracture Zone is also volcanically active. Magmatic movements and their effects on
the seismicity need to be investigated. For this purpose the introduction of volumetric strain
measurements into the monitoring system would be of extreme significance.
15) Large earthquakes are frequently preceded by foreshocks, which can be useful for
warnings, especially if better understanding would be available of the crustal processes causing
them in each case. The nature of foreshocks and foreshock sequences in the Tjörnes Fracture
Zone needs to be investigated to understand the crustal processes causing them and how these
can be related to the main shocks. Here a pilot study would be to start with the recent
earthquakes for which good micro-earthquake data are available.
16) A comparative study of the seismicity of various fracture zones of the Atlantic plate
boundaries might give interesting results. Teleseismic data on Atlantic earthquakes exist for
more than half a century. These data contain important knowledge that has not been fully
utilized, e.g., regardin maximum magnitude of earthquakes, magnitude distribution, thickness
of the seismogenic crust, time sequences of events etc.

2. Specific research questions



What is the total horizontal offset of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) system?
Has the average HFF slip rate always been the same or has the rate been somewhat
lower during the past 1 million years? The oldest „recent“ rocks north of HFF and east
of Tjörnes are about 1 millions years old, which provides information about when the
Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR) became active.
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What is the average slip rate of the HFF in the more recent past (10s – 100s thousands
of years)? Grjótháls interglacial shield basalt found on both sides of the fault (unknown
age) could provide constraints on the vertical rate of the fault. Horizontal rates are more
difficult to determine. Stream offsets are not obvious.
What is the total vertical offset of the HFF near Húsavík? Is it more than 1 km?
Better information about the TFZ structure is needed (crustal thickness, thermal
structure, materials, fault locations). A lot hinges on estimating better the velocity
structure of the TFZ, which is highly 3D. Now it is difficult to link observed microseismic lineations to mapped structures. Fast 3D locations are needed in the future
monitoring.
Is the off-fault seismic activity (i.e. south of HFF and between HFF and GOR) new or
has it likely always been there? Is the activity a sign of new structures becoming active
or could they be long-lived features? Is the activity similar to what is seen in the
„immature“ SISZ? There are obvious similarities between Reykjanes and GOR.
Are the Dalvík lineament and the N-S lineations seen in seismicity south of HFF real
structures? Why haven’t we found any recent N-S ruptures, e.g. the 1838 rupture if it
occurred partially on land?
There are some inconsistencies between GPS velocities south of HFF. Do they indicate
strain concentrations south of HFF? These possible strain localizations are not resolved
and more GPS stations south of HFF are needed.
How is the TFZ transform motion accommodated? Are there more players than only
GOR and HFF? How do we find out? How is the Grimsey „microplate“ being strained
and how is it released? Underwater geodesy is needed to constrain strain rates better.
Why are the offshore rifts so concentrated (e.g. Eyjafjarðaráll, Kolbeinsey Ridge) when
compared to the NVZ? Does crustal thickness influence the width of the rifts?
Why are earthquake swarms so frequent on the HFF? Fluid, magma, creep related?
Closer look at swarms/tremor is needed.
Do we have creep on the HFF? Are the swarms signs of fault creep? Closer seismic
and geodetic observations are needed. Borehole strain meters might provide
information too.
The rates of seismicity on the eastern HFF are low, but there are some earthquakes.
More on-land observations near the eastern HFF are needed to learn about this
seismicity.
What is the maximum magnitude earthquake we can anticipate in TFZ? Is it magnitude
7.0 or 7.2? Can we exclude the possibility of a much larger earthquake (in light of
recent M8+ oceanic crust earthquakes between India and Sumatra)?
What is the volume (spatial and vertical extent) of future large earthquakes in TFZ?
Can we constrain it better? Is one part of the TFZ more likely to produce a major
earthquake than another? If so, then we might want to focus instrumentation into that
area.
How does the TFZ interact with the rifts to the north and to the south? How do events
on one type of system alter the state of stress in the whole area, i.e. both stress directions
and stress magnitudes?
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What are the local site shaking amplification effects in Húsavík? Some work under
way, but there is need to improve this knowledge. In addition, mechanical tests are
needed.
What is the thickness of the sediments under Húsavík and the thickness variability?
What is the deeper structure under Húsavík and the dip of the HFF? This needs to be
better constrained as well as the possible sediment response to shaking.
What level of shaking can we expect in Húsavík? Scenario earthquakes on the HFF
should be studied and the level of shaking that one can expect assessed. It is important
to include the different possible directivity effects and different mixed-mode slip
(normal vs. strike-slip faulting) options.
Can we have pure normal faulting earthquakes on the HFF near Húsavík or are they
always mostly strike-slip? What implications may it have for shaking?
What is the hazard of secondary effects, e.g., due to landslides, debris flows, rock falls,
snow avalanches, liquefaction, and tsunamis? Could Botnsvatn be a flooding hazard to
Húsavík?
How large tsunamis can the HFF trigger? Can we expect tsunamis from submarine
avalanches? Are there any extensive submarine landslide deposits?
A better understanding of rift-transform interactions will help understanding the hazard
better. Can earthquakes in the TFZ trigger volcanic eruptions, like intrusions have
triggered earthquakes (e.g. in 1976)? What about the course of events in 1885, or 18671872?

Earthquake prediction research
 What causes geochemical changes in groundwater before earthquakes? How can we
have pre-seismic geochemical changes so far away from the eventual earthquake?
Stresses change irregularly over a large area. There is need for accurate stress-change
measurements near geochemical observations.
 There is need to monitor better swarms of small earthquakes to study changes before
small and moderately sized earthquakes. Is the duration (and spatial extent) of preseismic changes depending on the size of the impending earthquake?
 Are pre-seismic processes coming from below and migrating upward in all cases in
Iceland? Are these upward migration of lithostatically pressurized fluids? This should
be answerable. Is there evidence for quadrant (extension and compression) behavior
of geochemical changes following large earthquakes? Geophysicists and Geochemists
need to cooperate on this. Can we learn from lessons at Hengill, where abundance of
geochemical analyses were carried out during the activity in the 1990s?
 How large are predicted earthquakes going to be? Not all small quakes can grow large,
only some foreshocks. Foreshocks are from a phase of acceleration and we need to look
more closely at them using highly sensitive seismic observations. Comparisons to the
Grenoble-Izmit observations of repeating earthquakes before the main shock might be
useful.
 There is a need for good observations of foreshocks and highly accurate observations
of swarms from stations located on top of the swarms, e.g. for shear-wave splitting
analysis. Need to go to below magnitude 1. We need more students to work on this.
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There is a need to monitor and understand better ongoing activity in the TFZ. Temporal
OBS installation in critical areas (east of Grímsey) would be useful for improved
monitoring. We should also add land-stations on Láey, Gjögurtá, and on Tröllaskagi.
Could we do near “real-time“ CFS modeling in the coming decades? For that we need
fast moment tensors (sources), better earthquake locations, a fault model database for
sources and receivers. Such modeling would benefit from a 3D structural model that
would include fault complexities and would benefit from seismic stress derivations.
We would need more bathymetry data from the TFZ (e.g. Skagafjörður) and more
seismic reflection surveys that would go deeper (only have top 50 m now) to get better
information about faults. Scenarios could be built, e.g. to study what happens when
intrusions take place or certain large earthquakes.

3. The final-minute wish list of 2013:










A geochemical dream is to establish a geochemical lab in Húsavík (ICP). Could help
answering the question whether fluids are coming from below prior to earthquakes. We
need to understand more, as using geochemical changes for earthquake prediction is
still unclear.
We need better earthquake locations and depths: Use OBS and 2004 experiment data
to correct new locations (however, no OBSs were located in the Eyjafjarðaráll).
The data from the Hamburg OBS experiment should be made available for everybody
before starting to plan a new experiment.
We need better and more complete bathymetry north of Iceland.
We need 1-m LIDAR survey of Tjörnes and the onland part of the HFF.
We need a „SIL network“ of wells for water-level, geochemical, and strain monitoring.
We need to cooperate with engineers for technical solutions, such as for powergeneration, real-time data-transfer from OBS, etc.
We need to communicate with each other, e.g through Twitter, Research gate, Emails,
etc.

4. Points after the 2016 workshop






Why haven’t we collaborated more on earthquake prediction research, built on lessons
learned in the SISZ, with the aim on realistic real-time warnings. Why haven’t we made
short-term warnings as part of operational monitoring. A big collaborative project is
needed between IMO and universities. Earthquake monitoring service is needed. How
would the information be presented? As probability of earthquake tomorrow? Would a
two-minute warning be useful, or practical? Warnings don’t need to be 100%, analogy
with storm warnings or weather forecast, which sometimes are false-alarms. Some
system are already in place, the green, orange, and red levels, call for different level of
response.
Many algorithms have been developed for precursor monitoring, why are they not yet
operational? Many signals are of different quality, many poor, but maybe strong all
together.
Húsavík-Flatey Fault might become the best-studied oceanic transform fault anywhere.
Many different fault maps exist. Which ones are the most reliable? Need for a fault
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model database with well defined classification of faults, active vs. inactive, sense of
motion, total offsets, etc. There needs to be a consensus on this. GIS database of faults
is needed that people can use in their research. Several levels of complexity are needed
for the different applications.
Digital data repository for the TFZ is needed, for basic background information, e.g.
DEM, bathymetry, faults at various level of complexity, earthquake catalogue,
historical earthquakes. Lessons learned from other areas (SCEC, Marmara Sea
observatory). Need to distinguish between active faults and simple lineations, need to
be careful about putting out lineation maps. The SCEC community fault model
included checked and active faults only.
One failure of the meeting three years ago was that we were not able to influence the
location of the PCC factory. Now we have to work with this situation, with a major
work place in the near-field of an active seismogenic fault.
Important to study external influence of earthquake and volcanic activity, climate,
tides, etc.
Tsunami hazard is real. Both the 1872 and 1755 earthquakes had sizable tsunamis and
even fatalities. Need to assess this hazard better and model possible tsunami scenarios.
Need to study coastlines for tsunami deposits and measure run-ups, feed into modeling,
and then feed into source modeling. Maybe they were too local, but still worth
checking.
Little progress has been made on the many questions above. Maybe a coordinated effort
is needed. European-scale projects?
Categorize the building stock in towns within or close to the Tjörnes Fracture Zone,
such as Húsavík, Siglufjörður, Ólafsfjörður, Dalvík, taking into account the standards
they were built (been done roughly). Assess which ground motion these buildings
might be able to withstand, and act accordingly.
Use opportunities that come with the construction of the PCC industrial installations at
Bakki to check for faults, liquefaction, trench information.
Keep active dialog with the municipality about town planning. Keep in mind that the
distance from the fault is important. Ground motions near the fault are very hard to
predict. At least stay way from steep slopes (rock fall, snow avalanches) and
liquefaction-prone areas. Directivity effects can cause higher accelerations away from
the fault than on it, hard to generalize about his point.
Early warning systems for the PCC plant to turn off some critical operations and for
workers to leave potentially hazardous areas? IMO has (as a part of the EU project
React) installed and is testing an early warning system. Still needs a lot of tuning, as
we are playing with only seconds. PCC should be interested in funding and setting up
such a project. Lessons are to be learn from Japan, California, and other places. Cellphone warnings? Currently these warnings are not for EQ early warnings, issues with
the three different cell-phone providers in Iceland.
Boreholes in Húsavík town would be useful to learn more about the site conditions in
town, about the material properties of the different layers underlying the different
neighbourhoods in town. Better information about the dynamic properties of the
geologic materials would be extremely useful.
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More seismometers in town and surroundings would be really helpful, now when the
seismicity is migrating along the Húsavík-Flatey Faults towards the east. Maybe
something could be implemented along with a possible early warning system for the
PCC. Landsvirkjun has installed a few sites near Krafla and Theistareykir that could
also be helpful for the monitoring of the HFF.
Campaign of seismometers during the tunnel excavation would be useful to get a better
idea about the subsurface structure and the faults around Husavik.
The 2004 OBS data are “open” upon request. Data not great, as the OBSs were not of
great quality. In 2004 about 16 OBSs installed for a couple of months. A new project
would be desirable with better quality OBSs to temporarily monitor the seismicity and
study structure. We should also investigate possibilities of permanently operating
OBSs with cable streaming of data. Could be a part of a big international project.
We need to understand better the earthquake activity near Husavik. Not only on the
HFF, but also to the north. More stations locally would be helpful.
Again, the point is stressed that IMO should have the resources to support various
researchers and projects to log and archive experimental data, e.g. from boreholes.
They have a lot of experience with water monitoring and data streaming.
GFZ Potsdam has a shaking table that could be used for experiments (about 0.5 m x
0.5 m in size, can hold a few kilograms).
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